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P R E F A C E .

T HE art of travelling through the air,

1 lately diſcovered , and rapidly im

proved, has introduced ſome new words,

expreſſive of the various objects which be

long to it. The meaning of thoſe words is

eaſily underſtood and remembered , ſince

they are principally derived from the Latin ,

aer , the air ; thus the aeroſtat, or the aero

ftatic machine, is the general appellation of

the flying inſtruments ; the aeronaut is the

perſon who travels through the air with an

aeroſtatic machine ; and the art itſelf, with

whatever belongs to the knowledge of it, is

called the ſubject of aeroſtation . — The flying

machines are likewiſe called air -balloons.

The preſent work contains the Hiſtory

and Practice of this new ſubject . In the

hiſtorical part, the Author hasomitted moſt
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P R E F A CE.

of thoſe experiments, obſervations, and pro

jects, which ſeemed to be either trifling or

evidently abſurd ; and, on the contrary , he

has endeavoured to record every particular

that deſerved to be remembered , or that

appeared likely to open the way for farther

diſcoveries. In the practical part, he has

not confined himſelf within the limits of

any particular theory ; ſince the preſent

ſtate of knowledge, relative to the ſubject,

has not yet eſtabliſhed all the neceſſary par

ticulars; he has therefore comprehended

this part of the work under ſuch general

principles, as will be uſeful in caſe of any

ſubſequent improvement. . .

The problems for practice have been

rendered as general as poſſible ; but they

are left without any demonſtration ; ſince

that would have been uſeleſs to the mathe

matical reader, and unintelligible to any

other,except there had been prefixed a long

ſeriesof preliminary propofitions, which the

nature of the work could not admit of.

It is for the ſame reaſon , thatmathema

. tical



PREFACE.

tical phraſes, and ſymbolical calculations,

have been avoided , and more familiar ex

preſſions have been ſubſtituted wherever it

has been practicable.

The meaſures mentioned throughout the

work are Engliſh, and the degrees of the

thermometer are according to Farenheit's

ſcale,except when the contrary is expreſſed .

Accuracy and perſpicuity have been the

Author's principal objects in the compila

tion of his work ; but, notwithſtanding his

endeavours, it is more than probable that

fome inaccuracies, and other deficiencies,

may be found in it ; on which account, he

would deem himſelf much obliged to any

perſon, who would inform him of any ne

ceſſary correction , or intereſting particular

thathas been omitted , in order to render the

work more perfect, in caſe of another edi

tion .

CON
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PARTI. .

HISTORY OF AEROSTATION .

CHAPTER 1. .

Hiſtory of Aeroftation , from the earlieſt tra

dition till the year 1783.

T HE tales of antiquity, the poetical

1 productions, the religious tenets,

and even the hiſtories, of moſt nations,

Thew that to acquire the art of flying, or

of imitating the birds, has been the earneſt

deſire , and has exerciſed the genius, of

mankind in every age. The winged horſes

of the Sun , Juno's peacocks, Medea's

dragons, the flying oracles, and innume

rable
B ,



2 HISTORY of AEROSTATION .

rable others, are inſtances of this obſerva

tion ; but authentic hiſtory furniſhes very

ſcanty materials concerning any real fuc

ceſs having ever attended the attempts of

this ſort.

With ſome it is a queſtion, whether

thoſe allegorical paſſages are merely the

produce of the imagination, ever fond of

raiſing itſelf into the pure and unincum

bered regions above the ſurface of the

earth ; or whether they indicate the real

exiſtence of the art of Aying amongſt men

in ages preceding hiſtory, but afterwards

loft. And indeed , whilſt we were unac

quainted with any means, by which a man

might elevate himſelf into the atmoſphere,

and the conſtant failure of often -repeated

experiments had rendered proverbial the

vanity of the attempt, we might have

eaſily been induced to believe the firſt

part of the queſtion ; but now , that men

in almoſt every nation of Europe, by

having actually raiſed themſelves into the

air, and having navigated through it with

ſafety and pleaſure, have ſhewn the poſ

fibility ,
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fibility, and eaſineſs of the art, we might,

perhaps with more juſtice, ſuſpect the

ſecond part of the queſtion to be true.

However, an art entirely forgotten , has

the ſame effect as an art never diſcovered :

therefore theſe obſervations may only ſerve

to excite the inveſtigation of antiquarians;

but as they do not, ſo they are by no

means intended to detract from the merit

of our contemporaries, who, by the dif

covery and rapid advancement of this art

alone, have, in every ſenſe of the phraſe,

really raiſed themſelves above the level of

their predeceſſors, and will leave to pof

terity a laſting , and perhaps uſeful, me

morialofthe genius of the preſent age.
-

-
-

-
-

-

Before we begin with the narration of

what is recorded relating to the art of

flying, it will be uſeful to mention, that

the attainment of this object has been at

tempted by two differentmeans ; namely ,

firſt, by giving motion to artificial wings,

either by mechanical combination, or by

the immediate ſtrength of aman , in imita

tion of the birds; and ſecondly ,by attach

-

B 2 ing
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-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-
-
-

ing the human body to ſomething, which ,

being lighter than air, might raiſe itſelf

and the annexed weight into the regions

of that element. The latter only of theſe

methods has been verified by actual ex

periments ; and the principal of what has

been done and is known about it, will

be related in this work . As to the for

mer, there is great ſuſpicion , that it will

be never brought to any perfection ; ſince

the ſtrength of a man ſeems inadequate

to produce the required effect, and the

weight of machines will always be too

great in proportion to their effects. Bo

relli, a Neapolitan mathematician of the

laſt century, examined this ſubject with

great nicety, and, by a compariſon of the

muſcles, which in a bird are employed

for flying, to the muſcles of the breaſt and

armsof a man , finds the latter to be quite

inſufficient to produce, by means of any

wings, the motion againſt the air , which

is neceſſary to raiſe a man into the at

moſphere * . This learned author, as well

-
-

--
-

--
-

-
-

-
-

-

* Borelli on themotion ofanimals, Chap .xxii.
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as Leibnitz, formally denied the poſſibi

lity of a man 's flying , by any of themeans

at that time known.

The flight of Abaris round the earth ,

as related by Diodorus of Sicily ; the

oracle of the famous temple of Hierapolis,

which raiſed himſelf into the air * ; the

fate of Icarus; and many other ancient

ſtories of the like fort, being, according

to the judgment of intelligent perſons,

either entirely fabulous, or only alluding

to ſomething quite different from real

flying , do not deſerve any particular nar

ration , or confutation .

The earlieſt account of any thing re

lating to flying, which has the appearence

of authenticity , is that of Archytas's

pigeon. This famous geometrician of

Taranto was of the Pythagorean ſchool,

and flouriſhed in the fourth century before

* Aliud quoque dicam , quod me præſente fecit.

Sacerdotes illum in humeros ſublatum ferebant: ille

verò , iis inferiùs in terra relictis, folus in aëre fereba

fur. Lucian . de Syria Dea.

B 3
the



6 HISTORY of AEROSTATION.

the Chriſtian æra. Aulus Gellius re

lates, that Archytas conſtructed a wooden

pigeon, which could fly by means of me

. chanical powers, and by an encloſed fpi

rit. His words, tranſlated , are the fol

lowing : - " It is affirmed by many of

" the beſt Grecian writers, and by the

“ learned philoſopher Favorinus, that

“ Archytas had conſtructed a wooden

“ pigeon, which could fly by mechanical

" means. To wit, it was thus ſuſpended

" by balancing, and was animated by an

“ occult and encloſed aura of ſpirit * .' ,

It is remarkable, that immediately after

theſe words, AulusGellius tranſcribes the

paſſage of Favorinus, wherein no men

tion is made of the encloſed ſpirit. “ Ar

“ chytas,” ſays the paſſage, “ philoſopher

“ of Taranto , conſtructed a wooden pi

“ geon , which could fly ; but if it fell, it

ss could not lift itſelf up any more .”

Much has been ſaid and done, eſpecially

* Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticæ , Lib. x, cap. xii.

. in
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in the laſt century, in order to imitate

this flying artificial bird , as the reader

may gather from the works of father Lau

rette Laure, Schott, Cardan , Scaliger,

Fabri, and Lana : though his curioſity

will be ill rewarded for his trouble ; thoſe

attempts to imitate and to explain Archy

tas's pigeon, being moſtly errors of too

groſs a nature even for the laſt century .

Since the invention of aeroſtatic ma

chines, ſeveralperſonshave ſuſpected , that

by the encloſed Spirit, in Gellius's paſſage,

might poſſibly be underſtood inflammable

or rarefied air , by means of which Ar

chytas's pigeon was rendered lighter than

common air ; the mechanical artifice

ſerving only to let it proceed forward .

But various circumſtances, when duly

conſidered , ſeem to render this conjecture

quite improbable . The bird being made

of wood, it muſt have been of an im

menſe magnitude, before the exceſs of

weight between the encloſed inflammable

air, and an equal bulk of common air,

could equal the weight of the materials

employed .
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employed . Nomention is made of a fire,

which, in caſe of rarefied air, was abſo

lutely neceſſary ; nor of any preparation

having been uſed previous to the bird's

flying, which, if inflammable air was

made uſe of, muſt have been too great

to eſcape notice. Beſides, if the fly

ing of this artificial bird was executed

by ſuch means, the fimplicity of the prin

ciple, when once diſcovered , could have

hardly paſſed ſo eaſily into oblivion .

· As this machine is ſaid to have repre

ſented a pigeon, and not the leaſt mention

is made of its being of any extraordinary

ſize, it is probable, that by the encloſed

Spirit, or aura , nothing more was meant,

than a ſort of animation , which that'ma

chine appeared to have been poffeſſed of

in conſequence of its extraordinary me

chaniſm ; it being very natural to attribute

a kind of life to any thing, which moves

of itſelf, without the intervention of any

other apparent agent, for a certain time;

and aura, ſpirit, or breath , having been

commonly employed to expreſs life.

In
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In Rome, under the reign of Nero , it is

ſaid , that a man, by means of artificial

wings, elevated himſelf high into the at

moſphere ; but that he loſt his life in the

enterpriſe. Another very uncircumſtan

tial account of a man , who was ſeen fly

ing at Rome, is related by Antonius

Beyerlink . In ſeveral authors we meet

with vague accounts of ſinging and flying

artificial birds ut . But whilſt oppreſſion,

and ignorance kept Europe in ſlavery and

ſuperſtition, it is no wonder that ac

counts, generally abſurd, and alwaysdoubts

ful, of Aying machines, flying veſſels,

flying faints, and flying witches, were

very common ; and the religious hiſtorians,

as well as other writers, make frequent

mention of them ,

Roger Bacon , who lived in the 13th

century , and contributed much towards

the revival of learning, wrote ſeveral

works with freedom of thought, but often

with obſcurity. This greatman, deſcrib

+ See Caffiodorus,MichaelGlycas, and Con .Ma

naſle ,

ing,
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ing, or rather deſcanting on the power of

art and nature, ſays, “ There may be

“ made ſome Aying inſtruments, ſo that

“ a man ſitting in themiddle of the inſtru

“ ment, and turning ſome mechaniſm ,

“ may put in motion ſomeartificial wings,

“ which may beat the air, like a bird Ay ,

« ing,” And in the next page he ſays,

“ There is certainly a flying inſtrument,

“ not that I ever knew a man that had

“ ſeen it, but I am particularly acquainted

" with the ingenious perſon who con

“ trived it * ."

Theſe paſſages have induced ſeveral per

ſons to conſider Roger Bacon as the in

ventor of flying machines ; but, I hope,

my reader will not want a formal refuta

tion of this opinion. Since Bacon, there

have not been wanting patrons of the art

of flying. Some diſſertations have been

written expreſsly on the ſubject ; projects

of teaching children to fly gradually from

their infancy , have been propoſed, and

various ſchemes of artificial wings have

* DeMirabili Poteſtate Artis et Naturæ .

been

ra
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been actually tried , which, though ſome

times attended with the appearance of

partial ſucceſs, on account of the wind,

or the largeneſs of the wings, which pre

vented a precipitate fall ; yet they gene

rally ended with the death , or at leaſt

with the fracture of the limbs, of the ex

perimenters.

It is related by ſeveralauthors * , each of

whom muſt have copied the fable from

his predeceſſor, that the famous John

Muller, commonly called Regiomontanus,

at Norimberg made an artificial eagle,

which flew to meet the Emperor Charles

the fifth , and accompanied him back to

the town . What ſhews the abſurdity of

this ſtory , is , that Regiomontanusdied in

the year 1436 ; whereas Charles the fifth

was born in the year 1500 . It is likewiſe

affirmed , that the ſameauthor conſtructed

an iron fly, which , when let out of his

hand, flew to ſeveral places about the

room , and afterwards returned to his hand :

* Sixtus biſhop of Ratiſbon, F . Kircher , Porta ,

Schott, Gafſendus, . Lana, biſhop Wilkins, and

others.

but
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but the immenſe difficulty of executing

ſo great a mechaniſm in ſo narrow a com

paſs, and the fly being made of iron , ſeem

to ſhew that probably this was only a

magnetic trick .

Cuperus, in his treatiſe on the excellence

ofman , ſays, that the great painter Leo

nardo da Vinci attained the art of flying ;

but this fact is by nomeans authentic .

John Wilkins, Lord Biſhop of Cheſter,

who died in the year 1672, in his Diſco

very of the New World , and in the 14th

propoſition , ſays, “ It is a pretty notion

“ to this purpoſe , mentioned by Albertus

“ de Saxonia , and out of him by Francis

“ Mendoca; that the air is in ſome part of

“ it navigable ; and that upon this ſtatick

, “ principle , any braſs or iron veſſel (ſup

“ poſe a kettle) whoſe ſubſtance is much

" heavier than that of the water ; yet be

“ ing filled with the lighter air , it will

« ſwim upon it, and not ſink . So fup

“ poſe a cup, or wooden veſſel, upon the

“ outward borders of this elementary air ,

“ the
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" the capacity of it being filled with fire,

“ or rather æthereal air, it muſt neceſ

“ ſarily , upon the ſame ground, remain

“ ſwimming there, and of itſelf can no

“ more fall, than an empty ſhip can

or ſink . ”

an

But in his Dedalus, or treatiſe on me.

chanical motions, he treats expreſsly of

the art of flying; and it ſeems proper to

tranſcribe in this place ſome of his moſt

remarkable paſſages, in order to remove

the falſe notions of ſeveral perſons, who

imagine that biſhop Wilkins knew the art

-of flying. In the 6th chapter of the

above-mentioned treatiſe, he ſays, “ Sca

“ liger conceives the framing of ſuch vo

“ litant automata to be very eaſy. Vo

“ lantis columbæ machinulam , cujus autorem

« Archytam tradunt, vel facillimè profiteri

“ audeo. Thoſe ancient motions were

“ thought to be contrived by the force

“ of ſome included air : So Gellius, Ita

“ erat fcilicet libramentis fufpenfum , et aura

“ Spiritús incluſâ atque occultâ confitum ,

“ & c.
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“ & c. As if there had been ſome lamp,

" or other fire, within it, which might

“ produce ſuch a forcible rarefaction as

“ ſhould give a motion to the whole

“ frame.

“ But this may be better performed by

“ the ſtrength of ſome ſuch ſpring as is

“ commonly uſed in watches. This ſpring

“ may be applied unto one wheel, which

ſhall give an equal motion to both the

“ wings; theſe wings having unto each of

“ them another ſmaller ſpring, by which

“ . they may be contracted and lifted up :

“ ſo that being forcibly depreſſed by the

“ ſtrength ofthe greatand ſtronger ſpring,

is and lifted up again by the other two;

“ according to this ſuppoſition , it is eaſy

“ to conceive how the motion of flight

" may be performed and continued.”

In his '7th chapter he enumerates four

different ways whereby flying in the air

hath been or may be attempted ; namely :

1. by ſpirits or angels ; 2 . by the help

of.
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of fowls ; 3 . by wings faſtened immedi

ately to the body ; and 4 . by a flying

chariot.

I need not fay a word about the firſt of

thoſe methods. As for the ſecond, the

high degree of improbability will eaſily

occur to any thinking perſon. Relating

to the others, ſomething has been already

mentioned, and more will be ſaid in the

courſe of this work . Biſhop Wilkinsthus

expreſſes himſelf about them : “ It is the

“ more obvious and common opinion ,

“ that this may be effected by wings

“ faſtened immediately to the body, this

“ coming neareſt to the imitation of na

“ ture, which ſhould be obſerved in ſuch

« attempts as theſe . This is that way ,

“ which Fredericus Hermannus, in his

“ little diſcourſe de arte volandi, doth only

“ mention and inſiſt upon ; and ifwemay

“ truſt credible ſtory, it hath been fre

“ quently attempted, not without ſome

“ ſucceſs. ' Tis related of a certain Engliſh

“ monk, called Elmerus, about the Con

“ feſſor's time, that he did by ſuch wings

10 “ fly
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“ fly from a tower above a furlong; and

“ ſo another from St. Mark's ſteeple in

“ Venice ; another at Norimberg ; and Buf

“ bequius ſpeaks of a Turk in Conſtantino

“ ple, who attempted ſomething this way .

“ Mr. Burton ,mentioning this quotation ,

“ doth believe that ſome new - fangled wit

“ ('tis his cynical phraſe) will ſometime

“ or other find out this art. Though

" the truth is , moſtof theſe artiſts did un

“ fortunately miſcarry, by falling down,

“ and breaking their arms or legs, yet

“ that may be imputed to their want of

“ experience, and too much fear, which

“ muſt needs poſſeſs men in fuch dange

“ rousand ſtrange attempts. Thoſe things

“ that ſeem very difficult and fearful at

“ the firſt, may grow very facil after fre

“ quent trial and exerciſe : and therefore

“ he that would effect any thing in this

s kind, muſt be brought up to the con

“ ſtant practice of it from his youth ; try

“ ing firſt only to uſe his wings, in run

“ ning on the ground, as an oſtrich or

“ tame gooſe will do, touching the earth

“ with his toes ; and ſo by degrees learn

to
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“ to riſe higher, till he ſhall attain unto

“ ſkill and confidence . I have heard it

“ from credible teſtimony, that one of

“ our own nation hath proceeded ſo far in

“ this experiment, that he was able, by

“ the help of wings, in ſuch a run

“ ning pace, to ſtep conſtantly ten yards

at a time.”

And he concludes the chapter with the

following words: “ But now , becauſe

“ the arms extended are but-weak , and

“ eaſily wearied , therefore themotions by

“ . them are like to be but ſhort and flow ,

“ anſwerable, it may be, to the flight of

“ ſuch domeſtic fowl as are moſt conver

“ fant on the ground, which of them

“ ſelves we ſee are quickly weary ; and

“ therefore much more would the arm of

“ a man, as being not naturally deſigned

“ to ſuch a motion .

“ It were therefore worth the enquiry,

“ to conſider whether this might not be

“ more probably effected by the labour of

“ the feet, which are naturally more

-
-

-
-

(6 ſtrong

-
.
.
.
-

-
-

-
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* ſtrong and indefatigable : in which con

“ trivance, the wings ſhould come down

“ from the ſhoulders on each ſide, as in

“ the other, but the motion of them

“ ſhould be from the legs, being thruſt

“ out, and drawn in again , one after ano

“ ther, ſo as each leg ſhould move both

“ wings ; by which means a man ſhould

" (as it were) walk or climb up into the

“ air ; and then the hands and armsmight

“ be at leiſure to help and direct the mo

co tion , or for any other ſervice propor

“ tionable to their ſtrength . Which con

“ jecture is not without good probability ,

“ and ſome ſpecial advantages above the

16 other.

“ But the fourth and laſt way ſeemsunto

" me altogether as probable, and much

“ more uſeful than any of the reſt. And that

“ is by a flying chariot, which may be ſo

.“ contrived as to carry a man within it ;

s and though the ſtrength ofa ſpringmight

“ perhaps be ſerviceable for the motion

« of this engine, yet it were better to have

“ it aſſiſted by the labour of ſome intelli

“ gent
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to gent mover, as the heavenly orbs are

" ſuppoſed to be turned . And therefore, if

" it were made big enough to carry ſundry

" perſons together, then each of them in

“ their ſeveral turns might ſucceſſively

“ labour in the cauſing of this motion ;

which thereby would be much more

« conſtant and laſting, than it could other

“ wiſe be, if it did wholly depend on the

“ ſtrength of the ſame perſon . This con

“ trivance being as much to be preferred

“ before any of the other, as ſwimming in

so a ſhip before ſwimming in water,”

The frequent mention of this author's

fuppoſed knowledge of the art of flying ,

and the difficulty of finding copies of his

book, has made me tranſcribe ſo much of

it, as, I think , is more than ſufficient to

Thew , that Wilkins's vague diſcourſe not

only contains nothing preciſe about flying ,

but ſeems incapable even to furnith any

hints uſeful to a rational ſchemer.

One John Baptiſt Dante, towards the

middle of the laſt century, is ſaid to have

C 2 framed
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framed certain wings, by means of which

he flew ſeveral times, but at laſt had the

misfortune of breaking one of his thighs in

an attempt of that ſort * . In the Journal

des Savans of the 12th September 1678,

mention is made of one Beſnier, who con

ſtructed four wings, which he attached to

his body, and by moving them with his own

ſtrength alone, he could deſcend from an

eminence very gently and obliquely on the

ground ; fo that by this means one might

paſs over a river , or ſuch like ſpace, when

he has the opportunity of a contiguous

eminencet.

Amongſt the projectors of Aying ma

chines, of the laſt century , the only perſon

who grounded his ſcheme upon ſolid prin

ciples, is the Jeſuit Francis Lana ; and

though the conſtruction of his flying ma

chine was never, and perhaps will never,

* See Bourgeois's Recherches ſur l'Art de Voler .

+ See alſo the Phil. Tranſactions, No. 1. p . 15.

# See the ſixth chapter of his Prodromo, o ſaggio

di alcune invenzioni nuove premeſſo all arte maeſtra.

Breſcia, 1670 .

be
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be executed , on account of ſeveral practical

impediments, and becauſe the late diſcove

ries afford methods incomparably ſuperior

to it ; yet his reaſoning and his thoughts

are deſerving of notice. The writers of

that age, who treated on the art of flying ,

propoſed ſchemes either entirely hypotheti

cal, or without any deſcription and calcu

lation of particulars. Thus we find it

directed to fill a great many egg- ſhells with

dew ; for, as the ſun rarefies, and conſe

quently elevates the dew ; ſo the egg -ſhells,

when expoſed to that luminary, would

riſe, together with ſome other weight that

might be attached to them , in conſequence

of the dew , which they contained, being

rarefied . We find it likewiſe aſſerted , that

if a veſſel were placed upon the limit of our

atmoſphere, and were filled with fire or

ethereal air, it would ſwim like a veſſel

upon water, which is filled with air * ; for

then it was believed by ſome, that the ele

mentary fire was placed over the atmoſphere ,

which was thought to have a well-defined

* This is analogous to what ismentioned by Biſhop

Wilkins in the above-tranſcribed paſſages.

C3 limit ;
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limit ; ſo that the atmoſphere of fire was

imagined to ſtand over the aerial atmoſphere,

in the ſamemanner as the aerial atmoſphere

ſtands over the water of the ſea * . But the

judicious Lana, conſidering the real weight

of the atmoſphere, juſtly infers, that a glo

bular veſſel (and indeed a veſſel of any other

form ) exhauſted of air, would weigh leſs

than when filled with that fluid , He alſo

conſidered , and it is mathematically true,

that the capacity of ſpherical veſſels in

creaſes much faſter than their ſurface ;

ſo that if there are two ſpherical veſſels,

the diameter of one of which is half the

diameter of the other; then the capacity

of the latter is equal to eight times the

capacity of the former , whereas the ſurface

of the latter is only equal to four times the

ſurface of the former ; and if we take a

ſphere, the diameter of which is three

times that of another ſphere ; then its ca

pacity will be twenty - ſeven , and its ſur

face will be nine times, that of the other.

* Albert de Saxe, F . Mendoca, Schott, and F .

Gallien , in his work , entitled L ’ Art de Naviger dans

les Airs, Amuſement phiſique & geometrique, & c. pub

lithed at Avignon in the year 1755.

From
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From this demonſtrated principle, F . La

na deduces, that it is poſſible to make a

ſpherical veſſel of any given matter, and

thickneſs, and of ſuch a ſize, as, when

emptied of air, it will be lighter than an

equal bulk of atmoſpherical air, and will

aſcend, together with any additional weight,

into that element. After ſtating theſe de

monſtrated principles, F . Lana makes the

calculations neceſſary to determine the

ſize of four globular veſſels of copper ,

which, when emptied of air, might take

up into the atmoſphere a veſſel with paſſen

gers, & c. to which they are faſtened by

ropes. -- I need not tranſcribe thoſe calcula

tions in this place; ſince the truth of the

theory , and, at the ſametime, the difficulty

attending the execution of ſuch a ſcheme,

will eaſily occur to any ingenious perſon .

A letter, dated Liſbon, the 10th of Febru

ary , 1784, which was lately publiſhed in

France, contains the copy of an addreſs

preſented to the king of Portugal, in the

year 1709, by a friar called Bartholomew

Laurence de Guſman ; in which the peti

tionerC4
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tioner repreſents his having invented a fly

ing machine, capable of carrying paſſengers,

and of navigating through the air very

ſwiftly ; and he requeſts the privilege of

being the ſole poſſeſſor of ſuch machine,

prohibiting any other perſon to conſtruct a

machine of the like nature, under ſome

penalty, & c . In conſequence of which pe

tition , the king was pleaſed to grant the

following order :

“ Agreeably to the advice ofmy council,

“ I order the pain of death againſt the

" tranſgreſſor. In order to encourage the

“ ſuppliant to apply himſelf with zeal

“ towards improving the new machine,

“ which is capable of producing the effects

" mentioned by him , I grant unto him

“ the firſt vacant place in my college of

“ Barcelos or Santarem , and the firſt pro

“ fefforſhip of mathematics in my Uni

is verſity of Coimbra , with the annual

“ penſion of 600,000 reis, during his life .

“ Liſbon , the 17th ofApril, 1709.

The deſcription and drawing of this in

tended
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tended machine is of ſo ſtrange and ro

mantic a nature, that it will be hardly

neceſſary to add , that it was never after

wards ſeen or heard of. The drawing

repreſents a veſſel ſomewhat in the ſhape

of a bird ; and the deſcription ſays that

it contained ſeveral tubes, through which

the wind was to paſs, in order to ſwell

a kind of fails, and thus was to elevate

the machine ; which effect, when the

wind was wanting, was to be produced by

bellows concealed within the body of the

machine.- To a ſort of canopy ſpread over

the veſſel, ſeveral pieces of amber were at

tached , which were intended to pull up

wards the lower part of the machine.

Two magnets were alſo encloſed in two

ſpheres. But it is uſeleſs to dwell any

longer on ſuch childiſh abſurdities.

Mr. D . Bourgeois, in his Recherches ſur

l’ Art de Voler , afferts, that in the above

mentioned account, De Guſman is wrongly

annexed to Bartholomew Laurence, they

being two diſtinct perſons; to wit, Bar

tholomew Laurence, the perſon who pre

ſented the petition , & c, and De Gufman,

another
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another perſon ; of whom he relates the

following remarkable ſtory :- It is ſaid , that

in the year 1736, De Guſman made a

wicker baſket, of about ſeven or eight feet

in diameter , and covered with paper, which

baſket elevated itſelf as high as the tower

of Liſbon , which is about 200 feet high.

The fame author adds, that he received

this account from a very creditable perſon ,

who had been preſent at the experimenti

but that, for better confirmation of it, he

wrote to a diſtinguiſhed merchant of Life

bon ; who anſwered him , that the fact was

true, and that many perſons ſtill remem

bered it, though they attributed it to witch

craft,

It is remarkable, that a Portugueſe book ,

entitled Phyſical Recreations, publiſhed by

Joſeph Francis d' Almeida, in the year

1751, contains a dialogue on the art of

flying; and yet it takes no notice of either

of the two above-mentioned accounts of

Laurence and DeGuſman .

The accounts of ſeveral other ſtories ftill

. . . 7
more
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more abſurd , and of ſtrange projects never

verified , might have been inſerted in this

chapter ; but thoſe already related may fuf

fice to ſhew the reader, that, before the pre

ſent age, nothing uſeful nor certain had

been done relative to the art of flying ; and

that thoſe attempts, of which pretty au

thentic records are extant, ferved only to

Thew , that to fly by mechanical means

was next to impoſſible ; beſides which no

other method was known with certain

ty , or even with any reaſonable probabi

lity .

The art of navigating through the air

has been at laſt diſcovered , and it has ſuce

ceeded on two principles ; to wit, on the

ſpecific gravity of inflammable air, which

ismuch lighter than common atmoſpheric

air of the ſametemperature ; and on the fpe

cific gravity of heated air, which is lighter

than air of the ſame fortwhen colder. It

ſeems therefore neceſſary to begin the hiſ

tory of this wonderful invention , with the

account of the diſcovery of theſe two pria

ciples.

The
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The weight and elaſticity of the air was

known to the ancient philoſophers, as

may be deduced from ſeveral paſſages in

their works* . Borelli relates an experi

mentof a Florentine, called Candido Buono,

which ſhews that air rarefied by heat be

comes lighter, and aſcends amidſt the colder

air. This eaſy , and at the ſametime ſatiſ

factory experiment, conſiſts in bringing a

red -hot iron under one of the ſcalesof a ba

lance,when that inſtrument hangs in equili

brio ; for as ſoon as the red -hot iron is

brought under one of the ſcales, the air

heated and rarefied by it will aſcend, and

will impel the ſaid ſcale upwards, the op

poſite ſcale deſcending as if a weight were

put into it. Theſe properties, in proceſs of

time, gave origin to ſeveral uſeful inftru

ments ; as the ſyphon, the air-gun, the baro

* Ariſtotle de Colo . “ In ſua enim regione om

“ nia gravitatem habent præter ignem , aër ipſe ; fig

' “ num autem eſt, utrem inflatum plus ponderis, quam

“ vacuum habere.” See alſo Stobæus's Eclog.

Phyſ. Plutarch . dePlacitis, lib. i. cap . 12 . Galen 's

Hiſt. Philoſ. de Reſpiratione. Heron 's, the Alexan

drine, Spiritalia. Cteſibius. Philo the Byzantine.

Seneca' s Quæft. Nat. lib . v . and vi.

meter ,
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'meter, & c. But ſince theinvention of the air

pump, which was made towards themiddle

of the laſt century , the air’s weightand ex

panſibility , either by means of fire or by a

removal of the preſſure, have been ſhewn

in an endleſs variety ofways, firſt by the in

defatigableMr. Boyle, and afterwards, with

more accuracy, by many other obſervers ,

whowere furniſhed with better inſtruments.

Ithas been aſcertained -- ift, That a quantity

of air contracts itſelf in exact proportion to

the preſſure it ſuſtains ; ſo that by doubling

the preſſure , a quantity of air will be con

tracted into half the ſpace it occupied be

fore ; by trebling the preſſure, it will be

contracted into one third part of that ſpace ;

and, on the contrary , if half the preſſure,

which confines a quantity of air into a cer

tain ſpace, is removed, that air will expand

itſelf into a ſpace, which is double the for

mer ; and ſo on . - 2dly, That heat expands,

and cold contracts, the air ; though notnear

ſo much as can be effected by adding or re

moving the preſſure ; the heat of quite red

hot iron expanding a quantity of air into a

{pace, which is barely four times the ſpace

. . . it
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301
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it occupies naturally in a temperate degree

of heat. One degree of heat, according to

the ſcale of Farenheit's thermometer, ſeems

to expand the air about one five hundredth

part. - And, 3dly , That in a mean tempera

ture and gravity of the atmoſphere, near the

ſurface of the earth , the weightof air, tom

pared to the weight ofwater, is as I to 840 ;

ſo that a cubic inch of air in that ſtate

weighs aboutits parts of a grain .

As for the inflammable air, its exiſtence

was known many years ago, eſpecially to

miners, who had frequently experienced

the fatal effects of its combuſtion in ſubter

raneous places ; butMr. Henry Cavendiſh

was the firſt perſon , who aſcertained with

exactneſs the weight, as well as other pro

perties, of it ; an account of which obſer

vations is publiſhed in the 56th vol. of the

Philoſophical Tranſactions, for the year

1766. This learned philoſopher obſerved ,

that inflammable air is, at leaſt, ſeven times

lighter than common air * .

Soon

* “ If common air” ſays he, “ is 800 times lighter

" than water, then inflammable air'is 5490 times

. .“ lighter than water , and ſeven times lighter than

« common
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Soon after this diſcovery of Mr. Caven

diſh , it occurred to the ingeniousDr. Joſeph

Black , of Edinburgh, that a veſſelmight be

made, which , when filled with inflammable

air, might aſcend into the atmoſphere, in

conſequence of its being altogether lighter

than an equal bulk of common air. This

idea of the Doctor's has been mentioned to

me by two or three different perſons ; but

lately the Doctor himſelf wrote a candid

account of it to Dr. James Lind, Phyſician

at Wind for: and here followspart of the let

ter, which I have permiſſion to publiſh .

“ Edinburgh, the 13th Nov. 1784."

“ Dear Sir ,

“ The perſon who firſt diſcovered with

“ exactneſs the ſpecific gravity of inflamma

“ ble air, was, ſo faras Iknow , Mr. Caven

“ diſh : I never heard of any experiments

“ made with that intention , before his ap

« common air ; but if common air is 850 times light

“ er than water, then inflammable air is 9200 times

“ lighter than water, and 10,8 times lighter than

common air.” Becauſe he found that an empty

bladder weighed 41 grains more than when it con

tained 80 meaſures of inflammable air.

“ peared
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“ peared in the Philoſophical Tranſactions

" for the year 1766 . It had been my

- conſtant practice before, to thew , every

6 year, in what manner it burnswhen pure

“ or unmixed with air,and how it explodes

“ when air is mixed with it before it is

« fired ; butMr. Cavendiſh made a variety of

“ ſuch mixtures by rule and meaſure, and

: : deſcribes in the ſamepaper the manner in

“ which they ſeverally explode. As ſoon as

“ I read the above paper, it occurred to me,

“ as an obvious conſequence of Mr. Caven

“ diſh 's diſcovery, that if a ſufficiently thin

“ and light bladder were filled with inflam

“ mable air, the bladder, and air in it, would

“ neceſſarily form a maſs lighter than the

“ fame bulk of atmoſpheric air, and which

“ would riſe in it ; this I mentioned to

“ ſomeofmy friends, and in my lectures,

“ thenext time I had occafion to ſpeak of

“ inflammable air, which was either in

“ the year 1767 or 1768 ; and, as I thought

“ it would be an amuſing experiment for

“ the ſtudents, I applied to Dr. Monro '

“ diſſector, to prepare for me the allantois

“ of a calf. The allantois was prepared

“ but
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" but not until after ſome time had paſſed ,

" andwhen Iwas engaged with another part

“ of my courſe, and did not chooſe to inter

“ rupt the buſineſs then going on ; fo I

“ dropped the experiment for that year ,

“ and in the ſubſequent years I only men

“ tioned the thing as an obvious and ſelf

“ evident conſequence of Mr. Cavendiſh 's

“ diſcovery's but finding generally ſome

“ difficulty in providing an allantois at the

“ proper time, I nevermade the experiment,

“ which I conſidered as merely amufing .

“ About two months ago I was informed ,

“ by a gentleman in the ſouth of Ireland,

" that he had tried it, and that it ſucceeds

“ perfectly well.”

It appears from this letter, that Dr.

Black never actually tried the experiment ;

nor do Iknow that any other perſonattempt.

ed it, beforemy experiments on this ſubject,

which were made in the year 1782. The

poſſibility of conſtructing a veſſel, which ,

when filled with inflammable air, would af

cend into the atmoſphere, had occurred to

me when I firſt began to ſtudy the fubject

. .. of
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of air and other permanently elaſtic fluids,

which was about eight years ago ; but early

in the year 1782 I actually, attempted to

perform this experiment ; and the only ſuc

ceſs I had , was to let ſoap -balls, filled with

inflammable air, aſcend by themſelves ra

pidly into the atmoſphere; which was per

haps the firſt fort of inflammable- air bal

loons ever made. I failed in ſeveral other

attempts of the like nature ; and, at laſt,

being tired with the expences and loſs of

time, I deferred to ſome other time the

proſecuting of thoſe experiments, and con

tented myſelf with giving an account of

what I had done to the Royal Society,

which was read at a pubļic meeting of the

Society on the 20th of June 1782. The fol

lowing is an exact copy of that part of the

ſaid account, which relates to the preſent

ſubject.

An Account of Experiments relating to the

property of common and inflammable air

pervading the pores of paper.

It has been commonly believed, that

common air would not pervade the pores
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of paper, ſuch as is uſed for common print

ing , or writing ; and, that paper is per

meable to water , and not to air, has been

alledged by ſome perſons as an inſtance

tending to prove, that ſome fluids have the

property of paſſing through certain ſub

ſtances, and others have it not ; although

the particles of the former are of a groſſer ,

heavier, or more tenacious nature towards

each other.

- Admitting, according to the common

notion, this impermeability of paper to

common air, and preſuming that it was

impervious to other permanently elaſtic

fluids alſo, I determined to make uſe of

paper for an experiment; which , though re

peatedly attempted with other ſubſtances,

had never ſucceeded . The experimentwas,

to conſtruct a veſſel, or ſort of bag, which ,

when inflated with inflammable air, might

be lighter than an equal bulk of common

air, and conſequently might aſcend , like

ſmoke, into the atmoſphere ; it being well

known, that inflammable air is ſpecifically

lighter than common air. .

. . D2
The
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The weight of inflammable air, the

mean weight of atmoſpheric air, and the

weight of the ſubſtance of which the veſſel

is to be formed , being aſcertained ; it is eaſy

thence to determine, by calculation, the di

menſions of a veſſel, which, when filled

with inflammable air, might be lighter

than an equal bulk of atmoſpheric air. In

this manner, and for the above-mentioned

purpoſe, I tried bladders, the thinneſt and

largeſt that could be procured. Some of

them were cleaned with great care, remov

ing from them all the ſuperfluous mem

branes, and other matter, that could be

poſſibly ſcraped off ; but, notwithſtanding

all thefe precautions, the lighteſt and largeſt

of theſe prepared bladders being gaged ,

and the requiſite calculation made, it was

found, that, when filled with inflamma

ble air, it would be, at leaſt, ten grains

heavier than an equal bulk of common

air, and conſequently it would deſcend, in

ſtead of afcending, in that element.-- Some

ſwimming bladders of fifhes were alſo found

too heavy for the experiment; nor could I

ever ſucceed to make any durable light balls

by

.
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by blowing inflammable air into a thick

ſolution of gums, thick varniſhes, and oil

paint. In ſhort, ſoap -balls, inflated with

inflammable air , were the only things of

this fort, that would aſcend into the at.

moſphere ; but as they are very brittle,

and altogether untractable , they do not

ſeem applicable to any philoſophical pur

poſe.

As various of my,acquaintances, in at

tempting to make ſuch ſoap - balls with in

flammable air, have not ſucceeded , it ſeems

not improper briefly to ſubjoin , in this

place, the mention of thoſe particulars,

which may facilitate the performance of

this diverting experiment.

The method by which I am more cer

tain ' to ſucceed in this experiment, ismo

iſt. To introduce the inflammable air into

a bladder that has a glaſs tube tied to its

neck . For this purpoſe , a perforated cork

is adapted to a bottile, containing thema

terials which produce the inflammable air ;

then the glaſs tube of the bladder is thruſt

D 3 - ed
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ed into the perforation of the cork ; but,

previous to this operation, the common air

muſt be expelled asmuch as pofſible. Thus

the inflammable air, as it is yielded by the

materials in the bottle, enters and ſwells

the bladder. - The glaſs tube of the blad

der ſhould be about five or fix inches long,

its aperture ſhould not exceed one tenth of

an inch in diameter ; the ſubſtance of the

glaſs ſhould be rather thick, and the extre

mity of itmuſt be made very ſmooth , by

means of a lamp and blow -pipe ; for if the

tube has any ſharp edges, it is almoſt im

poſſible to make any ſoap -balls with it.

2dly . When the bladder is fullofinflamma

ble air,itsneck is compreſſed , juſt below the

extremity of the glaſs tube, in order to

prevent the eſcape of the inflammable air,

and the glaſs tube is withdrawn from the

cork of the bottle. Now , the end of this

tube, being dipped into a thick ſolution of

ſoap (Windſor ſoap anſwers very well), the

neck of the bladder is looſened, and by

compreſſing the bladder, the inflammable

air is forced outof it, and it makes a ſoap

ball, which when it becomes of about two

or
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or three inches in diameter, if diſengaged

from the glaſs tube, by gently ſhaking it,

will aſcend into the air, and will break

againſt the ceiling of the room . When

one ſoap -ball has been made, the neck of

the bladder is immediately preſſed , to pre

vent the loſs of inflammable air ; the end of

the tube is dipped again into the ſolution

of ſoap, and another ball is made. Thus

with a large ox bladder full of inflamma

ble air, more than twenty ſoap -ballsmay

be made, provided the experiment is per

formed with care.

As the ſoap-balls are much more brittle

when made with inflammable, than when

made with common air, great attention

ſhould be had to avoid all the cauſes, which

may occaſion them to break : on which

account the experiment ſhould be performed

in a room wherein the air is agitated as

little as poſſible. The ſoap-ball muſt be

made by very ſmall degrees ; viz . by com

preſſing and letting the inflammable air out

of the bladder very Nowly . The extremity

of the glaſs tube ſhould at firſt be kept

- D 4 inclined
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inclined downwards, and then ſhould be

gradually turned upwards, becauſe thoſe

ſoap- balls are at firſt heavier than common

air, hence they tend downwards ; but,

when they are becomeof a certain ſize, they

become lighter than an equal bulk of at

moſpheric air, and turn gradually upwards;

in which caſe, if the glaſs tube is not

turned upwards alſo , the ſoap -ball foon

breaks. Thus far of the conſtruction of

ſoap-balls lighter than common air. .

Amongſt various attempts for the per

formance of the above -mentioned experi

ment, I thought of trying paper ; by means

of which , it ſeemed that a veſſel or bag

might be eaſily made, which , when filled

with inflammable air, would be lighter

than common air. Accordingly, having

procured ſome fine China paper, its weight

was aſcertained , and, after making the ne

ceffary calculation , a veſſel or bag of a cy

lindrical ſhape , terminated by two ſhort

cones, was made of ſuch dimenſions, as,

when inflated with inflammable air, it muſt

have been lighter than an equal bulk of

common

e
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common air, by at leaſt twenty -five grains ;

confequently , it muſt have aſcended, like

ſmoke, into the atmoſphere.

After trying this paper veſſel by inflating

it with common air, the uſual mixture of

iron filings, and diluted vitriolic acid , for

the production of inflammable air, wasput

into a large bottle ; and, by means of a glaſs

tube adapted to the neck of the bottle, and

likewiſe to the aperture of the paper bag ,

which was ſuſpended over the bottle, and

out of which the common air had been ex

pelled by compreſſion, theinflammable air,

as ſoon as it was produced, was made to

enter the veſſel : but I was ſurpriſed to

obſerve, that, notwithſtanding the produc

tion of inflammable air was very copious,

the paper veſſel was not inflated in the

leaſt, and the ſmell of the inflammable air

in the room was very ſtrong. Suſpecting

that a hole in the paper might give exit to

the inflammable air , the whole apparatus

was attentively examined , the efferveſcing

mixture was renewed , and every precau

tion , I could think of, was taken ; but,

after

-
-

-
-
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after all, nothing elſe could be concluded ,

but that the inflammable air paſſed through

the pores of paper, juſt like water through

a fieve. After this obſervation , it was ne

ceſſary to examine that property with more

accuracy , and by more deciſive trials; and

for this purpoſe the following experiments

were made, & c .

CHAPTER II.

Meſſrs. Montgolfier's diſcovery of the Aero

ftatic machine, or rarefied - air Balloon .

THE various accounts ofMontgolfier's

1 diſcovery of the aeroſtatic machine,

moſtly written with haſte ſoon after its date,

are far from giving complete ſatisfaction rela

tive to the private experiments, which were

made previous to the public experiment of

the 5th of June 1783 ; but, as every account

records fome particular circumſtance, I

have taken from each , what ſeemed inte

reſting, which, joined to the verbal relation

of
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of perſons acquainted with the inventors,

have furniſhed the materials for this ac

count,

It is ſaid, that the two brothers, Stephen

and John Montgolfier, began to think on

the experiment of the aeroſtatic machine

as early as the middle or latter end of the

year 1782. The natural aſcenſion of the

ſmokeand the clouds in the atmoſphere ſug

geſted the firſt idea ; and to imitate thoſe

bodies, or to encloſe a cloud in a bag , and

let the latter be lifted up by the buoyancy

of the former, was the firſt project of thoſe

celebrated gentlemen .

Stephen Montgolfier, the eldeſt of the

two brothers, made the firſt aeroſtatic ex

periment at Avignon , towards the middle

of November 1782. The machine con - '

ſiſted of a bag of fine filk , in the ſhape of a

parallelopipedon , the capacity of which was

equal to about 40 cubic feet. Burning pa

per applied to its aperture ſerved to rarefy

the air, or to form the cloud ; and when this

was ſufficiently expanded, the machine af

cended
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cended rapidly to the ceiling * . Thus the

diſcovery was made ; and the reader may

imagine the ſatisfaction it muſt have given

to the inventor.

A ſhort time after this firſt attempt,Mr.

Montgolfier, being returned to Annonay, a

town in the Vivarais, about 36 miles dif

tant from Lyons, was ſolicitous to repeat

the experiment in the open air. Accord

ingly he, in company with his brother, re

peated the experiment with the ſamema

chine, which aſcended to the height of

about 70 feet.

Encouraged by the ſucceſs of theſe two

attempts, the ingenious brothers reſolved to

make the experimentmore at large ; and for

this purpoſe they conſtructed amachine, the

capacity of which was equal to about 650

cubic feet. The experimentwith itanſwer

ed ſo well, that the aeroſtat broke the ropes

which confined it, and, after aſcending ra

pidly to the height of about 600 feet, it fell

on the adjoining ground.

: * See Le Rapport fait a l'Academie des Sciences ,

December the 23d, 1783, figned by ſeveral members .

SoonIO
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Soon after this, they conſtructed another

machine of the like fort, butmuch larger ;

its diameter being 35 feet. With this ma

chine they attempted to make the experi

ment on the third of April 1783; but were

hindered by the violence of the wind. On

the 25th of the fame month , the weather

being more favourable, they made a ſecond

attempt, which anſwered exceedingly well.

Themachine had ſuch force of aſcenſion ,

that, eſcaping abruptly from its confinement

of ropes, it roſe to theheight of above 1000

feet, and, being carried by the wind, it fell

at the diſtance of about three quarters of a

mile from whence it had been launched .

- Atlaſt, on the 5th of June, this ſingular

experiment, with the ſamemachine,was re

peated in the preſence of a reſpectable af

ſembly, and a great multitude of people.

This public experiment, recorded with all

the accuracy it deſerves, was immediately

announced to the world ; accounts of it

having been immediately ſent to the court

of France, to ſeveral members of the Aca

demy of Sciences, and almoſt wherever lite

· rary
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rary and entertaining correſpondence could

reach .

The particular account ofthis exhibition

is as follows: - On Thurſday the gth of June

1783, the States of Vivarais, being aſſem

bled at Annonay , Meſſrs. Montgolfier in

vited them to ſee their new aeroſtatic expe

riment. An immenſe bag of linen lined

with paper, and of a ſhape nearly ſpherical,

had its aperture, which was on its inferior

part, attached to a wooden frame of about

16 feet ſurface, upon which it laid flaccid

like an empty linen bag. When thisma

chine was inflated , it meaſured 117 Engliſh

feet in circumference. Its capacity was

equal to about 23,430 cubic feet ; and it

had been calculated , that when filled with

the vapour proper for the experiment, it

would have lifted up about 490 pounds

weight, beſides its own weight, which, to

gether with that of the wooden frame, was

equal to 500 pounds; and this calculation

was found to be pretty true by experience.

The bag was compoſed of ſeveral parts,

which were joined together by means of

buttons
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buttons and holes ; and it is ſaid , that two

men were ſufficient to prepare and to fill it ;

though eightmen were required to prevent

its aſcenſion when full.

Meſſrs Montgolfier began the operation

of filling themachine, which was done by

burning ſtraw and chopped wool under its

aperture ; and the ſpectatorswere told , that

this bag would be ſoon ſwelled into a glo

bular form , after which it would aſcend by

itſelf as high as the clouds. The expecta

tions of the whole aſſembly, the incredulity

of ſome, the predictions of others, and the

confuſion of opinions, may be eaſily imagi

ned , eſpecially by thoſe who have been pre

ſent at experiments of this nature when the

certainty of the ſucceſs had been well eſta

bliſhed. The machine, however, immedi

ately began to ſwell, ſoon acquired a glo

bular form , ſtretched on every ſide, made

efforts to mount, and at laſt, the ſignal be

ing given , the ropes were ſet free, and the

aeroſtat aſcended with an accelerated mo

tion into the atmoſphere ; ſo that in about

ten minutes time it had reached the height

of
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of about6000 feet. - The diſcordantminds

of the ſpectators were inſtantly brought to

an equal ſtate of filent aſtoniſhment, which

ended in loud and unfeigned acclamations,

due to the genius, and moſtly to the fuc

ceſs, of Stephen and John Montgolfier. .

The aeroſtatic machine, after having ata

tained the above-mentioned elevation , went

in an horizontal direction to the diſtance of

7668 feet, and then fell gently on the

ground,

The hiſtory , which records the diſcovery

and improvements of an art or ſcience,

though not intended to deſcribe the lives

of thoſe, who contributed towards its ad

vancement, ſhould nevertheleſs take ſome

notice at leaſt of the firſt diſcoverers: in

fact, weregret, that the inventors of print

ing, of gun-powder, ofthe ſea -compaſs, & c.

are not more preciſely known, or their

lives more particularly recorded . It ſeems,

therefore, proper to conclude this chapter

with a ſhort account of the Montgolfiers.

. IT
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· IT is reported , that they are natives

of Annonay, and that in their youth the

former had affiduouſly ſtudied the mathe

matics, but the latter had attended to natu

ral philoſophy and chymiſtry. They were

not intended for any particular way of bu

fineſs, but the death of a brother obliged

them to put themſelves at the head of a con

fiderable paper manufactory at Annonay .

In the intervals allowed by their buſineſs

they applied themſelves to ſeveral philoſó

phical purſuits ; but it does not appear,

that the philoſophicalworld had ever heard

their names before the diſcovery of the ae

roſtaticmachine. It would be perhaps im

poffible, and uſeleſs, to know all the par

ticular ſteps and ideas, which finally pro

duced thisdiſcovery ; but it ſeems, that the

real principle , upon which the effect of the

aeroſtatic machine depended , wasunknown

even for a conſiderable time after its diſ

covery . Mr.Montgolfier attributed the ef

fect of the machine, not to the rarefaction

of the air, which is the true cauſe ; but to

2 certain gas, ſpecifically lighter than com

mon
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.

mon air, which was ſuppoſed to be deve

loped from burning ſubſtances, and which

wascommonly called Mr.Montgolfier's gas,

eſpecially in the affidavit of the firſt voyage,

that a human being ever made in an aero

ſtatic machine, which was ſigned by the

Dukes of Polignac and de Guines, the

Counts de Polartron and de Vaudreuil, Dr.

Franklin , andMeſſrs. Faujas, Deliſle, and

LeRoy of the Academy of Sciences. Beſides,

Mr.Montgolfier 's projects to effect this ex

periment, as his idea of an artificial cloud ,

of the effect of electricity , & c . * fhew that

this diſcovery, though the honour of it is

undoubtedly due to the Montgolfiers, or at

leaſt to the eldeſt of the brothers ; yet it

was made by very indirect ways. But this

obſervation is of no diſcredit to the inven

tors , ſince it has been the fate of almoſt eve

ry diſcovery of importance, to have been

accompliſhed either undeſignedly, or by

very improper ſteps.

* See his Diſcourſe , read at the Academyof Scien

ces and Belles Lettres of Lyons, in November 1783

СНАР.
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CHAPTER III.

The Invention of the Inflammable- air Balloon .

TO ſooner had the news of Montgol

IV fier's aeroſtatic experiment reached

Paris, than the ſcientific people of that

metropolis began to think of repeating fo

ſingular an experiment. The certificate

tranſmitted from Annonay, by the States of

Vivarais, mentioned that Meſſrs. Mont

golfiers had filled their machine with a

fpecies of gas, which washalf as heavy as

common air ; but withoutany farther fpe

cification . In conſequence of which , the

philoſophers of Paris imagined, that a new

fort of gas had been diſcovered by the

Montgolfiers, of which they were utterly

ignorant, and concluded it could not be

inflammable air, that being incomparably

lighter ; itsweight being about the eighth or

tenth part of the weight of common air ;

and beſides, it would have been very difficult

E Ź
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to produce ſo great a quantity of inflam

mable air as muſt have been wanted for

that experiment. But if a gashalf as heavy

as common air produced the effect, they

juſtly concluded, that inflammable air

would anſwer much better, and immedi

ately reſolved to try the experiment with

inflammable air. Accordingly a fubfcrip -

tion was immediately opened by Mr. Faujas

de Saint-Fond, to defray the expences at

tending the experiment. Meſſrs. Roberts

were appointed to conſtruct the machine,

and Mr. Charles, profeſſor of experimental

philoſophy, was appointed to ſuperintend

the work , which was to be begun as ſoon

as a ſufficient ſum of money was collec

ted .

This project being immediately known,

perſons of every rank ran with eagerneſs to

ſign their names ; ſo that the required ſum

was raiſed with a quickneſs, which does

honour to the French nation , and to the

ſcientific ſpirit of the preſent age.

The obſtacles, which oppoſed the ac

compliſhment
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compliſhment of this, as they do of any

firſt attempt, were many indeed ; but the

two principal difficulties were, to produce

a large quantity of inflammable air, and to

find a ſubſtance fufficiently light to make

the bag of, and, at the ſame time, imper

meable to the inflammable air. At laſt

they conſtructed a globular bag of a ſort of

filk ſtuff called luteſtring ; which , in order

to render it impervious to the inflammable

air, was varniſhed with a certain varniſh ,

faid to confift of diffolved elaſtic gum

fcaoutchouc ) . The diameter of this bag,

which , from its ball- like ſhape, was called

a Balloon, and gave the name of air-balloons

to thoſe flying machines in general, was

twelve feet two inches French , or about

thirteen feet Engliſh meaſure. It had only

one aperture, like a bladder, to which a

ftop -cock was adapted . The weight of the

balloon, when empty, together with the

ftop -cock , was twenty -five pounds.

On the 23d of Auguſt, 1783, the bal

loon being completed, they attempted to

fill it with inflammable air ; but they met

withE 3
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with a great deal of difficulty and diſap

pointment, the particular accountof which

will ſerve to fhew how far this proceſs has

been improved , in ſo ſhort a period as is

elapſed between the filling of this firſt

inflammable-air balloon and the preſent

time.

The balloon being ſuſpended at ſome

diſtance from the earth , by means of a

rope faſtened to its top , which was the

part diametrically oppoſite to the ſtop- cock ,

at eight o'clock in the morning the opera

tion was begun ; having firſt expelled , by

compreſſion , all the common air from the

balloon . The mixture of iron filings and

diluted vitriolic acid , for the production of

inflammable air, was put into an odd ſort of

apparatus. It was ſomewhat like a cheſt

ofdrawers, lined with Theet lead , every one

of the drawers communicating with a com

mon pipe , to which the ſtop- cock of the

balloon was adapted . Thus the inflam

mable air , as ſoon as it was produced by

the materials in the drawers, paſſed through

the common pipe and ſtop -cock , into the

balloon ,
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balloon . In this manner they went on for

ſome hours, producing infiammable air,

and waſting more of it than what actually

entered into the balloon . At laſt, con

vinced of the inſufficiency of the apparatus,

they removed it, and , at two o 'clock , ſub

ſtituted, in its ſtead , a ſingle caſk ſet ſtrait

up. In the flat end of this caſk , which

was uppermoſt, they made two holes, to

· one of which a tin tube was fixed, and with

it a tube of varniſhed leatherwas connected ,

to the end of which the ſtop -cock of the

balloon was adapted . The other hole ſerved

to introduce the iron and diluted vitriolic

acid into the caſk , which materials they

were obliged to recruit pretty often ; and

ſince, for this purpoſe, the hole in the

· caſk was occaſionally opened, care was

taken to Thut up the ſtop -cock of the

balloon at the ſame time. Notwithſtand

ing the vigilance and ſkill of the operators,

this apparatus laboured under many confi

derable inconveniencies, the principal of

which was, that the efferveſcence produced

a great degree of heat, which being com -

municated to the ſtop - cock , and to the

. . E 4 balloon ,

. ,
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balloon , rendered the former almoſt unma

nageable, and endangered the latter, ſo

that they were obliged to keep pumping

water againſt it. Beſides this, a great deal

of water, which came in the form of va

pour, together with the inflammable air,

was continually collecting in the balloon ;

which water was expelled at intervals by

interrupting the operation , & c . In ſhort,

at nine o 'clock in the evening, after work

ing the whole day, not above one third

part of the balloon was filled ; and in this

ſtate the machine was left, having diſconti

nued the operation and ſecured the appa

ratus.

Atday-break on the following day, the

operators returned with great anxiety , and

greater expectations of ſucceſs ; but they

were exceedingly ſurpriſed to find the bal

loon quite full, and perfectly diſtended ;

whereas, on the preceding evening, not

above one third of it had been left full.

The ſurpriſe however foon vaniſhed, when ,

on examining the apparatus, they found

that the ſtop -cock had been inadvertently

left
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left open, in conſequence of which the

common air had entered into the balloon ,

and had diſtended it by mixing with the

inflammable air * . This diſagreeable ac

cident, inſtead of diſcouraging the under

taking, animated the operators with new

zeal, and taught them to uſe greater pre

çaution . The operation for producing the

inflammable air was begun anew , and be

ing continued with aſſiduity , they had the

fatisfaction of obſerving , that, at ſix o 'clock

in the evening , the balloon Thewed ſigns of

having become altogether lighter than an

equal bulk of common air, and at ſeven

* This phenomenon , as it appears at firſt ſight very

extraordinary , deſerves to be explained , eſpecially be

cauſe itmay eaſily occur to others. The ſpontaneous

introduction of common air into the balloon, is owing

to the inflammable airoccupying theupper part of the

balloon, on account of being much lighter than como

mon air ; hence the upper part of the balloon being

ſwelled into a ſegment of a ſphere, the ſides of it, be

low that ſegment, muſt naturally ſtand apart, and

conſequently muſt admit the common air. Then

the common air mixing with the inflammable air,

forms a compound likewiſe lighter than common air ,

which , of courſe, muſt produce a ſimilar effect, and

ſo on .

o 'clock
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o'clock its levity was increaſed ſo far as to

make a conſiderable effort againſt the ropes ,

which confined it . The continuation of

the operation was then deferred to the next

day ; having ſecured every thing againſt

accidents.

_

Early on the morning of the 25th , hava,

ing found the balloon very ſafe, the opera

tors introduced ſome freſh inflammable air

into it. At fix o'clock in themorning the

balloon 's levity was tried by detaching it

from the confinement of ropes , and ſuſpend

ing known weights to it, by which means

they found that it would lift up twenty -one

pounds; and, as the public exhibition of the

experiment was fixed for the 27th , they

did not fill the balloon any more on that

day . At nine o'clock in the evening, hav

ing examined the balloon again , they found

that it would take up only eighteen pounds

weight, ſo that in the courſe of the day it

had loſt about three pounds of levity , in

conſequence of the eſcape of ſome inflam

mable air through the pores or needle

holes.

On
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On themorning ofthe 26th , the balloon

was found to have loſt a proportionable

quantity of levity . They then introduced

a littlemore inflammable air into it ; and at

eight o 'clock in the morning, having diſ

engaged it from its confinement, they

faſtered ſome ſmall cords to it, and divert

ed themſelves with letting it aſcend repeat

edly to the height of about 100 feet, and

then drawing it down again . This partial

flight brought together an immenſe num

ber of curious ſpectators, ſo that it was

thought neceſſary to replace the balloon

where it had been filled , and a guard of

ſoldiers, both horſe and foot, was pro

cured, in order to prevent the outrages of

themultitude, which at laſt broke through

the preſcribed limits, and crouded to be

hold the extraordinary object.

The balloon had been filled and ſtood

near the Place of Vi&tories, from whence it

was to be conducted to the Camp of Mars,

which had been appointed to be the place

of the grand exhibition . The diſtance be

tween thetwo places is about twomiles; and

in
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in order to prevent, asmuch as poſſible, a

great concourſe of people, the balloon was

tranſported before day -break, on the morn

ing of the 27th . However, this extra

ordinary proceſſion brought together a con

fiderable number of people ; and their cu

rioſity, their ſurpriſe, and their enthuſiaſm ,

together with the nodurnal appearance of

the extraordinary machine, amidſt flam

beaus and lanterns, are livelily deſcribed by

Mr. Faujas de Saint- Fond, and others .

The balloon was tranſported on a cart.

TheCamp of Marswas lined with guards;

and every houſe, to its very top, and every

avenue, were crouded with anxious fpecta

tors. In this place fomemore inflammable

air was introduced into the balloon , which

ferved at the fame time to give to the pub

lic an idea of the operation . At laſt the

diſcharge of a cannon gave the ſignal for

the experiment, at 5 o'clock in the after

noon, Then the balloon, being diſengaged ,

roſe majeſtically before the eyes of many

hundred thouſand ſpectators, and amidſt a

copious ſhower of rain .--- In two minutes

time
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time it roſe to the height of 3123 feet

(488 toiſes * .) In this elevation the balloon

was loſt in a dark cloud, and the diſap

pearance was announced by the diſcharge

of another gun . In a fhorttime it appeared

again for an inſtant, and then was finally

loſt in the clouds.

The balloon, after remaining in the at

moſphere only three quarters of an hour,

fell in a field near Goneſſe, a village about

15 miles diſtant from the Camp of Mars,

where it was immediately found by ſome

peaſants, who treated it rather roughly, in

return for the aſtoniſhment, which this ex

traordinary object had given them . Its

fall was attributed to a rupture found in it ;

and it was reaſonably imagined, that the

expanſion of the inflammable air, when the

balloon had reached a much leſs denſe part

of the atmoſphere, had burſt it. When

the balloon went up, it was 35 pounde

lighter than an equal bulk of common air .

* This height was aſcertained by obſervations

made with proper mathematical inſtruments.

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER IV . -

The introduction of ſmall inflammable-air bal

loons ; and Mr. Montgolfier's experiments

before the Royal Family, and the Commif- ..

Jaries of the Academy.

A s ſoon as the youngeſt Montgolfier

M arrived at Paris, which was not long

after the experiment at Annonay , he was

invited by the Academy of Sciences to re

peat his new aeroftatic experiment; and

the Academy offered to pay the neceſſary ,

but unlimited , expences. In conſequence

of this invitation , Mr.Montgolfier began to

conſtruct a new machine, of about 72 feet

in height; which being finiſhed , he firſt

tried the experiment with it on the 12th

of September following ; keeping ſecret, in

themean while, themethod of filling it , or ,

as he gave to underſtand, the manner of

producing the gas. But in this interval of

time, and after the ſucceſsful experiment

of the inflammable -air balloon , on the 27th

of
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of Auguſt, the project of making balloons

was generally adopted; and thoſe who wiſh

ed only to make the experiment on the

ſmalleſt ſcale, foon calculated the neceſſary

particulars, and found that the performance

of the experiment was far from being ei

ther difficult or expenſive. One Mr. Deſ

champs, a painter at Paris, propoſed to the

Baron of Beaumanoir, to try that ſort of

ſkin , which gold -beaters uſe for their work .

The Baron, ſtruck with the appearance of

that ſubſtance, had a balloon made out of

ſeveral pieces of it glued together , which

was little more than 19 inches in diameter.

This balloon , being very eaſily filled with

inflammable air, was firſt tried, and then

launched on the inth of September, and

aſcended into the atmoſphere , till it went

out of ſight. It is ſaid , that it was after

wards found at a conſiderable diſtance.

Notwithſtanding the eaſineſs with which

this balloon was both made and filled ,

yet there were not wanting perſons,who,

after the experiment ofthe Baron of Beau

manoir, endeavoured to make balloons ſtill

ſmaller;
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ſmaller ; and they actually made ſome of

about fix inches in diameter, which weigh

ed between 30 and 40 grains. Theſe

were filled with the utmoſt facility, and

ſerved well enough to thew the experi

ment in a room ; but as they were neceſſa

rily formed of ſkins extremely fine, and

conſequently more porous than the uſual

thicker ſkins, the inflammable air foon

eſcaped from them , and the diminutive

balloons hardly floated above a minute or

two.

The larger balloons of this fort ; to wit,

of between 9 and 18 inches in diameter,

foon began to be manufactured by thoſe

who were anxious to derive a pecuniary

profit from the improvements of philoſo

phy ; and, as the price of theſe balloons

did not exceed a few ſhillings, almoſt every

family ſatisfied its curioſity relative to the

new experiment, and in a few days time

balloons were feen very frequently flying aa

bout Paris, and ſoon after were ſentabroad.

Thus this curious experiment was ſpread in

the world with an unparalleled rapidity .

Mr.
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Mr. Montgolfier, whom we left con

ſtructing a large aeroftatic machine, in com

pliance with the deſire of the Academy,

having accompliſhed the work, made the

preliminary experiment with it on the 11th

of September, and had the fatisfaction of

filling it with rarefied air in nine minutes

time. The force of aſcenſion of the bal

loon was ſuch , that it actually lifted up

eight perſons who held it, ſome feet from

the ground ; and would undoubtedly have

raiſed them much higher , had not more

force been immediately applied to detain

it. :

In conſequence of this ſucceſsful trial,

the Commiſſaries of the Academy, viz ,

Meſſrs. Cadet, l'Abbé Boſſut, Briſſon , La

voiſier, and Deſmareſt, were invited to be

preſent at the experiment, which was to be

performed at eight o'clock the following

morning, September the 12th . Accord

ingly , the gentlemen of the Academy at

tended , together with a numerous company

of other ſpectators ; and every thing being

got in readineſs, the machine was inflated

.. .
F . . . by

.
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by meansof the combuſtion of 50 pounds

weight of dry ſtraw in bundles, upon which

about 12 pounds weight of chopped wool

was thrown at intervals. The machine foon

ſwelled , endeavoured to aſcend, and immedi

ately after ſuſtained itſelf in the air, together

with thecharge of between 4 and 500 pounds

weight. It was evident, that if the cords

had been cut, themachine would have af

cended to a great height; but that they did

not chooſe to do, becauſe the machinewas

deſtined for a repetition of the experiment

before the king and royal family, at Ver

failles. The violent rain , which unfortu

nately fell at that time, and a ſtrong wind,

obliged the operators to put an end to the

experiment for that day : but the gentle

men of the Academy remained perfectly

ſatisfied with the ſucceſs of theexperiment;

and without heſitation ſigned a certificate

of what they had ſeen , which contains a

ſummary of the preceding account.

· This machine had a very odd ſhape ; yet

it is ſaid , that when inflated , it looked ex

ceedingly well. Its middle part was priſ

' matic ,
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matic, of about 25 feet height; its topwas

a pyramid , of 29 feet ; and its loweſt part

conſiſted of a truncated cone, of near 20

feet in height ; ſo that the whole machine,

from the upper to the lower extremity,

meaſured about 74 feet, and its diameter

was near 43. When diſtended , it looked

(pheroidical. It was made of canvaſs, co

vered with paper both within and with

out; and it weighed 1,000 pounds.

In order to facilitate the filling of this

machine, two maſts were ſet up in the

ground, on both ſides of it : then a rope,

which proceeded from the top of the ma

chine, paſſed through two pullies, one

placed on the top of each maſt, and ſerved

to lift up the machine gradually as it was

filling ,

This vaſt aeroſtatic machine had been

conſtructed in the place where the above

mentioned experiment was tried , which is

a garden of one Mr. Revillon, proprietor

of a manufactory of painted paper, at Paris.

This gentleman not only gave the ufe of

F. 2 . . his
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his garden for this experiment, but endea

voured to employ all the aſſiſtance he could

towards the accompliſhmentof it, for which

he is deſervedly commended byMr.Mont

golfier and others.

The 19th of the fame month had been

appointed for the performance of the ex

perimentbefore the king and royal family ;

which was only ſeven days after the laſt

mentioned experiment. But notwithſtand

ing the ſhortneſs of the time, the 74 feet

machine was ſo efſentially damaged , that

Mr. Montgolfier, who had determined to

give all the ſatisfaction poſſible, thought

it neceſſary to conſtruct a new machine ;

which accordingly, owing to the extra

ordinary diligence of Mr. Montgolfier,

and his friends, was finiſhed by the 18th ;

ſo that in the evening of that day they

made an eſſay , in preſence of the Commiſ

faries of the Academy. Thismachine con

fifted of cloth made of linen and cotton

thread , and was painted with water colours

both within and without. Its height was

near 60 feet, and its diameter about 43.

It
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It is remarkable, that this great machine

wasmade, painted, and decorated, in four

days and four nights only.

On the 19th, the king , queen, the court,

and innumerable people of every rank and

age, aſſembled at Verſailles. The prepa

ration for filling the machine conſiſted of

an ample ſcaffold , raiſed ſome feet above the

ground ; in the middle of which was a

well or chimney , about 16 feet in diameter ;

in the lower part of which , near the ground ,

the fire was made. The aperture of the

aeroſtat was put round the chimney or well,

and the reſt of it was laid down over the

well and upon the ſurrounding ſcaffold.

By 12 o'clock , every thing being got in rea

dineſs, the king,with the royal family , ho

noured Mr. Montgolfier with their preſence

on the apparatus, where every particular

was explained to them by Mr.Montgolfier.

About one o'clock the fire was lighted,

in conſequence ofwhich the machine began

to ſwell, acquired a convex form , foon

ſtretched itſelf on every fide, and in eleven

minutes time, the cords being cut, it al

cended ,F 3
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cended , togetherwith a wicker cage, which

was faſtened to it by a rope. In this cage

they had put a ſheep, a cock , and a duck ,

which were the firſt animals that ever af

cended into the atmoſphere with an aeroſta

tic machine. When the machine went up,

its power of aſcenſion , or levity, was 696

pounds, allowing for the cage and animals.

For the ſake of brevity , I ſhall omitmen

tioning the ſurpriſe, the fatisfaction,and the

applauſe, of the ſpectators ; the frequent re

petition of which ſeems rather tireſome,

eſpecially when the leaſt imagination of the

reader can eaſily form fome idea of the

effect, which fo ſurpriſing an experiment

muſt produce in ſo auguſt an aſſembly .

The machine raiſed itſelf to the height

of about 1 ,440 feet ; and being carried by

the wind, it fell gradually in the wood of

Vaucreffon , at the diſtance of 10 ,200 feet

from Verſailles, after remaining in the at

moſphere only eightminutes. Previous to

the experiment, Mr.Montgolfier had pre

ſented to the king a liſt of ſeveral parti

9
culars
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çulars relative to it ; amongſt which there

was mentioned , that the machine would

remain in the air for about 20 minutes,

and that it would go to the diſtance of

about 12,000 feet. The experiment not

coinciding with this prediction, was juſtly

attributed to two ruptures, above ſeven fees

long, in the upper part of the machine,

which had been occaſioned by a ſudden guſt

of wind, a ſhort time before the machine

afcended ; beſides which, the machine had

ſeveral imperfections, which were the con

ſequence of a haſty conſtruction. It was

likewiſe owing to the above-mentioned-ac

cident, that 80 poundsweight of ſtraw , and

five of wool, were conſumed to fill it ;

whereas 50 pounds of ſtraw would have

been quite ſufficient, if the machine had

been perfectly found.

Two game-keepers, who were acciden

tally in the wood, ſaw themachine fall very

gently, ſo that it juſt bent the branches of

the trees upon which it alighted . The long

rope to which the cage was faſtened , ſtrik

ing againſt the wood, was broken, and the

· F4 cage :
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cage came to the ground without hurting

in the leaſt the animals that were in it, ſo

that the ſheep was even found 'feeding,

The cock , indeed , had its right wing fome

what hurt ; but this was the conſequencé

of a kick it had received from the ſheep,

at leaſt half an hour before, in preſence of

at leaſt ten witneſſes.

CHAPTER V .

Aeroſtatic experiments in which men firſt

ventured to aſcend into the atmoſphere.

with an aeroſtatic machine.

THE preceding part of this hiſtory

1 has ſhewn the rapid progreſs of the

ſubject, and has ſufficiently demonſtrated

by experiments, that little or no danger is

to be apprehended for a man , who aſcends

with ſuch a machine into the atmoſphere.

The ſteadineſs of the aeroſtat whilſt in the

air,
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air, its gradual and gentle deſcent, the

ſafety of the animals that were ſent up with

it in the laſt-mentioned experiment, and

every other obſervation that could be de

duced from all the experiments hitherto

made in this new field of enquiry , ſeem

more than fufficient to expel any fear for

ſuch an enterpriſe ; but as no man had yet

ventured in it, and asmoſt of the attempts of

flying, or of aſcending into the atmoſphere,

on the moſt plauſible ſchemes, had from

time immemorial deſtroyed the reputation

or the lives of the adventurers, we may

eaſily imagine, and forgive, the heſitation

that men might expreſs, of going up with

one of thoſe machines : ' and hiſtory will

probably record , to the remoteſt poſterity ,

the name of Mr. Pilatre de Rozier, who

had the courage of firſt venturing to aſcend

into the atmoſphere with amachine,which,

a few years hence , the moſt timid woman

will perhaps not heſitate to truſt herſelf

to .

Scarce ten months had elapſed ſince Mr.

Montgolfier made his firſt aeroſtatic expe

riment,
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riment, when Mr. Pilatre de Rozier pub

licly offered himſelf to be the firſt adven

turer in the newly - invented aerialmachine.

His offer was accepted; his courage re

mained undaunted ; and on the 15th of

October, 1783, he actually aſcended into

the atmoſphere, to the aſtoniſhment of a

gazingmultitude.-- The following are the

particulars of this experiment.

The accident which happened to the

aeroſtatic machine at Verſailles, and its im

perfect conſtruction, induced Mr. Mont

golfier to conſtruct another machine of a

larger ſize , and more ſolid . With this in

tent, fufficient time was allowed for the

· work to beproperly done; and by the soth

of O &tober the aeroſtat was completed , in

a garden in the Fauxbourg St. Antoine. It

had an oval ſhape, its diameter being about

48 feet, and its height about 74. The

outſide was elegantly painted and decorated

with the ſigns of the zodiac , with cyphers

ofthe king's name, fleurs-de-lys, & c. The

aperture or lower part of the machine had

a wicker gallery about three feet broad ,

with
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with a baluſtrade both within and without,

about three feet high . The inner diameter

of this gallery, and of the aperture of the

machine, the neck of which paſſed through

it, was near 16 feet. In the middle of

this aperture an iron grate , or brazier ,was

ſupported by chains, which came down

from the ſides of the machine. In this

conſtruction , when themachine was up in

the air, with a fire lighted in the grate, it

was eaſy for a perſon who ſtood in the

gallery , and had fuel with him , to keep

up the fire in themouth of themachine, by

throwing the fuel on the grate through

port-holes made in the neck of the ma

chine. By this means it was expected , as

indeed it was found agreeable to experience,

that the machinemighthave been kept up

as long as the perſon in its gallery thought

proper, or whilſt he had fuel to ſupply

the fire with . - The weight of this aeroſtat

was upwards of 1,600 pounds.

On Wedneſday, the 15th of October,

thismemorable experimentwas performed.

The fire being lighted , and the machine

inflated ,
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inflated,Mr. Pilatre de Rozier placed him

felf in the gallery , and, after a few trials

cloſe to the ground, he defired to aſcend to

a great height; the machine was accord

ingly permitted to riſe, and it aſcended as

high as the ropes, which were purpoſely

placed to detain it, would allow , which

was about 84 feet from the ground. There

Mr, de Rozier kept the machine afloat

during 4 minutes and 25 ſeconds, by

throwing ſtraw and wool into the grate to

keep up the fire : then the machine de

ſcended exceedingly gently ; and fuch was,

its tendency to aſcend, that after touching

the ground, the moment Mr. de Rozier

came out of the gallery, it rebounded up

again to a conſiderable height. The intrepid

adventurer, returning from the ſky, aſſured

his friends and the multitude, which had

gazęd 'on him with admiration, with won .

der, and with fear , that he had not expe

rienced the leaſt inconvenience, either in

going up, in remaining there, or in deſcend

ing : no giddineſs, no incommoding mo

tion , no ſhock whatever. He received the

compliments due to his courage and acti

vity ;
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vity ; having Thewn to the world the ac

compliſhment of what had been for ages

deſired and attempted in vain .

On the 17th , Mr. Pilatre de Rozier re.

peated the experiment with nearly the ſame

ſucceſs as he had two days before. The

machine was elevated to about the ſame

height, being ſtill detained by ropes ; but

the wind being ſtrong, it did not ſuſtain

itſelf fo well, and conſequently did not

afford ſo fine a ſpectacle to the concourſe

of people, which at this time was much

greater than at the preceding experiment.

On the Sunday following,which was the

19th , the weather proving favourable,Mr.

Montgolfier employed hismachine to make

the following experimenta . - At half after

four o 'clock , the machine was filled in five

minutes time; then Mr. Pilatre de Rozier

placed himſelf in the gallery, a counterpoiſe

of 100 pounds being put in the oppoſite

fide of it, to preſerve the balance. The

fize of the gallery had now been diminiſh

ed . The machine was permitted to aſcend

. to
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to the height of about 210 feet, where it

remained during fix minutes, not having

any fire in the grate ; and then it deſcended

very gently .

Soon after, every thing remaining as be

fore, except that now a fire was put into

the grate, the machine was permitted to

aſcend to about 262 feet height, where it

remained ſtationary during eight minutes

and a half. On pulling it down , a guſt of

wind carried it over fome large trees of an

adjoining garden , where it would have been

in great danger, had not Mr. de Rozier ,

with great preſence ofmind and addreſs, in

creaſed the fire by throwing fome ſtraw

upon it; by which means the machine was

extricated from ſo dangerous a ſituation ,

and roſe majeſtically , amongſt the acclama--

tions of the ſpectators, to the ſituation in

which it ſtood before. On deſcending,

Mr. de Rozier threw fome ſtraw upon

the fire, which made the machine aſcend

once more, and then it deſcended to the

ground .

. This
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This experiment ſhewed, that the aeroſtat

may be made to afcend and deſcend at the

pleaſure of thoſe who are in it ; to effect

which, they have nothingmore to do, than

to increaſe or diminiſh the fire in the grate :

which was an important point in theſubject

of aeroftation .

After this, themachine was raiſed again

with two perſons in its gallery,Mr. Pilatre

de Rozier, and Mr. Girond de Villette ;

thelatter of whom was therefore the ſecond

aeroſtatic adventurer . Themachine afcend

ed to the height of about 330 feet, where

it remained perfectly ſteady for at leaſt nine

minutes ; hovering over Paris, in ſight of

its numerous inhabitants, many of whom

could plainly diſtinguiſh , through teleſcopes,

the aeroſtatic adventurers, and eſpecially

Mr. de Rozier, who was buſy in managing

the fire.

The machine being come down, the

Marquis of Arlandes, major of infantry,

took the place of Mr. Villette, and the

aeroſtat was let up once more . This laſt

experiment
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experiment was attended with nearly the

fame ſucceſs as the preceding : and they

all proved and confirmed , that the perfons;

who aſcended with the machine, did not

ſuffer the leaſt inconvenience ; which was

owing to the gradual and gentle deſcent or

aſcent of the machine, and to its ſteadineſs

or equilibrium whilſt it remained in the at-

moſphere. .

,

If we conſider for a moment. the ſenfa *

tion which theſe firſt aerialadventurersmuſt

have felt in their exalted ſituation, we can

hardly prevent an unuſual ſublime idea in

ourſelves.- Imagine a man elevated to ſuch

an height, into an immenſe ſpace, by means

altogether new , viewing under his feet, like

a map, a vaſt tract of country, with one of

the greateſt towns exiſting, the ſtreets and

environs ofwhich were crowded with ſpec

tators, attentive to him alone, and all ex - -

prefſing, in every poſſiblemanner , their a

mazement, and their anxiety . Reflect on

the proſpect, the encomiums, and the con

fequences; then ſee if your mind remains

in a ſtate of quiet indifference.

An
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An inſtructive obſervation may be derived

from thoſe experiments, which is, that

when an aeroſtatic machine is kept confined

by ropes, eſpecially at a conſiderable height

above the ground , the wind blowing on it,

muſt drive it in its own horizontal direc

tion ; ſo that the cords which hold thema

chine muſtmake an angle with the horizon,

which is greater when the wind is ſtronger ,

and contrarywiſe ; in conſequence of which

the machine muſt be much fatigued ; it

being acted on by three forces, in three

different directions; namely , its power of

aſcenſion ; the confinement of the ropes,

which is oppoſite to the firſt ; and theaction

of the wind, which is acroſs the other two.

It is therefore infinitelymore ſafe to abandon

the machine entirely to the air, becauſe then

it ſtands perfectly balanced , and therefore

isnot at all fatigued.

In conſequence of the report of the

foregoing experiments, figned by the Com

miſſaries of the Academy of Sciences, that

learned and reſpectable body ordered , ift.

That the ſaid report ſhould be printed and

.
G publiſhed ;
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publiſhed ; and 2dly, That the annual prize

of 600 livres, according to the eſtabliſhe

mentof an anonymous citizen, be given to

Meſſrs.Montgolfier, for the year 1783 .

I ſhall conclude this chapter with an

aeroftatic experimentmadeatLyons, by the

eldeſt Montgolfier. Hemade a paper ma

chine, conſiſting of two: truncated qua

drangular pyramids, which were joined to

each other by their baſes. Its capacity was

equal to about 300 cubic feet. In the in

ſide of this machine, and rather near its

aperture, four wires held a cylinder of iron

wire, 13 inches long, and 61 inches in

diameter. A roll of 30 ſheets of paper,

dipped in olive-oil, was put into the wire

cylinder, the combuſtion of which kept the

air rarefied within themachine.

This paper aeroſtat roſe rapidly into the

atmoſphere ; it went firſt towards the north ,

but aſcending ſtill higher, was ſeen to enter

into a currentof air E . S . E . Continuing ſtill

to aſcend,and proceeding with the wind, it

went quite out of fight in 22 minutes.

с НАР
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CHAPTER VI.

Account of the firſt aerial voyage.

THE experiments hitherto made, eſ

I pecially thoſe of the 19th of Octo

ber, having prepared the way for a fair

aerial navigation, the attempt was fixed

for the 20th of November 1783; every

thing being prepared for it at La Muette ,

a royal palace in the Bois de Boulogne,

Notwithſtanding that no advertiſement re

lative to the experiment had been men

tioned in the public papers, a vaſt multi

tude aſſembled in the garden at La Muette,

on the morning of the above-mentioned

day . Theneceſſary operationswere begun ;

but the rain and the wind, which came on

ſuddenly, obliged Mr. Montgolfier to de

fer the performance of the experiment to

the following day; provided the weather

proved more favourable.

Accordingly, on the 21ſt, the wind ,

whichG 2
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which blew at intervals, and the appear

ance of large clouds, threatened a ſecond

diſappointment ;' notwithſtanding which ,

everything being got in readineſs, the

machine was filled in a few minutes time,

and Mr. P . de Rozier, together with the

Marquis d'Arlandes, placed themſelves in

the gallery, one on one ſide of it, and the

other on the oppoſite, in order to preſerve

the equilibrium . But as Mr. Montgolfier

intended to make ſome preliminary experi

ments relative to the power of afcenfion

of themachine, & c . the aeroſtat was kept

confined by ropes, in conſequence of which

the wind agitated it violently, and at laſt

forced it to the ground, which damaged

and tore it in ſeveral places ; and it would

have been entirely burned had not timely

aſſiſtance prevented it. Notwithſtanding

this diſagreeable accident, by an extraordi

nary exertion ofthe workmen , the aeroftat

was replaced on the ſcaffold , and was re

paired in leſs than two hours * . They

* This was the ſame aeroſtat, of 74 feet height,

which is deſcribed in the preceding chapter.

then
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then filled it again, put into the gallery

the neceſſary fuel, and the two intended

travellers entered the gallery with courage

and eagerneſs. The whole weight of the

machine, travellers and all, was between

1600 and 1700 pounds.

The aeroſtat left the ground at 54 mi

nutes paſt one o'clock, paſſed ſafely over

ſome high trees, and aſcended calmly and

majeſtically into the atmoſphere. The

aeronauts having reached the altitude of

about 280 feet, took off their hats and

ſaluted the ſurpriſed multitude. They then

roſe too high to be diſtinguiſhed , ſo that

the machine itſelf was ſcarce perceivable.

When they roſe, the wind was very nearly

north -weſt, and it is ſaid that themachine,

in riſing , made half a turn round its own

axis. The wind drove them horizontally

over the river Seine, and over Paris. They

paſſed between l'Hotel des Invalides and

l'Ecole Militaire , and approached Saint- Sul

pice ; but as they were rather low , the fire

was increaſed in order to clear the houſes,

and in riſing higher they met with a cur

: G3
rent
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rent of air, which carried them ſouthward .

They paſſed the Boulevard ; and at laſt,

ſeeing that the object of the experiment

was fully anſwered, the fire was no longer

ſupplied with fuel, and the machine de

ſcended very gently in a field beyond the new

Boulevard, about 9000 yards diſtant from

the palace de la Muette, which diſtance

they ran in between 20 and 25 minutes

time. The Marquis d 'Arlandes ſtepped

out of the gallery the moment it touched

the ground ; but the machine collapſing

immediately after, Mr. de Rozier, who

ſtood on the ſide oppoſite to the wind, was

covered by the canvas, from which dange

rous ſituation however he ſoon extricated

himſelf. Otherwiſe they had ſuffered no

inconvenience whatever .

When they came down, about two

thirds of the fuel was ſtill remaining in

the gallery ; fo that they might have

kept themſelves up a much longer time,

Themachine was ſoon folded up, and be

ing put on a cart, was ſent to the place

where it had been originally conſtructed ,

in the Fauxbourg St. Antoine.

Thus
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Thus far has been colle&ted from the ac

counts given by various ſpectators, and ef

pecially from the affidavit of the experi

ment, which was ſigned by the Dukes of

Polignac and de Guines, Counts de Polaf

tron and de Vaudreuil, Dr. Franklin , and

Meſſrs. Faujas de Saint-Fond, Deliſle, and

Leroy, of the Academy of Sciences. But,

as the tranſactions of the aeronauts, during

their voyage, can only be learned from

themſelves, and as thoſe circumſtances

ſeem to be peculiarly uſeful and inſtructive,

I ſhall ſubjoin the tranſlation of part of a

letter, written by the Marquis d 'Arlandes

to Mr. Faujas de Saint-Fond, on this

ſubject.

" At this time Mr. Pilatre faid , You do

“ nothing, and we ſhall not mount. Pardon

“ me, I replied . - I threw a truſs of ſtraw

“ upon the fire, ſtirring it a little at the

“ ſame time, and then quickly turned my

“ face back again ; but I could no longer

“ ſee la Muette. Aftoniſhed , I gave a look to

“ the direction of the river. - - Mr. Pilatre

" then ſaid , Behold, there is the river, and

G4 « obſerve
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“ obſerve that we deſcend. Well then ,my

“ friend, let us increaſe the fire ; and we

“ worked away . But inſtead of croffing

“ the river, as our direction ſeemed to in

“ dicate , which carried us over the houſe

“ of the Invalides, we paſſed along the

- iſland of Cygnes, re-entered over the

“ principal bed of the river, and ad

“ vanced up it as far as the gate de la

' s Conference. I faid to my intrepid com

“ panion, Behold , there is the river, & c.

“ I ſtirred the fire, and took with the fork

“ a truſs of ſtraw , which , from being too

“ tight, did not take fire very eaſily . I

“ lifted and ſhook it in the middle of the

“ flame. The next moment I felt as if I

“ were lifted up from under the arms,

!' and ſaid to my companion , Now we

“ mount, & c. At the ſame time I

“ heard a noiſe towards the top of the ma

“ chine, as if it were going to burſt ; I

“ looked , but did not ſee any thing. How

“ ever, as I was looking up, I felt a

“ ſhock , which was the only one I experi

“ enced . The direction of the motion

" was from the upper part downwards.

“ I ſaid
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" I ſaid then , What are you doing ? Are

“ you dancing ? I don 't ſtir, ſaid he. So

“ much the better, replied I, it is then a

* new current, which , I hope, will puſh

“ us over the river. In fact, I turned

" myſelf in order to ſee where we were,

« and I found myſelf between l'Ecole Mili

66 taire and les Invalides, beyond which

“ place we had already gone about 2500

“ feet. Mr. Pilatre ſaid , at the ſametime,

“ We are on the plain . Yes , ſaid I, and

56 we advance. Work on , ſaid he. I then

e heard another noiſe in the machine,

“ which appeared to be the effect of a rope

“ breaking . This freſh admonition made

s me examine attentively the interior of

“ our habitation . I ſaw that the part of

“ themachine, which was turned towards

so the ſouth , was full of round holes, many

“ of which were of a conſiderable fize. I

“ then ſaid, We muſt deſcend , and at the

“ ſame time, I took the ſpunge , and eaſily

“ extinguiſhed the fire, which was round

«« fomeholes that I could reach ; but lean

“ ing on the lower part of the linen, to

fi obſerve whether it adhered firmly to

" the
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“ the ſurrounding circle, I found that the

“ linen was eaſily ſeparated from it, on

“ which I repeated, that itwas neceſſary to

“ deſcend , My companion faid , We are

« over Paris. Never mind that, ſaid I,

« but look if there appears any danger for

“ you on your fidem are you ſafe ? He ſaid

“ Yes. I examined my ſide, and found that

“ there wasno danger to be apprehended .

“ Farther, I wetted with the ſpunge thoſe

“ cords, which were within my reach . '

“ They all reſiſted , except two, which

“ gave way . I then ſaid , We may paſs

“ over Paris. In doing this, we ap

“ proached the tops of the houſes very

« fenfibly ; we increaſed the fire, and

“ roſe with the greateſt eaſe. I looked

“ below me, and perfectly diſcovered the

“ Miſion Etranger . It ſeemed as if we

.“ were going towards Saint- Sulpice, which

“ I could perceive through the aperture of

“ our machine. On riſing, a current of

« air made us leave this direction , and

“ carried us towards the ſouth . I ſaw on

“ my left a fort of foreſt, which I took to

“ be the Luxembourg ; we pafled over the

“ Boulevard ,

.
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.

• Boulevard , and I then ſaid, Letus now de

“ fcend . The fire was nearly extinguiſhed ;

" but the intrepid Mr. Pilatre , who never

“ loſes his preſence ofmind, andwhowent

« forward, imagining that we were going

66 againſt the mills that are between the

“ little Gentilly and the Bouvelard, admo

“ niſhed me. I threw a bundle of ſtraw

“ on the fire, and ſhaking it in order to

“ inflame it more eaſily , we roſe, and a

“ new current carried us a little towards

6 our left. Mr. Rozier ſaid again , Take

“ care of the mills : but as I was looking

“ through the aperture of the machine,

“ I could obſervemore accurately thatwe

" could not meet with them , and ſaid ,

“ We are arrived. The moment after, I

« obſerved that we went over a piece of

“ water, which I took for the river, but

“ after landing, I recollected that it was

“ the piece of water, & c. The mo

~ ment we touched the ground, I raiſed

“ myſelf up in the gallery, and perceived

" the upper part of the machine to preſs

" very gently on my head, I puſhed it

“ back , and jumped out of the gallery, and

," on
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“ on turningmyſelf towards the machine,

“ expected to find it diftended , but was

“ ſurpriſed to find it perfectly emptied ,

6 and quite flattened.” & c .

CHAPTER VII.

Account of the firſt aeroſtatic experiment

made in England.

TT is ſomewhat remarkable, that more

1 than five months had elapſed, ſince

Mr.Montgolfier made his firſt public aero

ſtatic experiment at Annonay , the news of

which , as well as of his ſubſequent expe

riments, was rapidly and univerſally ſpread ,

and yet no experiment of the kind had

been made out of France, at leaſt, none

is authentically recorded . In this iſland ,

where the improvements of arts and ſciences

find their nurſery, and many their birth , no

aeroſtatic
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aeroſtatic machine was ſeen before the

month of November 1783. It was, per

haps, owing to a perſuaſion , that this new

field of experiment was in the hands of

perſons fully capable to improve it in

France ; and conſequently , that it would

be uſeleſs to loſe time, trouble, and ex

pence , about experiments, which others

were actually making elſewhere. At leaſt,

the curioſity of the learned might have

been ſatisfied with an experiment in ſmall ;

but it often happens in a nation , that a ſort

of ſtupor prevents even the moſt neceſſary

and eaſy exertions, in particular caſes, for

which omiffion, a ſhort time after, no per

ſon can aflign any plauſible reaſon . How

ever, it muſt be confeſſed , that the newsof

the firſt aeroſtatic experiments was far from

giving any exact account of the practical

part, or of the principles themſelves.

Let this be as it may , the matter of fact

is, that the firſt aeroſtatic experiment was

Thewn in London, in the month of No

vember, 1783. One CountZambeccari, an

ingenious Italian , who happened to be in

London
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London , made a balloon of oil-filk , which

was 10 feet in diameter, and weighed 11

pounds. It was gilt, both in order to render

it more beautiful, and more impermeable

to the inflammable air. This balloon was

publicly ſhewn for ſeveral days in London ;

and at laſt, on the 25th of the above-men

tioned month, three quarters of it were

filled with inflammable air ; a direction, for

any perſon who ſhould afterwards find it,

incloſed in a tin box, was faſtened to it,

and, in the preſence of many thouſand

fpectators , it was launched from the Artil

Jery Ground, at one o'clock in the after

noon .

Two hours and a half after ; viz. at

half paſt three o'clock , this balloon was

found atGraffam , near Petworth , in Suſſex,

48 miles diſtant from London ; ſo that

it went at the rate of near 20 miles an

hour, Arent found in it , which was

certainly the conſequence of the rarefac

tion of the inflammable air, when the bal

loon came into a much lighter part of the

atmoſphere,muſt have been the occaſion of

its deſcent.

We

vas
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We muſt now return to the aeroſtatic

experiments made in France ;. and muſt

defer deſcribing thoſe made in England, till

the order of time renders it neceſſary.

CHAPTER VIII.

Account of the firſt aerial voyage made with

an inflammable- air Balloon .

T HE fucceſs of the experiment with

1 the inflammable-airballoon ,made in

the Champ de Mars, and the other expe

riments made after that, with Mr.Mont

golfier's aeroſtat, naturally ſuggeſted the idea

of attempting a voyage in an inflammable

air balloon ; every confideration , excepting.

thedearneſs of theinflammable air, ſeeming

to give the preference to the inflammable

air balloon , as a vehicle for an aerial voyage.

The
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The plan for ſuch a voyage, and every

neceſſary calculation, being made, the bal

loon was conſtructed by the Roberts, two

brothers, very intelligent in mechanics.

Their project was firſt announced to the

public in the Journal de Paris, of the 19th

of November, 1783 ; and a ſubſcription

was opened , in order to defray the expences,

which , as it was calculated , would amount

to about 10,000 livres. . .

As ſoon as the balloon was finiſhed, it

was inflated with common air ; and was

publicly ſhewn in one of the great cham

bers of the Thuilleries, till the 26th , on

which day it wasſuſpended to a rope ſtretch

ed between two trees, before the Thuil

leries.

This balloon was made of gores of filk ,

covered with a varniſh , ſaid to be a ſolution

of elaſtic gum ( caoutchouc). Its form was

ſpherical, meaſuring 27 feet and an half

in diameter. A net went over the up

per hemiſphere, and was faſtened to a

hoop that went round the middle of the

balloon ,
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balloon, and was therefore called its equator.

To this equator was ſuſpended, by means of

ropes, a ſort of car, or rather a boat, which

ſwung a few feet below the balloon . In or

der to prevent the burſting of themachine,

by the expanſion of the inflammable air, a

valve wasmade in it, which , by pulling a ,

ſtring, was opened to let out ſome of the

inflammable air. There was likewiſe a '

long filken pipe, through which the balloon

was filled . The boat, made of baſket

work, was covered with painted linen , and

wasbeautifully ornamented . Its length was

near 8 feet, its breadth 4 , and its depth 3

and an half. It weighed 130 pounds.

The apparatus for filling it, conſiſted of

ſeveral calks placed round a large tub full

of water, every one of which had a long

tin tube , which terminated under a veffel or

funnel, that was inverted into the water of

the tub. A tube, proceeding from this

funnel, communicated with the balloon ,

which ſtood juſt over it. Iron filings and

diluted vitriolic acid were put into the caſks;

and the inflammable air, which was pro

duced from theſe materials, paſſed through

H the
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the tin tubes, through the water of the tub ,

through the funnel, and was laſtly lodged

in the balloon .

-
-

-
-

-
-

-

It appears, that in filling this balloon

they worked a long time with very little

effect ; but at lait, being aſſiſted by an able

chymiſt, the operation went on incompa

rably better. The balloon ſoon began to

acquire a convex form , inflated apace, and

by one o'clock , or a little after , it was ready

to aſcend. This famous experiment was

performed on Monday, the iſt of Decem

ber, 1783. — The Thuilleries, the Pont

Royal, every houſe, and every adjacent place ,

were crouded with ſpectators. A numerous

guard of ſoldiers preſerved order, and pro

tected the operation . Mathematicalperſons,

with proper inſtruments,were conveniently

ſtationed for the purpoſe of calculating the

height, rate of going, and other particulars

concerning the balloon . Signals were given

by the firing of a cannon, waving of pen

dants, & c. A ſmall balloon of ſix feet in

diameter was launched byMr. Montgol

fier, which ſerved to ſhew the direction of

the wind, and likewiſe to amuſe the peo

4 ple.
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ple. The boat was then attached to the

balloon ;Mr. Charles, and one of the Ro

berts, ſeated themſelves in it , with proper

inſtruments, plenty of proviſions, clothing,

and the ballaſt,conſiſting of fand -bags * ; and

at three quarters after one o'clock thema

chine left the ground, and aſcended with a

moderately accelerated courſe. The aſto .

niſhed ſpectators ſtood ſilent.

* The balloon , men , ballaſt, & c. being weighed

and calculated , it was found, that the weight of the

common air, diſplaced by the inflammable gas, was

771 pounds and a half ; the joint weight of the ſtuff,

of which the balloon was formed , of the two men ,

boat, ballaft, & c . was 604 pounds and an half ; and

the power of aſcenſion of the balloon , or its actual

levity, when it aſcended , was 20 pounds,which being

added to the weight of the ſtuff, men , boat, & c.

makes 624 pounds and an half, which therefore was

the weight ſuſtained by the inflammable air ; and if

weſubtract this from the weight of the common air

diſplaced, i. e. .771 pounds and an half, there re

mains 147 pounds for the real weight of the inflam

mablę air contained in the balloon ; from whence it

follows, that the ſpecific gravity of the inflammable

air, at leaſt of ſuch a fort as was contained in this

machine, was to the ſpecific gravity of common air

nearly as one to 51.

H 2 . When
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When the balloon had reached the alti

tude of about 600 yards, the two aerial

navigators indicated their ſafety by "fre - .

quently waving two pendants, though they

themſelves could not be diſtinguiſhed from

the ground. The ſpectators were by this

time awakened from their aſtoniſhment;

enthuſiaſm took the place of ſilence, and

nothing but expreſſions of praiſe and ap

plauſe were by every mouth annexed to the

names of Charles and Robert.

-
-
-

-

At the time they went up, the ther

·mometer, according to Farenheit's ſcale ,

ſtood at 9°, and the quickſilver in the ba

rometer ſtood at 30 ,18 inches. In the

atmoſphere the machine aſcended till the

quickſilver in the barometer ſtood at 27

inches, from which they deduced their

altitude to be nearly 600 yards. During

the reſt of their voyage, the quickſilver in

the barometer was generally between 27,

and 27,65 inches, riſing and falling accord

ing as part of the ballaſt was thrown out,

or ſomeof the inflammable air eſcaped from

the balloon . The thermometer ſtood geo 's

nerally between 53° and 57°.

Soon

-
-

-
-

-
-
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Soon after their aſcent, they remained

ſtationary for a ſhort time; then they went

horizontally , in the direction of N . N . W .

They croſſed the Seine, and paſſed over ſe

veral towns and villages, to the great aſto

niſhment of the inhabitants, who did not

expect, and perhaps had never heard of this

new ſort of experiments. This delicious

voyage laſted one hour and three quarters .

At laſt they deſcended in a field near Neſle,

a ſmall town, about 27 miles diſtant from

Paris, it being then three quarters paſt three

o'clock ; ſo that they had gone at the rate

ofabout 15 miles per hour,without feeling

the leaſt inconvenience ; and the balloon

underwent no other alteration , than what

was occaſioned by the dilatation and con

traction of the inflammable air, according

to the viciſſitudes of heat and cold .

A ſhort time after their deſcent, they

were overtaken by the Dukes of Chartres

and de Fitz -James, who had rode after the

balloon, and did them the honour to add

their names to the certificate of their de

fcent, which had been already drawn up and

. . . " H 3 . ſigned
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ſigned by other perſons, who had arrived

fooner .

The balloon ſtill containing a confider

able quantity of inflammable air, Mr.

Charles determined to aſcend once more.

Mr. Robert then got out of the boat,which

lightened the balloon of 130 pounds. This

weight they intended to ſupply with ballaſt ;

but not finding any conveniency to take up

any earth or ſtones very readily, and the

ſun being near ſetting, Mr. Charles, with

out loſing more time, gave the ſignal to

the peaſants who held down themachine,

to let go ; “ And I ſprung up,” ſays he,

“ like a bird . In twenty minutes, I was

" 1,500 toiſes high ; out of ſight of all

“ terreſtrial objects. I had taken the ne

“ ceſſary precautions againſt the exploſion

• of the globe, and prepared to make the

“ obſervations which I had promiſed my

“ felf. In order to obſerve the barometer

“ and thermometer, placed at the end of

“ the car, without altering the centre of

“ gravity, I knelt down in the iniddle,

« ſtretching forward my body and one leg,

. . “ holding
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“ holdingmywatch and paper in my left

“ hand, and my pen and the ſtring of the

« valve in my right, waiting for the event.

" The globe, which , at my ſetting out,was

“ rather flaccid, ſwelled inſenſibly . The

« air eſcaped in great quantities at the

· " ſilken tube. I drew the valve from time

: “ to time, to give it two vents ; and I

« continued to aſcend, ſtill loſing air ,

“ which iſſued out hiſſing, and became

“ viſible, like a warm vapour in a cold at

6 moſphere. The reaſon of this pheno

“ menon is obvious. On earth , the ther

“ mometer was 7 degrees above the freezing

“ point * ; after ten minutes afcent, it was

“ five degrees below t . The inflammable

“ air had nothad time to recover the equi

“ librium of its temperature. Its elaſtic

“ equilibrium being quicker than that of

“ the heat, there muſt eſcape a greater

“ quantity than that, which the external

“ dilatation of the air could determine by

“ its leaſt preſſure. For myſelf, though

" expoſed to the open air, I paffed in ten

* Equal to about470 of Farenheit's ſcale.

# Equal to 21° of Farenheit's ſcale .

66 minutesH4
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“ minutes from the warmth of ſpring to

“ the cold of winter : a ſharp dry cold , but

“ not too much to be borne. I declare ,

“ that in the firſt moment I felt nothing

“ diſagreeable in the ſudden change. When

" the barometer ceaſed to fall, i marked

“ exactly 18 inches 10 lines * , the mer

“ cury ſuffering no ſenſible oſcillation .

“ From this I deduct a height of 1,524

“ toiſes of, or thereabouts, till I can be

“ more exact in my calculation . In a few

“ minutes more, my fingers were benumb

“ ed by the cold, ſo that I could not hold

“ my pen. I was now ſtationary as to the

“ riſing and falling, and moved only in an

“ horizontal direction . I roſe up in the

“ middle of the car to contemplate the

“ ſcene around me. At my ſetting out,

“ the ſun was ſet on the vallies; he ſoon

“ roſe, for me alone, who was the only lu

“ minousbody in the horizon, and all the

« reſt of nature in ſhade ; he, however ,

« preſently diſappeared, and I had the plea

“ ſure of ſeeing him ſet twice in the ſame

... * Equalto 20,01 inches Engliſh .

+ About 3,100 yards. .

: « day .
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“ day. I beheld , for a few ſeconds, the

" circumambient air, and the vapours riſing

“ from the vallies and rivers. Theclouds

“ ſeemed to riſe from the earth , and collect

“ oneupon the other, ſtill preſerving their

“ uſual form , only their colour was grey,

. " and monotonous from the want'of light

“ in the atmoſphere. The moon alone

<< enlightened them , and ſhewed me, that

“ I was tacking about twice ; and I ob

“ ſerved certain currents that brought me

“ back again . I had ſeveral ſenſible devi

“ ations ; and obſerved , with ſurpriſe, the

$c effects of thewind ; and ſaw the ſtreamers

" of my banners point upwards. This

“ phenomenon was not the effect of the

“ aſcent or deſcent, for I then moved ho

" rizontally. At that inſtant I conceived,

“ perhaps a little too haſtily , the idea of

“ being able to ſteer one's courſe. In the

“ midſt of my tranſport, I felt a violent

“ pain in my right ear and jaw , which I

“ aſcribed to the dilatation of the air in

“ the cellular conſtruction of thoſe organs,

“ as much as to the cold of the external

“ air. I was in a waiſtcoat, and bare

headed,
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“ headed . I immediately put on a woollen

“ cap, yet the pain did not go off, but as

“ I gradually deſcended . For ſeven or

“ eight minutes I had ceaſed to aſcend ; the

• condenſation of the internal inflammable :

“ air rather made me deſcend. I now re

« collected my promiſe to return in half

« an hour, and, pulling the ſtring of the

“ valve, I came down. The globe was

“ now fo much emptied , that it appeared

“ only an half globe. I perceived a fine

“ ploughed field near the wood of Tour du

“ Lay, and haſtened my deſcent. When

“ Iwas between 20 and 30 toiſes from the

“ earth , I threw out haſtily two or three

« poundsof ballaſt, and became for a mo- .

“ ment ſtationary , till I deſcended gently

" in the field , above a league from the

“ place whence I ſet out. The frequent

“ deviations and turnings about, make me

“ imagine that this voyage was near three

“ leagues ; and I was gone about 33 mi

“ nutes. Such is the certainty ofthecom

“ binations of our aeroſtatic machine, that

“ I might have keptin the air at leaſt for

“ 24 hours longer,”

Mr.
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Mr. deMeunier, who made ſeveral cal

culations concerning this voyage, thinks

that Mr. Charles muſt have aſcended at

leaſt one thouſand ſeven hundred toiſes ,

equal to about three thouſand five hundred

yards Engliſh meaſure.

It is ſaid , that the ſmall balloon, which

was launched by Mr. Montgolfier, a little

before Meſſrs. Charles and Robertaſcended ,

was afterwards found at Vincennes, in a

direction oppoſite to that taken by the great

balloon s which ſhews that there happened

to be two currents of air, perhaps at dif

ferent heights.

СНАР
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CHAPTER IX .

Aeroſtatic experiments made in the remainder

of the year 1783.

CINCE the ſmall inflammable -air bal

w loons were firſt introduced , many cu

rious perſons began to employ them for

philoſophical purpoſes, as well as for the

fatisfaction of thoſe, who had never before

feen any experiment of that fort ; and we

find many of thoſe experiments recorded in

ſeveral publications, with more preciſion,

and better authenticated , than they really

deſerved . By this obſervation I do not

mean to depreciate any philoſophical in

quiry, of whatſoever fort itmay be, nor do

I think , that the aſcertaining of the leaſt

particular, relative to the works and ope

rations of nature, is undeſerving of notice :

but thehiſtory of a ſcience, or an art, muſt

record only the improvements of that par

ticular ſubject ; and it would be no longer a

ſcientific hiſtory , if it deſcended to relate
the
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the endleſs repetition of the very fame ex

periment, with perhaps no other change

than that of the date, and names of places,

experimenters, & c.

Each of the experiments related in the

preceding pages, advances the ſubject a

good ſtep forward, and it was therefore

neceſſary to deſcribe all the circumſtances ,

that ſeemed at all intereſting ; but as the

repetition of ſeveral of theſe experiments

doth not always ſhew any new obſervation or

improvement, I fall, for the future, take

notice only of thoſe experiments and obſer

vations, which ſeem in any way tending to

improve the ſubject, and as for the reſt,

they ſhall be either entirely omitted or only

flightly mentioned .

. On the inth of December a ſmall bal

loon , made of gold -beater's ſkin , was pub

licly launched at Turin . It was the firſt

experiment of the kind exhibited in that

place, and conſequently it gave great fatiſ

faction to the ſpectators. They ſaw it

penetrate the clouds; it appeared ſtationary

for
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for fometime; then it aſcended ſtill higher ,

and at laſt it entirely diſappeared , 5 minutes

and 54 ſeconds after its firſt afcent.

To employ an aeroſtatic machine for

diſcovering the electricity of the atmoſphere ,

eſpecially in calm weather, was a natural

conſequence of the experiments made long

before with electrical kites ; and immedi

ately after Mr. Montgolfier's firſt experi

ment, it occurred to ſeveral intelligent per

fons, that one of thoſe machines,,faſtened

to the extremity of a long ſtring, and float

ing in the air, would bring down the elec

tricity of the atmoſphere, in the ſameman

ner as the ſtrings of electrical kites were

wont to do, and even better ; ſince the

kites cannot be raiſed in calm weather,

nor will they ever go beyond a very mode

rate height ; whereas an aeroſtatic machine

could both go incomparably higher, and

would riſe in calm weather. But the Abbé

Bertholon appears to have been the firſt

perſon who uſed thoſe machines for experi

ments on the atmoſpherical electricity, at

Montpellier. He raiſed ſeveral air-balloons,

to

.
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to which long and ſender wires were at

tached , the lower extremity of the wire be

ing faſtened to a glaſs ſtick or other inſulating

ſubſtance ; and hereby he obtained from the

wire, electric fluid ſufficient to ſhew , the

attraction , repulſion , and even the ſparks

of electricity . He uſed to arm ſome of

thoſe globes with metallic points, in order

to let them imbibe the electricity more

readily ; and he directs that a ſtring ſhould

be uſed , containing a very fine wire of

gold or other metal, exactly as is made uſe

of for electrical kites * . It is obvious,

that the greateſt inconvenience, in this fort

of experiments, is the action of the wind

againſt the balloon, which will fatigue the

machine, and will drive it in a direction

much inclined to the horizon.

An accident that happened in England,

aboutthis time, deſerves to bementioned , in

order to warn other people, whomay happen

to be in ſuch -like dangerous circumſtances.

It is ſaid that an inflammable-air balloon ,

launched by one Mr. Gell, from Hopton ,

near Matlock, was found by two men in

* See the writers on Electricity .

the
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the neighbourhood of Cheadle, in Stafford

fhire, who took that, to them ſtrange,

machine into a room of a farm -houſe,

where, after ſome conſideration , they con

cluded that it was ſomething like a half

blown bladder, and began to fill it quite

up , by applying a pair of bellows to an

aperture that was in it ; but as ſome of the

gas was ſtill coming out, the approach of

a candle unfortunately ſet it on fire, in

conſequence ofwhich , the balloon exploded

with a reportmuch louder than a cannon ,

which ſtruck four perfons down to the

floor. They ſoon recovered from the fall,

but were ſo ſtunned, as not to be ſenſible

of fire , till they perceived their heads in a

blaze : their beards and eye-brows were »

burned quite off, and their faces ter

ribly fcorched . The windowswere forced

out with great violence, and the houſe was

otherwiſe much damaged * .

At this time the Academy of Lyons

offered a prize of fifty pounds to the author ,

* The account of this accident has been extracted

only from thedaily news-papers ,

of
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of the beſt eſſay on the following ſubject,

viz . “ To diſcover the ſafeſt, leaſt expen

five, and moſt effectual means of directing

air-balloons at pleaſure.” The candidates

were to give in their diſſertations before the

firſt of February 1784 .

CHAPTER X .

Aeroſtatic experimentsmade in January 1784.

A T Grenoble, a city of Dauphinè, in

Al France, one Mr. de Barin launched

a balloon on the 13th of January, at 40

minutes after three o'clock . It aſcended

with a direction very little inclined to the

north for the firſt minute ; but afterwards,

meeting with another current of air, it

went in the direction of fouth -eaſt ; and

about a quarter of an hour after, it fell,

at the diſtance of near three quarters of a

mile .

1 . On
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Tae)On the ſame day , an aeroſtatic machine,

about 37 feet in height, and 20 in diame

ter, was launched from the caſtle de Piſan

çon , near Romans, in Dauphine. This

machine had been conſtructed by a fociety

of that town, under the direction of l’ Abbé

de Mably. It roſe with a ſurpriſing velo

city , and , as the wind was north , it went

towards the ſouth ; but when the machine

had aſcended to the height of about 1300

feet, it wentback towards the north ; and

in leſs than five minutes time it aſcended

to the height of above 6000 feet, according

to the beſt calculation the experiment could

admit of. In leſs than 10 minutes it fell,

at the diſtance of near four miles from

whence it had aſcended.

On the 16th of the fame month , the

Count d ' Albion launched , from his garden

at Franconville , an inflammable- air balloon ,

made of filk , covered with a ſolution of

glue and gum arabic. It was of an oblong

form , being 25 feet high, and near 17 in

diameter . A wicker baſket was attached

to it, in which three animals were en

cloſed
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cloſed - two Guinea pigs, and a rabbit.,

When the cords, which confined the bal

loon, were cut off, the machine afcended

with ſurpriſing velocity to an enormous

height. Five days after , it was found at the

diſtance of about 18miles; and it is remark

able, that notwithſtanding the coldneſs of

the weather, and particularly of that region

of the atmoſphere, to which the machine

aſcended , the animals were found not only

alive, but perfectly well.

In this ſame month , the greateſt aero

ſtatic machine hitherto made was launched

at Lyons, with no leſs than ſeven perſons

in its gallery. The particulars of which

experiment being both entertaining and in

ſtructive, it is neceſſary to give a circum

ſtantial account of them . .

A ſubſcription being opened , in Septem

ber of the preceding year, for the purpoſe

of conſtructing a large aeroſtatic machine,

capable of taking into the atmoſphere a

horſe, or other large animal, & c . Mr.

Montgolfier was requeſted to take thema
. nagement
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nagement of the buſineſs ; and accordingly ,

under his direction , with the aſſiſtance of

other intelligent perſons, a machine was

conſtructed , conſiſting of a double envelope

of linen , enclofing three thickneſſes of paper

between , all being ſtitched together at in

tervals. Itwas moreover ſtrengthened with

ſtrings and ribands. The form of this ma

chine was that of a ſphere extended towards

its inferior part, where it terminated in a

truncated cone, round which a gallery of

wicker work was adapted . The height of

the machine was about 131 feet, and its

diameter about 104 . When it went up, its

weight, including the paſſengers, gallery,

& c. was 1600 pounds.

On the 7th of January, the pieces, which

were to form this immenſe machine, were

brought out of Lyons into one of the ſub

urbs, called Brotteaux, and the two follow

ing days were employed to join thoſe pieces

together . In the morning of the roth

they made the firſt eſſay . The fire was

lighted , and in 20 minutes the machine

was perfectly inflated , and in this ſtate

the
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the cords, which were to hold the gallery ,

were begun to be fixed . On the 12th they

inflated themachine again , in order to fix

more of the ropes for the gallery ; and,

in ſhort, they worked inceſſantly till the

19th to fix the ropes, to attempt the aerial

voyage, and to repair the rents and other

damages, which the machine continually

received from being often inflated , and from

the injuries of the weather ; for the rain ,

the ſnow , the froſt, and almoſt all the ele

ments, ſeemed angry with this unfortunate

machine ; which , being conſtructed of bad

materials, was little able to ſuſtain thoſe

injuries . Nevertheleſs, in various trials, it

had Thewn its ſurpriſing power ; and once,

on putting a bundle of ſtraw , upon which

ſpirit of wine had been ſprinkled , on the

fire , the ſudden flame occaſioned ſuch a

rarefaction ,that themachine, notwithſtand

ing the efforts of 50 perſons, who were

employed to hold it, roſe three feet from

the ground, and went to the diſtance of

15 feet. .

At laſt, on the 19th , the weather was

li 1. 3 pretty
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pretty clear, with very little wind, the ſun

Thewing itſelf at intervals. The thermo

meter ſtood at 45°. Every thing was got

ready for the experiment, and a prodigious

croud of ſpectators aſſembled about the

place; but as the machine had been wet,

and in the night it had frozen very hard , it

was neceſſary to thaw the ice by degrees,

which was effected by making ſeveral finall

fires under the ſcaffold ; but this naturally

took up à conſiderable time; ſo that the

experiment could not be begun before noon ,

The fire was now lighted , and the ma

chine ſoon began to ſwell, aſſuming the

beſt form that could be wiſhed ; but the

ſpectators, who had been often diſappoint

ed, fewed at this time a great deal of

anxiety ; their minds ſeeming to fluctuate

between hope and fear. In 17 minutes the

machine was filled , and was ready to aſcend ;

the intended fix paſſengers took their places

in the gallery , and nothing was wanting but

the ſignal of departure from Mr. Duroſier.

But this gentleman , conſidering the indiffe

rent condition of the machine, that had

greatly ſuffered in the preceding trials, was

9
of
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of opinion that the experiment would cer

tainly fail, if more than three perſons af

cended with it : his remonftrances were of

no effect ; for none of the adventurers

would leavehis place on any account what

ever. Upon this, the interpoſition ofMr.

le Fleſſelles, the intendant, was requeſted ;

buthis authority could not prevail on them

to caſt lots. At laſt, their obſtinacy be

ing unconquerable, the ſignal of departure

was given , with reluctance and with fear,

and the ropes were cut off. A very re

markable inſtance ofenthuſiaſm , rather than

courage, happened at this inſtant. The

machine was not raiſed above a foot or

two from the ground, when a ſeventh per

fon , one Mr. Fontaine, jumped into the

gallery, which occaſioned a ſudden de

preſſion of the machine ; but by increaſing

the fire in the grate, the whole aſcended

majeſtically, and with moderate rapicity .

On meeting with the wind, it was turned

from the eaſt, inſtantly, towards the weſt;

but it afterwards proceded eaſt- ſouth -eaſt,

afcending at the ſame time, till it was at

leaſt 1000 yards high. The effect pro

14
duced
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-
-

-
-

-

duced on the ſpectators by this ſpectacle, is

deſcribed as the moſt extraordinary that

was ever occaſioned by any production of

human invention . It was a mixture of

the ſtrangeſt nature. Vociferations of joy,

ſhrieks of fear, expreſſions of applauſe, the

ſound of martial inſtruments, and the dif

charge of mortars, produced an effect more

eaſily imagined than deſcribed . Some of

the people fell on their knees, and others

elevated their ſuppliant hands to the hea

vens ; ſome women fainted , and many

wept : but the confident travellers, with

out Thewing the leaſt appearance of fear,

were continually waving their hats out of

the gallery . The wind ſhifţed again , but

it was very feeble, ſo that themachine ſtood

almoſt ſtationary for about 4 minutes,

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

Unfortunately, about this time, which

was near 15 minutes after the aſcent, a rent

was made in the machine, which occaſion

ed its deſcent ; and when it came within

about 600 feet of the ground, it deſcended

with a very great celerity . It is ſaid, that

Hot leſs than fixty thouſand people, beſides

the
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the Marechauffée, ran to the ſpot, with

the greateſt apprehenſion for the lives of

thoſe adventurous aerial travellers. They

were immediately helped out of the gal

lery, and luckily none of them had re

ceived any hurt, except Mr. Montgolfier

an inſignificant ſcratch . The machine was

torn in ſeveral places, beſides a vertical

rentof upwards of 50 feet in length ; which

Thews very clearly how little danger is to be

apprehended from the uſe of thoſe ma

chines, eſpecially when they are properly

conſtructed and judiciouſly managed .

The following are the namesof the ſeven

travellers : Mr. Joſeph Montgolfier, Mr.

Pilatre de Rozier, Count de Laurencin ,

Count de Dampierre, Prince Charles de

Ligne, Count de Laporte d'Anglefort, and

Mr. Fontaine,

СНАР
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CHAPTER XI,

Aeroftatic experimentsmade in February and

March , 1784.

THE Marquis de Bullion, on the 3d

1 of February , launched a paper ma

chine, near 15 feet in diameter ; which was

kept floating by means of a flat ſponge , one

foot broad, ſoaked in a pint of ſpirits of

wine, and placed in a tin pan . This

balloon was launched at Paris, at 45 mi

nutes paſt two o'clock ; and it was found,

at about three, in a vineyard near Baf

ville, which is near 27 miles diſtant from

Paris,

On the 15th of the ſamemonth, at three

o 'clock ,Mr. Gellard de Chaſtelais launched

a paper aeroſtat, the air of which waskept

rarefied by the combuſtion of rolled paper

and a ſponge ſoaked in oil, ſpirits of wine,

and greaſe. A baſket containing a cat was

faſtened
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faſtened tº it. In 35 minutes, the ma

chine aſcended fo high , as to appear like

a very ſmall ſtar. At 5 o'clock , it was

found upon ſome trees, at the diſtance of

between 45 and 48 miles from Mâcon ,

from whence it had been launched ; ſo that

it went at the rate of about 23 miles an

hour. The cat was found dead ; but no

body could gueſs at the cauſe of its death .

The firſt balloon that croſſed the Engliſh

channel, was launched from Sandwich in

Kent, on Friday , the 22d of February ,

17.84. It was an inflammable -air balloon ,

five feet in diameter ; which was let looſe

at half paſt 12 o 'clock, in the preſence of

a greatmany ſpectators. The balloon roſe

rapidly , and was carried over the ſea by the

wind, which was weſt by north ; ſo that the

direction of the balloon was eaſt by ſouth .

It was found, at 3 o'clock of the ſame day ,

in a field near Warneton, in French Flan

ders, nine miles from Lille, by a boy ;

who carried it to Monſieur Betrayle, at

Warneton ; and , there being a ticket on the

balloon, in which it was requeſted that an

account
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account of the timewhen , and place where,

the ſaid balloon ſhould be found, might be

ſent to William Boys, Eſquire, at Sand

wich ; ſuch requeſt was politely complied

with . - The ſtraight diſtance between Sand

wich and Warneton is 74 miles and an

half ; ſo that this balloon went at the rate of

above 30 miles an hour.

The Chevalier Paul Andreani, ofMilan ,

was the firſt perſon in Italy, who had an

aeroſtatic machine made at his own ex

pence, for the purpoſe of making an aerial

voyage ; in which attempt he actually ſuc

ceeded , on the 25th of February , 1784.

The project was entirely his own ; but for

the practical execution ofthe work , he em

ployed the brothers Auguſtin and Charles

Gerli, perſons of a mechanical genius,

Themachine was ſpherical, of about68

· feet in diameter,made of linen , lined with

fine paper. In the inſide, towards the

middle ofthemachine, there was a wooden

zone or hoop; and another hoop, of 14 feet

in diameter, was round its aperture. On

the
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the top of themachine there was a ſort of

hat, or round piece of wood, ſtrengthened

with an iron hoop, from which ropes pro

ceeded , which went down along the ſeams

of the machine, and were laſtly faſtened to

the hoop of the aperture. Other ſmaller

cords were faſtened to the linen , and croſ

ſing the larger ropes, made a ſort of net

work . Some ſhort wooden arms, which

proceeded from the hoop of the aperture,

held the fire- place , or copper brazier, of

about 6 feet and an half in diameter. Cords

proceeding from the ſamehoop, held a cir .

cular baſket,which ſtood under the brazier ,

at a moderate diſtance from it ; ſo that the

perſons in it might eaſily ſupply the fire

with fuel, and at the ſame timewere not in

commoded by the heat.

The machine being conſtructed, was fe

cretly tranſported to a ſeat of the Chevalier,

called Moncucco,which is 8 miles diſtant

from the town . Two ineffectual trials

were made; each time the machine was

perfectly inflated in 15 minutes ; but it did

not lift up the annexed weight from the

ground :
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ground : however, on the 25th, at about

noon , the fire under themachine was lightö

ed ; it was ſupplied at firſt with very

dry wood, and afterwards with a compofi

tion of bituminous ſubſtances. The ma

chine now made evident endeavours to riſe ;

and, it being imagined , that giving more

freedom to the air under it, would increaſe

its power, the Chevalier judiciouſly ordered

thoſe who held the ropes, to let the machine

rife a little ; which was attended with the

deſired effect. Themachine inſtantly mani

feſted it had acquired an increaſe of power;

in confequence ofwhich , the Chevalier ,and

the two brothers Gerli, put themſelves into

the gallery , or circularbaſket; theropeswere

let looſe, and the machine, with the three

adventurers, immediately aſcended , with a

flow and almoſt horizontalmotion, direct

ing itſelf towards the building : to avoid

which , the fire was increaſed , and then the

machine aſcended with rapidity to a great

height ; ſo that it was ſeen from the city ,

which was 8 miles off. At this height

they met with a current of air, which

ſeemed to drive the machine towards the

adjoining
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adjoiningmountains; but as this was not an

eligible direction , and as the fuelwas almoſt

exhauſted , they thought proper to deſcend ;

and accordingly, the fire being diminiſhed,

themachine gradually deſcended. In coming

down, the aeroſtat was going directly over a

large tree ; but, by a proper management of

the fire , it juſt cleared the tree ; afterwhich ,

the people, that had run to its afliſtance,

laid hold of the ropes that were ſwinging

down, and conducted the machine to a ſafe

place, where the intrepid travellers alighted

without the leaſt inconvenience. In con

ſequence of the loſs of thisweight, thema

chine acquired ſuch power, that it required

the afliſtance of many perſons to detain it.

Themachine being thus capable of keeping

itſelf ſwelled , they availed themſelves of its

condition , and carried it, in that inilated

ſtate , over trees and other obſtructions, to the

place where it had been filled , which was

not above a quarter of a mile diſtant. The

machine remained in the atmoſphere for a

bout 20 minutes. It is remarkable , that this

machine, notwithſtanding the various trials

it had undergone, had not ſuffered the leaſt

damage.
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damage. Its upper part eſpecially, like

that of the machine uſed in the experi

ment at Verſailles, and that alſo at la

Muette, was neither ſcorched, nor in any

other manner affected by the fire ; which

is a circumſtance deſerving of notice, par

ticularly , becauſe it has been commonly

faid, that the upper part of thoſe machines

would be always burned or ſcorched .

From the calculations made relating to

the power and capacity of this machine, it

appears, that, by the action of the greateſt

fire they could make in it , the air was not

rarefied above one third ; ſo that the quan

tity of air in the machine when rarefied ,

was not leſs than two-thirds of that, which

would have filled themachine, when of the

fame temperature with the external air.

Indeed , from this as well as from other ac

curately made experiments, it ſeems that

this is the utmoſt degree of rarefaction ,

that can be reaſonably expected to take place

in ſuch machines.

On the 19th of February, an inflamma

ble-air balloon , of 5 feet in diameter, was

launched
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launched from Queen's College, at Ox

ford . Itwas of a ſpherical form ,made of

varniſhed Perſian filk ; and it ſeems that

this was the firſt balloon ſeen in that town, '

The next aerial voyage we are to de

ſcribe, was made by one, who, as will

appear from the ſequel of this hiſtory , has

performed a greater number of thefe ex

curſions than any other perſon , previous

to February, 1785 ; and is the firſt who

croſſed the Engliſh channel with an aero

ſtatic machine. This ingenious French

man ; Mr. Jean - Pierre Blanchard , had,

for ſeveral years beforeMr.Montgolfier's

diſcovery, buſied himſelf in attempts to

fly by mechanical means; but it appears,

from a paſſage in a letter of his to the edi

tors of the Journal de Paris, that he never

ſucceeded in this undertaking * : butas ſoon

* « Je rends donc un hommage pur & ſincère à

l'immortel Montgolfier , ſans le ſecours duquel

“ j'avoue que le mécaniſme demes aîles ne m 'au

“ roit peut- être jamais fervi qu 'à agiter un élément

« indocile qui m 'auroit obſtinément repouſſé vers la

« terre comme le lourd autruche, moi qui comptois

« diſputer à l'aigle le chemin des nues.” .

asK
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asthe diſcovery of the aeroſtatic machinewas

made,he immediately reſolved to uſe one of

thoſe machines for the lifting power, and to

add thewings of his former ſcheme, for di

recting his courſe through the air.

After a great dealof contrivance, and ſome

calculation ,Mr. Blanchard at laſt conſtruct

ed an inflammable-air balloon, of 27 feet

in diameter,with a boatmadeand ſuſpended

nearly in the ſamemanner as thatof Charles

and Robert, only he added two wings and

a rudder (gouvernail) to his boat. He had

likewiſe a fort of large umbrella ſpread ho

rizontally between the balloon and the boat,

which, in caſe the balloon ſhould burſt,

would check the fall.

. With this balloon , Mr. Blanchard made

his firſt aerial voyage, on the ad of March ,

1784. As the incidents of this voyage are

of a very ſtrange and romantic nature , I

think thata particular account ofthem ,will

not be unacceptable to the reader.-- The

balloon, with the reſt of the machinery , and

apparatus for filling it, was carried to the

Champ
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Champ de Mars, the place from whence

the firſt inflammable-air balloon had been

launched ; and, as uſual on ſimilar occaſions,

an immenſe number of people aſſembled

aboutthe place. The machine being filled ,

Mr. Blanchard , and a Benedictine Friar,

ſeated themſelves in the boat; the ropes were

cut off,and they aſcended , but not higher

than about 15 feet from the ground. Then ,

the balloon being leaky, and the weight in

theboat rather too great, the whole fell very

rapidly ; and on touching the ground, the

boat received an unpleaſant ſhock : in con

ſequence of which , the Friar was perſuaded

to abandon his ſeat. But the intrepid Mr.

Blanchard was not at all intimidated by the

accident : he immediately repaired the little

damage the apparatushad received from the

fall,and wasgoing toaſcend again by himſelf;

but juſtashewas ſetting off, a young gentle

man forced his way thro' the crowd, jumped

into the boat, and, without any right orrea

fon , inſiſted upon going up with Mr. Blan

chard . Every expoſtulation or remonſtrance

ofMr. Blanchard, and of many perſons of

the firſt rank who were preſent, was in

K 2 effectual
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effectual to perſuadethe young gentleman to

give up this deſperate attempt. Hisanſwer

was, That he was provided with the king's

licence ; and on being defired to ſhew it, he

preſented his ſword , with which it is ſaid

he wounded Mr. Blanchard on the wriſt.

At laſt, the Marquis de Conflans, at the riſk

of his life, pulled the young enthuſiaſt out of

theboat,and, delivering him to the guards,

ordered them to confine him . This ſtrange

conteſt being over, Mr. Blanchard alone,

without fear or heſitation , aſcended with

his balloon very rapidly into the atmo

ſphere; but, notwithſtanding his endea

vours, the wings and rudder of the boat

ſeemed to have no effect,' and the wind

drove the balloon in its direction . It croſſed

the river, and went over Pally ; but Mr.

Blanchard found a perfect calm , ſo that he

remained ſtationary for about 14 minutes.

Then he croſſed the river a ſecond time;

and in this paſſage the clouds appeared un

der his feet. He now felt the heat of the

ſun's rays, which was rather ſtrong, and

ſtood ſtationary again for about 15 minutes ;

the balloon being, at the ſame time, agitated

by
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by two oppoſite currents of air : on which

he threw 4 pounds of ballaſt out of the

boat, and aſcending higher, met with that

current of air in which he had gone at firſt,

and which carried him very rapidly again

acroſs the river. Here he was obliged to

throw outmore ballaſt, by which means the

voyage was prolonged as far as the plain of

Billancourt, near Seve, where he deſcended

at 35 minutes paſt one o 'clock , after having

been in the atmoſphere an hour and a quar

ter ; during which time he had experienced

heat, cold , hunger , and an exceſſive drowa

fineſs. On his return to the earth , he was

welcomed by many thouſands of people,

who had watched his progreſs all the way.

It appears, from a letter ofMr. Blanchard

to Mr. de Saint-Fond, that the wings and

rudder of his boat had very little power,

if any at all, to guide the balloon from the

direction of the wind * .

On

* The following note was communicated by Mr.

de la Lande.

The altitude ofMr.Blanchard's balloon , ſeen from

K3 :
the
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-
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-
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On the 13th of March , the Chevalier

Andreani, and two other perſons, aſcended

a ſecond time into the atmoſphere, with

a rarefied- air machine, from the ſameplace

where he had performed his firſt experi

the royal obſervatory , at 35 minutes paſt noon, was

16° 30 ', according to Countde Caffini.

At 38 minutes paft noon, it changed its direction.

At 42 minutes paſt noon , it aſcended perpendicu

larly , and its altitude was 25º.

At one o'clock, the balloon appeared as if it was

emptying itſelf, Its altitude at this time being

48° 25'.

At 2 minutes paſt one, the altitude was 51°41'.

At 3 minutes paſt one, the diameter of the balloon

being ſuppoſed to be 277 feet, the angle it ſubtended

was II' 50'', which makes the diſtance 8,050 feet;

and its height being 52°, the elevation of the balloon

above the earth muſt have been 6343 feet. .

Atone o'clock , Mr. Meſſier, from the Hotel de

Clugny, obſerved the angle fubtended by the balloon,

and found it to be 7' ; from which he deduces the

elevation of the balloon to be 7500 feet.

• At 15 minutes paſt one, he found the elevation to

be 5659 feet ; but at 53 minutes paſt noon it was

much higher ; and probably ițs altitude was 959 !

feet.

Theballoon came down at 35 minutes paſt one

o 'clock ,

ment,
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ment. The machine attained to the height

of 5200 feet, and travelled to the diſtance

of 7 miles.

In a letter,dated Geneva,March the 26th ,

1784 ,Mr. de Sauſſure mentions his having

made ſome experiments on theatmoſphe

rical electricity , with an aeroſtatic machine,

which was raiſed by means of the com

buſtion of ſpirits of wine, and was faſtened

to a long ſtring. In a cloudy day he ob

tained a poſitive electricity, ſtrong enough

to afford ſparks.

It was about this time that Mr. Argand,

an ingeniousgentleman ofGeneva,being in

England, had the honour of exhibiting the

aeroſtatic experiment, with an inflammable

air balloon of about 30 inches in diameter,

in the preſence of the king, queen, and royal

family, at Windſor.

After the month of February, balloons

of both kinds, but eſpecially filled with

rarefied air, became very common in Eng- .

land ,K 4
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land, as well as in other parts of Europe.

In London, during the ſpring, the ſummer,

and the autumn, paper balloons, raiſed by

means of ſpirit ofwine, and generally from

3 to 5 feet in diameter, were ſeen flying by

nightas well as by day . All ranks of peo

ple ſeem to have found pleaſure in ſuch

kind of experiments ; and ſo much had

the ſubject engaged general attention , that,

both in earneſt, and in jeſt, the epithet of

balloon was annexed to articles of dreſs, of

houſe- furniture, of inftruments, & c. Thus,

one commonly heard of balloon hats, bal

loon colours,balloon coaches, and ſuch -like

empty phraſes,

С НАР.
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CHAPTER XII.

Aeroſtatic experiments made in the Months of

April, May, June, and July, 1784.

O n the 25th of April, Meſſrs. de

Morveau and Bertrand, at Dijon, af

cended into the atmoſphere with an inflam

mable -air balloon;which ,according to their

barometrical obſervations, ſeems to have

been elevated to the heightof about 13000

feet, where the air was conſiderably cold ;

the thermometer ſtanding at 25 degrees.--

They remained in the atmoſphere during

one hour and 25 minutes ; in which time

they went to the diſtance of about eighteen

miles.

Mr. de Morveau had prepared a piece of

machinery , conſiſting principally of certain

oars, with which he intended to direct the

balloon through the air; but, unfortunately,

a guſt
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a guſt of wind damaged this machinery juſt

when they were going to aſcend ; it appear

ed however, that by working two cars,

which remained unhurt, a fenſible effect

was produced in reſpect to the motion of

the machine.

Meſſrs. Bremond and Måret, atMarſeilles,

aſcended with an aeroſtatic machine, on

Montgolfier's principle,of 50 feet in diame

ter, on the 8th ofMay. They remained in

the atmoſphere only 7 minutes; in which

time they travelled about one mile and a

half. .

At Straſburg, on the 15th of the ſame

month , a balloon was raiſed with two

perſons; but it came down immediately ,

AtParis,on the 20th ofMay,Mr.Mont

golfier made a private experiment with an

aeroſtatic machine of 74 feet in height,

and 72 in diameter , with which four ladies

aſcended in the atmoſphere. This machine

was raiſed from the Fauxbourg Saint-An

toine ; and was elevated above the higheſt

buildings2 .
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buildings of Paris, where it remained con

fined by ropes for a conſiderable time.

Thoſe courageous ladies were the Marchi

onefs deMontalembert, the Counteſs of the

ſame name, the Counteſs de Podenas , and

Mademoiſelle de Lagarde ; and they were

accompanied by theMarquis deMontalem

bert and Mr. Artaud de Bellevue * .

Mr. Blanchard aſcended a ſecond time

with the ſame balloon, from Rouen , on the

22d of May, at 20 minutes paſt 7 in the

evening, and remained in the atmoſphere

for about one hour ; when he deſcended ,

at about 12 miles diſtance from Rouen .

It was obſerved, that in this aerial voy

age, Mr. Blanchard's wings or oars could

not carry him in any other direction than

that of the wind ; ſo that he ſhewed none

of thoſe manæuvres, which he had pro

miſed to perform . The quickſilver in

the barometer, he ſays, deſcended as low

as 20,57 inches ; buton the earth , before

* See the Supplement to the ſecond volumeofMr.

de Saint- Fond's Deſcription des Experiences Aeroſta

tiques.

he
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he aſcended , the quickſilver ſtood at 30, 16

inches.

On the 29th of the famemonth ,Meſſrs.

Maret and Bremond went up a ſecond time,

with the ſame machine they had uſed be

fore. They now aſcended rather higher than

in the former attempt; but the machine

taking fire, they ſaved themſelves with diffi

culty .

Towards the latter end of May , the fol

lowing remarkable accident happened at

Dijon : it is related by the ingeniousMr. de

Morveau. — A balloon , intended to be filled

with inflammable air, being completed ,

was, by way of trial, filled with common

air ; and in this ſtate was kept in the open

air. Now it was obſerved , and indeed a

ſimilar obſervation had been made before ,

that the air within the balloon was much

hotter than the circumambient air ; the

thermometer in the former ſtood at 120°,

whereas in the latter, and when the ſun

Thone upon it, the thermometer ſtood at 84 .

This ſhewed a conſiderable degree of rare

faction within the balloon ; and, conſequent

ly ,
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ly, it was ſuſpected , that by means of this

rarefaction alone, eſpecially if it were to

increaſe a little, the balloon mightaſcend.

On the 30th , about noon, the wind, being

rather ſtrong, agitated the balloon ſo that

two men were employed to take care of it ;

but, notwithſtanding their endeavours, the

balloon eſcaped from its confinement, and

lifting up about 65 pounds weight of cords,

equatorial circle, & c. roſe ſeveral feet high ,

and paſſing over ſeveral houſes, went to the

diſtance of about 250 yards, where it was

at length properly ſecured .

At Aix , on the 31ſt of May, Mr. Ram

baud aſcended with an aeroſtatic machine of

a globular form , about 50 feet in diameter,

which was furniſhed with a gallery, fire

place, & c. as uſual. It remained in the

air during 17 minutes, in which time it

aſcended to the height of about 2450 feet,

and went to the diſtance of about 2900

yards. On touching the ground,Mr. Ram

baud deſcended from the gallery ; in conſe

quence ofwhich , the machine aſcended by

itſelf
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itſelf rapidly into the atmoſphere, took fire,

and was preſently conſumed . ..

At Lyons, on the 4th of June, in the

preſence of the king of Sweden , two per

fons, namely Mr. Fleurant and Madame

Thible, aſcended with an aeroſtatic machine

called le Guſtave, which was 70 feet in dia

meter. They went to the diſtance of about

two miles, in 45 minutes. The greateſt

altitude reached in this excurſion is eſti

mated at about 8500 feet. — This experi

ment will probably bę long remembered,

ſince it was the firſt time that a woman

made an aerial voyage .

On the 12th of the ſamemonth , at Di

jon, Mr. de Morveau and Mr. de Virly

aſcended with a balloon , at 7 minutes paſt

7 in the morning. They remained in the

air one hour and two minutes ; after which

they deſcended voluntarily, at the diſtance

of 14 miles from Dijon . . '

At Nantes, on the 14th of June, a bal

loon filled with inflammable air,extracted

from
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from zinc , was raiſed , with two perſons ,

namely, Mr. Couſtard de. Maſ , and Mr.

Mouchet. The diameter of this balloon was

32 feet and a half ; and the boat of it, or

rather the whole machine, was named le

Suffrein . It aſcended at half an hour after

ſix o 'clock in the afternoon , elevated itſelf

to a great height, and in 58 minutes went

to the diſtance of 27 miles, when it ſafely

deſcended ,near Getes, in Anjou . Thisma

chine, as well as all the apparatus belonging

to it,had been deſigned by Mr. L'Evequz,

Ingenieur de la Marine.

. Onthe 16th of June, at Bourdeaux, three

perſons, namely ,Meſſrs. Darbelet, Deſgran

ges, and Chalfour, aſcended with a rarefied

air machine. They went to the height of

about 2700 feet ; and remained in the at

moſphere during one hour and 14 minutes ;

ſhewing repeatedly , that they could aſcend

and deſcend at pleaſure, by properly mana

ging the fire. At laſt they deſcended ſafely

in a vineyard , at no great diſtance from the

place of their aſcenſion.

On
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On the 23d of June, a large aeroſtat, on

the principle of rarefied air, was elevated

at Verſailles, in the preſence of the royal

family, and the King of Sweden , who tra

velled under the name of Count Haga.

The height of this machine was g1 feet and

a half, and its diameter 79. Mr. Pilatre

de Rozier and Mr. Prouts aſcended with

it. Themachine was filled in 35 minutes,

and it left the ground at 45 minutes after 4

o'clock . In three quarters of an hour it

went to the diſtance of 36 miles, when

it fafely deſcended in a field , which , having

no name, was, by order of the Prince de

Condè, called Pilatré de Rozier , in honour

of that celebrated firſt aerial traveller ; who

had likewiſe gone with this machine, and

to whom , after this experiment, the king

was pleaſed to grant a penſion of 2000

livres.

On the 15th of July, the Duke of Char

tres, the two brothers Roberts, and another

perſon, aſcended with an inflammable -air

balloon from the Park of St. Cloud, at 52

minutes paſt 7 o 'clock in the afternoon .

This
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This balloon was of an oblong form , mea

ſuring 55 feet and a half in length , and 34

in diameter. It aſcended with its greateſt

extenſion nearly horizontal ; and, after re .

maining in the atmoſphere about 45 mi:

nutes , it deſcended at a little diſtance from

whence it had aſcended , and at about 30 feet

diſtance from the lake de la Garenne, in the

Park of Meudon . But the incidents that

happened in this aerial excurſion deſerve

to be particularly deſcribed , as nothing

like it had happened before to any of the

aerial travellers. This machine contained

an interior ſmaller balloon, filled with com

mon air ; by which means, according to a

fcheme hereafter to be mentioned, thema

chine was to be made to aſcend or deſcend

without any loſs of inflammable air or

ballaſt. The boat was furniſhed with a

helm and oars, intended to guide it, & c .

On the level of the ſea the barometer

ſtood at 30,25 inches, and at the place of

departure it ſtood at 30, 12 . Three mi

nutes after its aſcending , the balloon was loſt

in the clouds, and the aerial voyagers loft

L fight
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ſight of the earth , being involved in a denſe

vapour. Here an unuſual agitation of the

air, ſomewhat like a whirlwind, in a mo

ment turned themachine three times from

the right to the left. The violent ſhocks,

which they ſuffered , prevented their uſing

any of the means prepared for the direction

of the balloon, and they even tore away

the filk ſtuff, of which the helm wasmade.

Never , ſaid they, a more dreadful ſcene

preſented itſelf to any eye, than that in

which they were involved . An unbounded

ocean of ſhapeleſs clouds rolled one upon

another beneath , and ſeemed to forbid their

return to the earth , which was ſtill inviſi

· ble . The agitation of the balloon became

greater every moment. They cutthe cords,

which held the interior balloon , which

conſequently fell on the bottom of the ex

ternal one, juſt upon the aperture of the

tube, which went down into the boat, and

ſtopped it up. At this time the thermome

ter ſhewed a little above 44.. A guſt of wind

from below drove the balloon upwards, to

the extremity of the vapour, where the ap

pearance ofthe fun (hewed them theexiſtence
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of nature ; butnow both the heat of the ſun ,

and the diminiſhed denſity of the atmo

ſphere , occaſioned ſuch a dilatation of the

inflammable air, that the burſting of the

balloon was apprehended ; to avoid which ,

they introduced a ſtick through the tube

that proceeded from the balloon, and en

deavoured to remove from its aperture the

inner balloon , which cloſed it ; but the di

latation of the inflammable air puſhed the

inner balloon ſo violently againſt the aper

ture of the tube, that every endeavour

proved ineffectual. During this time, they

ſtill continued to aſcend , until themercury

in the barometer ſtood not higher than

24,36 inches, which ſhews their height

above the ſurface of the earth to be about

5100 feet. In theſe dreadful circumſtances ,

they thought it neceſſary to make a hole in

the balloon , in order to give an exit to the

inflammable air ; and the Duke of Chartres

took himſelf one of the banners, and made

two holes in the balloon, which tore open

between ſeven and eight feet. They then

deſcended very rapidly, ſeeing at firſt no

object either on earth or in theheavens; but

L 2 a mo
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a moment after they diſcovered the fields,

and were deſcending ſtraight into a lake;

wherein they would inevitably have fallen ,

had they not quickly thrown overboard

about 60 pounds weight of ballaſt, which

occaſioned their coming down at about 30

feet beyond the edge of the lake . Notwith

ſtanding this rapid deſcent, occafioned by

the great quantity of gas,which eſcaped out

of the two rents in the balloon, none of

the four adventurers was hurt'; and it is "

very remarkable, that out of ſix glaſs bottles

full of liquor, that were ſimply laid down !

in the boat, only one was found broken .

vel

On the 18th of July, Mr. Blanchard

made his third aerial voyage, with the ſame

inflammable -air balloon , from Rouen. He

was accompanied by oneMr. Boby ; and in

the account of the voyage he ſays, that

when they aſcended, there were 210 pounds

of ballaſt, beſides their weight, in the boat.

In this voyage Mr. Blanchard had a baro

meter and a thermometer , the former of

which , on theground, ſtood at 30 , 1 inches,

and the latter at 45°. The wind was north

weſt ,
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weſt. They ſet off, at a quarter paſt five

o'clock in the afternoon , from the Barracks

of Rouen , and in ſeven minutes time the

barometer fell 4 ,76 inches, and the ther

mometer 40°. During the voyage, Mr.

Blanchard ſays, that by agitating the wings

of his boat, he often aſcended , deſcended ,

went ſide-way, and even, in ſomemeaſure ,

againſt the wind ; but one of the certifi

cates fays, that, previous to the final de

fcent, Mr. Blanchard , in order to gratify the

ſpectators, deſcended and re -aſcended three

times at pleaſure, by means of the wings.

However, this might have been occaſioned

by merely rebounding on the earth , or by

letting out alternately ſomeballaſt, and ſome

inflammable air ; which ſeems rather likely

to have been the caſe, fince, in the voyages

which Mr. Blanchard afterwards made in

England, with the ſameballoon , the wings

of his boat, in ſpite of his endeavours,

ſeemed to produce no particular effeçt.

At half an hour paſt ſeven, they de

ſcended ſafely in the plain of Paiſſanval,

near Grandeour, which is 45 miles diſtant

L 3
from
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from Rouen ; 110 pounds weightof ballaſt

ſtill remaining in the boat.

One of the certificates, ſigned by many

perſons, teſtifies, that for this experiment

the balloon was filled by Mr. Vallet, in the

remarkable ſhort time of one hour and a

half. The laſt certificate , that is annexed

to the account of this voyage, ſays, that

the balloon remained full all the night;

and that on the following day, having an

chored it by means of ropes, which per

mitted it to aſcend only to about 80 feet,

divers ladies aſcended ſucceſſively with it,

and they found the experiment far from

being dangerousor diſpleaſing.

The balloon was at laſt evacuated of its

gas; to effect which , not only the valve

was opened , but a great aperture was made

towards the inferior part of the balloon ,

which was laid on its ſide, and preſſed ;

and yet more than an hour was requir

ed to empty it ; from whence may be

concluded , that if a rent of three feet

ſhould be made in ſuch a balloon , whilſt

in the atmoſphere, the loſs of inflammable

air
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air would not be ſufficient to occaſion a

dangerous fall.

On the 26th of July, at Bourdeaux, the

fame three perſons, who had aſcended with

an aeroſtatic machine on the 16th of June,

made a ſecond aerial voyage in the ſame

machine. They croſſed the Garonne and

Dordogne, and deſcended at Airac, near

20 miles diſtant from Bourdeaux.

It is ſaid that, in the courſe of this ſum

mer, two perſons, viz. one in Spain , and

another near Philadelphia, in America,

were very near loſing their lives by go

ing up with rarefied - air machines. The

former, on the 5th of June, was ſcorched

by the machine taking fire, and ſo hurt by

the ſubſequent fall, that his life was long

deſpaired of. The latter , having aſcended

a few feet,waswafted by the wind againſt

the wall of a houſe, and ſomepart of the

machinery was entangled under the eaves,

from whence he could not extricate it.

At laſt the violent aſcent of the machine

broke the ropes or chains, and theman fell

L 4 .
from
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from the height of about 20 feet. The

machine preſently afteş took fire, and was

conſumed * ,

I ſhall conclude this chapter with part of

a letter of Mr. James Watt, to Dr. James

Lind, of Windſor , dated Birmingham , De

cember the 26th , 1784 , which relates a re

markable experiment,made in the courſe of

the ſummer , with an inflammable -air bal.

loon ,

The hiſtory ofMr. Boulton's exploſive

" balloon , is as follows: - Hemade a bal

« loon of thin paper , and varniſhed it with

“ an oil varniſh . The ſize was about 5

$ feet diameter. It was filled with a mix

“ ture of about one part common air, and

“c two parts inflammable air from iron .

“ In the neck of the balloon he tied a

“ common ſquib , or ſerpent, to which was

& faftened a match of about two feet long,

" which was made very quick at the end

. * Thoſe two accounts have been extracted only

from the daily news-papers,

next
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* next the ſerpent. When the balloon

«« was filled , the match was lighted , and

s the balloon was launched .

" The night was very dark , and nearly

, “ calm ; but the match being cut rather

“ too long, it was about five minutes be

” fore the exploſion took place, in which

“ time the balloon had got above two

“ miles from the place where it was let off.

" A conſiderable number of people were

“ aſſembled to ſee the experiment, and as

“ they loſt fight of the match ſoon after

“ the balloon was let go, they expected it

“ was gone out, and that they ſhould ſee

" or hear no more of it ; but when the

“ match kindled the ſerpent, their mur

“ murs were turned into joy , which they

“ expreſſed by a general ſhout; which

“ happening when the balloon exploded ,

“ the noiſe of the exploſion was very indiſ

“ tinctly heard ; though the people, who

“ happened to be in the neighbourhood of

“ it when it exploded , ſaid that it made a

so noiſe like thunder, and almoſt as loud .

” Indeed they took the balloon for a

. " meteor,
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“ meteor, and the explofion for real thun

" der.

-
-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

« Our intention in the experiment was,

“ to determine whether the growling of

“ thunder is owing to echoes, or to ſuccef

“ five exploſions ; but bymeans of that ill

“ timed thout the queſtion could not be

“ folved, otherwiſe than by the report of

“ thoſe who were near it, who ſaid that

“ it growled like thunder ; but their ob

fervations upon it were very inaccurate,

“ and rendered more ſo by their being un

“ prepared for ſuch a phenomenon . Iwas

" not at the place the balloon was let off

“ from , but was at my own houſe, which

“ is at leaſt three miles from the place

“ where the exploſion happened. All I

“ could obſerve was, that the exploſion was

“ very vivid and not inſtantaneous; it

“ ſeemed to laſt about one fecond, and the

" materials of the balloon taking fire, ex -

“ hibited a fine fire-work for a few ſe

“ condsmore. Theſe are all the particu

“ lars which I remember, or which are of

“ any conſequence to beknown, in amat,

“ ter fo eaſily repeated .”.

CHAP

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-

.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Aeroftatic experiments made in Auguſt and

September, 1784; containing the firſt aerial

voyage made in England.

AT Rodez, a town of Guienne, in

A France, the Abbè Carnus, profeſſor

of Philoſophy, and Mr. Louchet, profeſſor

of Belles Lettres, aſcended , on the 6th of

Auguſt, with an aeroſtatic machine of 57

feet in diameter . This experiment appears

to have been made and deſcribed with a

great deal of accuracy and judgment;

though it does not aſcertain any thing very

remarkable and new .

At 17 minutes paſt eight o'clock in the

morning, the fire began to be lighted un

der the machine, and 11 minutes after it

aſcended . The wind being very weak, the

machine did not travel farther than about

14900 yards in 46 minutes ; after which

time
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time the want of fuel obliged the aeronauts

to deſcend ; they and the machine being

quite fafę . According to their barometri

cal obſervations, the height they reached

was at leaſt 3920 yards above the level of

the town. They ſaw the horizon well de

fined, filled two bottles with the air of that

high region , and obferved that the ther

mometer deſcended not lower than the 66th

degree, which was 34 degrees lower than

'what it ſtood at on the earth before the

machine aſcended . They had the curioſity

to introduce a thermometer into the ma

chine, and found that it aſcended to be

tween 167 and 179 degrees. On examin

ing the air of one of the bottles, that had

been filled above, they found that it contain ,

ed a quarter leſs air than if it had been filled

at about the levelof the fea ; this air, being

tried by the admixture of nitrous air, was

found to ſuffer a greater diminution , and

conſequently to be purer, than the air near

the ſurface of the earth . If this fuperior

degree of purity of the air above is con

ſtantly true, as indeed it ſeems probable,

wemay expect to ſee patients ſentup with

a balloon

-
-

-
-

-
-
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a balloon for a certain time every day, or

week , in order to breathe a purer air in their

own country , inſtead of being fent abroad.

On the 6th of September, at Nantes,

Meſſrs. Couſtard de Maffy and Delaynes

made an aerial voyage with the ſamema

chine, which had before afcended from

that place. They went up at 35 minutes

paſt 12 at noon , and deſcended ſafely, after

having remained in the atmoſphere during

2 hours and 32 minutes.

The firſt aerial voyage ſeen in England,

was performed in London, on the 15th of

September , by one Vincent Lunardi, a na

tive of Italy . The difficulties Mr. Lunardi

metwith in this enterpriſe - the ſucceſs, ra

ther unexpected — the concurrence of many

fortunate circumſtances- and the enthuſi

aſtic applauſe with which he was afterwards

honoured , and perhaps poiſoned - have ex

poſed him to a variety of ſcrutinies and re

marks, which were dictated generally by

envy, often by miſinformation, but ſome

times by juſtice. The general converſation

has been long, occupied by thoſe topics ;

and,
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and, as the preſent work has been written

in the very ſame placewhere thoſe tranſac

tions happened , it was requeſted , and ex

pected by divers of my acquaintance, that a

circumſtantial account of thoſe facts ſhould

be inſerted in this hiſtory. But, it being nei

ther my inclination, nor the duty of an

impartial hiſtorian , to ſwell the work with

the particular narration of what is altoge

ther foreign to the ſubject, and in itſelf

trifling, I ſhall content myſelf with the

account of what relatesmerely to the aero

ſtatic experiment, and ſhall leave the en

quiry into other particulars, to thoſe whom

it may concern . .

The balloon was made of oiled filk ,

painted alternately in ſtripes of blue and

red . Itmeaſured 33 feet in diameter. A

net went over about two thirds of the bal

loon , from which 45 cords deſcended to a

hoop that hung juſt below theballoon, and

to which the gallery was attached. The

balloon had no valve; and its neck, which

terminated ſomething like a pear, was the

aperture, through which the inflammable

. air
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air was introduced, and through which it

might be let out.

.

On the 14th of September the balloon

was placed in the Artillery Ground, which

was the place appointed for the exhibition

of the experiment. The operation of fill

ing the balloon was begun in the night,

the inflammable air being produced from

zinc, by means of diluted vitriolic acid ,

which mixture was put into two very large

caſks. This operation continued the whole

night, and till half an hour after one in

the afternoon of the 15th , at which time,

about two thirds of the balloon were full ;

but as the time of performing the experi

ment was elapſed , and ſome diſturbance

ariſing from the impatience of the aſſembled

multitude, the balloon was removed from

over the caſks, and, after trying its lifting

power , the gallery was attached to it,

which had two oars, or wings, and Mr.

Lunardi, with another gentleman , oneMr.

Biggin , who was to be his fellow traveller,

got into the gallery ; but they found, that

the balloon had not nearly power ſufficient
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-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-

to raiſe them . The diſappointment was

great, eſpecially for Mr. Biggin , who ap

peared exceedingly anxious of aſcending :

however, there was no murmur nor hefta

tion ; and , as no time was to be loſt, he

calmly reſigned his place, andMr. Lunardi,

full of courage and determination , remain

ed in the gallery , with a cat, a dog, and a

pigeon, with which he departed at about

two o'clock .

-
-
-

-

The balloon , after aſcending about 20

feet, went horizontally for a few feet, and

then deſcended ; but the bottom of the

gallery had ſcarce touched the ground,when

Mr. Lunardi, inſtantly throwing out ſome

ſand, aſcended triumphantly , amidſt the ac:

clamations of an immenſe multitude ; the

greateſt part of whom never expected that

the experiment would have ſucceeded , ima+

gining that the foreign accounts, of aerial

voyages performed abroad , were aerial in

the metaphorical ſenſe, in which that word

was underſtood before Montgolfier's diſco

very .

The
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The weather was very clear and tempe

rate, and the wind ſouth - eaſt by eaſt ; fo

that the balloon went nearly north -weſt by

weſt, aſcending to a great height. When

Mr. Lunardi was a little higher than St.

Paul's Cathedral, he dropped a flag , which

he had been continually waving ſince he

left the ground ; and a little after, he dropt

one of his oars. When themachine had

reached a great, but unafcertained, height,

it evidently met with another current of

air ; for now it went very nearly north ,

whereas below the wind continued as be

fore . At about half an hour after three,

Mr.Lunardideſcended very nearthe ground,

on the common of South Mimms, where he

landed the cat, which was almoſt periſhed

with cold ; then riſing again , he proſecuted

his voyage. In his account of the voyage,

Mr.Lunardi ſays, that hemade this deſcent

by the ſole action of his remaining oar,

which he calls his invention , though it had

been uſed and deſcribed by many other

perſonsbefore- perhaps not exactly of the

ſame ſhape. But, as he ſays that in re

aſcending he threw out ſome ballaſt, it

ſeemsM
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ſeems more natural to ſuſpect, that his

deſcent was occaſioned by the loſs of in

flammable air, ſince, if hehad deſcended by

the action of the oar, he would have af

cended by ceaſing that action . After this,

Mr. Lunardi went as far as near Ware, in

Hertfordſhire ; and, at 10 minutes paſt 4

o'clock, he finally deſcended in a ſpacious

meadow , in the pariſh of Standon, where

he was helped by ſome labourers; and ſoon

after, was overtaken by ſeveral gentlemen ,

ſome of whom had followed him all the

way from London. This laſt deſcent alſo ,

Mr. Lunardi aſſures us he accompliſhed by

means of the oar. “ I again ,” ſays he,

“ betook myſelf to my oar, in order to de

“ ſcend ; and , by the hard labour of fifteen

“ or twenty minutes, I accompliſhed my

“ deſign , when my ſtrength was nearly

“ exhauſted . My principal care was to

“ avoid a violent concufſion at landing, and

“ in this my good fortune wasmy friend ."

His being afraid of a violent concuſſion ,

ſeems to ſhew , thathe deſcended rather in

conſequence of the gravity of the balloon ,

boat, & c . than by the action of the oar ;

which
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which is rendered more likely , by his ſaying,

that a conſiderable while before, he had

thrown out the little remainder of fand, the

knives, forks, an empty bottle ,and, in ſhort,

every thing he could conveniently partwith ;

ſo that after this circumſtance, and tillhede

ſcended , a conſiderable quantity of the in

flammable air muſt naturally have eſcaped

from the balloon , which was ſufficient to

occaſion its deſcent.

It appears that he had no philoſophical

inſtrument beſides a thermometer, which

he ſays, in the courſe of his voyage, fell

as low as 29 degrees ; in conſequence of

which , the drops of water, which col

lected round the balloon, were frozen .

Beſides thoſeromantic obſervationswhich

might be naturally ſuggeſted by the prof=

pect ſeen from that elevated ſituation , and

by the agreeable calm , which he felt after

the fatigue, the anxiety, and the acconi

pliſhment of the experiment, Mr. Lue

nardi ſeems to have made no particular

M2 philoſophical
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philoſophical obſervation, or ſuch as may

either tend to improve the ſubject of aero

ſtation , or to throw light on any operation

of nature.

Wecomenow to the accountof an aerial

voyage, which is the longeſt and themoſt

intereſting of any that was ever made.

The ſame balloon which conducted Meſſrs.

Charles and Robert, in December laſt, hav

ing been deſtined to carry a greater weight,

was cut through the middle, and a cylin

drical piece was added between the two

hemiſpheres ; ſo that the whole together

formed a kind of oblong ſpheroid , 461 feet

long, and 274 in diameter. It was made

to float with its longeſt part parallel to the

horizon. A net went over it as low as

about the middle , from which limit cords

came down to the edge of the boat, which

was near 17 feet long. The wings or oars

were ſhaped like an umbrella without the

handle ; to the top of which a ſtick was

faſtened , which ſtood parallel to the aperture

of the umbrella. Five of thoſe oars were

diſpoſed round the boat ; and from the ac

count
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count of the voyage, it appears, that they

were of conſiderable uſe .

On the 19th of September, at Paris, the

balloon was filled , in three hours time, by

Mr. Vallet ; the two Meſſrs. Roberts, and

Mr. Collin Hullin , entered into the boat,

and, with the addition of 450 pounds of

ballaſt, they were perfe &tly balanced . At

noon they threw out 24 pounds of ballaſt ;

in conſequence of which, they began to

riſe very gently . At that timethemercury

in the barometer , on the level of the ſea,

ſtood at 29,61 inches ; and the thermo

meter ſtood a little above 27 degrees. Soon

after, they threw out 8 pounds of ballaſt ,

in order to avoid going againſt ſome trees;

in conſequence of which , they roſe to 1400

feet. · At this elevation , perceiving ſome

ſtormycloudsnear the horizon , they went up

and down, endeavouring to find ſome current

of air, which might carry them out of the

way of the ſtorm ; but from 600 feet

height, to 4200 feet, the current of air

was quite uniform . Having loſt one of the

pars, they ſuppreſſed another on the oppo

M 3 . . lite
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ſite ſide of the boat, and by working with

the remaining three, found that they acce

lerated their courſe. “ We travelled ,” ſays

their account, « at the rate of 24 feet per

$6 ſecond ; and the manæuvring of the oars

“ helped usabout a third .” At 40 minutes

paſt 3 o'clock , they heard a thunder clap ,

and , three minutes after , they heard ano.

ther , much louder ; at this tiine the ther

mometer, from 77 degrees came down to

59. This ſudden cold, occaſioned by the

approach of the ſtormy clouds, condenſed

the inflammable air, and made the balloon

deſcend very low ; hence they were obliged

to throw out 40 pounds of ballaſt. — They

had the curioſity to examine the degree

of heat within the balloon , and , introducing

a thermometer into one of the appendices,

the quickſilver roſe immediately to 104

degrees ; whereas the external thermome

ter ſtood at about 63. The barometer ſtood

at 23,94 inches. In this region of the at

moſphere they were ſo becalmed , that the

machine did not go even two feet a minute;

and, availing themſelves of that opportunity

to try the power of their oars, they worked

thém
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them for about 35 minutes, and ,by obſerv

ing the ſhadow of the machine on the

ground, they found that they had deſcribed

an elliptical track , the ſmalleſt diameter of

which was about 6000 feet.

The reſt of this voyage being very in

tereſting, is beſt deſcribed in their own

words. We perceived below us ſome

“ clouds, that ran very rapidly from ſouth

“ to north . We deſcended to the level of

" thoſe clouds, in order to follow that cur

“ rent, the direction of which was changed

“ fince our departure. The cloſe of day

“ light being near, we determined to fol

“ low that current for 40 minutes only :

“ increaſing our velocity by the uſe of our

“ oars, we endeavoured to deviate from the

“ direction of the current ; but we could

“ not obtain a deviation greater than 22

“ degrees towards the eaſt. The length

“ 'of our route, during aboutone hour and

“ a quarter, was 2100 feet. Willing to

“ try whether the wind nearer the earth

“ was ſtrong, we deſcended to the height

“ of 300 feet, where wemet an exceed

M 4 . “ -ingly
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“ ingly rapid current. At ſome diſtance

“ from Arras, we perceived a wood , over

“ which we did not heſitate to paſs, though

" there was hardly any day-light upon the

“ earth ; and in 20 minutes time we came

“ near Arras, on the plain of Beuvry, diſ

« tantnearly three quarters of a mile from

“ Béthune, in Artois. As we could not

“ diſtinguiſh , amongſt the ſhadows, the

“ body of an old mill, upon which we

were going to deſcend, we avoided it by

“ the help of our oars, and deſcended

“ amidſt a numerous aſſembly of inhabi

“ tants."

When they deſcended,which was at 40

minutes paſt ſix o'clock , there were above

200 pounds weight of ballaſt ſtill remain

ing in the boat. The way they had tra

velled was about 50 leagues, or 150 miles.

The account of this voyage is concluded

with the following remarks:- " Thoſe ex

“ periments Thew , that, far from going a

“ gainſt the wind, as is ſaid by ſome per

“ ſons to be poſſible, in a certain manner,

“ and ſome aeronauts pretend to have ac

“ tually
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“ tually done it ; we have only obtained ,

“ bymeans of two oars, a deviation of 22

“ degrees i it is however certain , that if

“ we could have uſed our four oars, we

“ might have deviated about 40 degrees

6 from the direction of the wind ; and as

« our machine would have been capable of

“ carrying ſeven perſons, itwould have been

eaſy for five perſons to have gone, and to

“ have put in action eight oars, by which

“ means a deviation of about 80 degrees

«««might have been obtained .

“ Wehave already obſerved, that if we

“ did not deviate more than 22 degrees, it

“ was becauſe the wind carried us at the

“ rate of 24 miles an hour : And it is na

“ tural to judge, that if the wind had been

“ twice as ſtrong as it was, we ſhould not

“ have deviated more than half what we

“ actually did ; and, on the contrary, if

“ thewind had been only half as ſtrong ,our

“ deviation would have been proportion

ably greater."

СНАР.
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CHAPTER XIV .

Aeroftatic experiments made in the remainder

of the year 1784.

T HE ſecond aerial voyage made in

1 England, was performed by Mr.

Blanchard , and Mr. Sheldon , profeſſor of

anatomy to the Royal Academy, who is

therefore the firſt Engliſhman that afcended

with an aeroſtatic machine. This experi

mentwas performed at Little Chelſea, about

twomiles diſtant from London, on the 16th

of October.

The ſame balloon and boat, with which

Mr. Blanchard had made three other voya

ges in France, were uſed for this experi

ment ; the only alteration conſiſting in the

removal of the equatorial hoop and um

brella, which experience had thewn to be

uſeleſs. On one end of the boat there was

adapted a fly, or fort of ventilator, that

could
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could be turned round by means of a handle.

This ventilator, together with the wings

and helm uſed in the former voyage, were

to ſerve for maneuvring, or for directing

the machine at pleaſure, which Mr. Blan

chard had repeatedly promiſed to do, as ſoon

as he ſhould be elevated above the ground.

The balloon was filled in about an hour

and a half; and at noon, being ſufficiently

full, the operation was diſcontinued ; the

boat, after being attached to it , was loaded

with the two travellers, with a variety of

philoſophical and muſical inſtruments, re.

freſhments, ballaſt, and other articles. At 9

minutes paſt 12 o'clock the balloon aſcend

ed , but after a few feet elevation , it returned

again to the ground ; it hit likewiſe againſt

an adjoining wall; and in ſhort, the boat

was loaded with too much weight. This

obliged the two gentlemen to throw out

ſeveral things that were of no immediate

uſe ; in conſequence of which, the machine

at laſt roſe with great velocity , almoſt per

pendicularly,and took a courſe nearly ſouth

weſt. The weather being hazy, it went

foon
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foon out of fight; but as long as it re

mained in view , it appeared to go in one

invariable direction . The balloon , unable

to ſuſtain long the weight of two perſons,

began to deſcend, after having been up

about half an hour. As the barometer was

out of order, in conſequence of an acci

dental blow , Mr. Blanchard uſed an in

genious, and at the ſame time eaſy method

of obſerving whether the balloon was af

cending or deſcending. It was merely to

put a riband out of the boat, which being

impelled upwards by the air, ſhewed that

they were deſcending. Small downy fea

thers might anſwer this purpoſe ſtill better.

The throwing down a bottle prolonged

their deſcent; but at laſt the machine an

lighted in a meadow near the village of Sun

bury , in Middleſex, which is about14 miles

diſtant from London ; it being then 50

minutes paſt 12 o'clock . There Mr. Shel

don came out of the boat ; and Mr. Blan

chard, after taking a quantity of ballaſt,

nearly equivalent to the weight of Mr.

Sheldon ,which employed near 30 minutes,

reaſcended alone, and continued the voyage,

In
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In this ſecond aſcenſion ,Mr. Blanchard 's

account ſays, that he was carried at firſt by

a north -eaſt current, and ſoon after,meeting

with another current; he was carried eaſt

ſouth -eaſt of Sunbury ; but finding the bal

loon too much diftended, he opened the

valve at the top of it, and deſcended again

into the north - eaſt current, it being then

juſt 26 minutes paſt one. Four minutes

after ,he entered into a thick fog, in which

he remained 5 minutes. This fog occaſi

oned the balloon to contract conſiderably.

At 38 minutes paſt one, the heat of the ſun

became exceſſive, in conſequence of which

the globe was again diftended . In the

courſe of this voyage,Mr. Blanchard ſays,

that he went ſo high as to experience great

difficulty in breathing ; he likewiſe relates

à curious circumſtance, which is , that a

pigeon, which had been taken in the boat,

being affrighted by the burſting of a bladder

full of air, flew away, labouring very hard

with its wings, in order to ſuſtain itſelf in

the rarefied air of that elevated region of the

atmoſphere. The poor animal wandered

about for a good while ; but at laſt, finding

no
. 3
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no other place to ſtand upon , returned to

the boat, and reſted on one Gide of it.

At 58 minutes paſt one, the cold being

intolerable ,Mr. Blanchard deſcended a con

fiderable deal lower , ſo as to diſtinguiſh men ,

and hear their noiſe, on the earth . Some

time after he again aſcended higher ; then

wasbecalmed for a fhort time; and thus,

after ſeveral ſuch - like viciffitudes, he

came in ſight of the ſea ; the approach

to which , at laſt determined him to put an

end to the voyage, and accordingly he de

fcended ,at half an hour after four, in a plain ,

which lay in the vicinity of Rumſey , in

Hampſhire, about 75 miles diſtant from

London ,

On firſt aſcending, Mr. Blanchard was

juſtly cenſured for not ſhewing any of the

maneuvres, which he had promiſed to per

form : as an excuſe for which , he alledges,

that the handle of one of the wings was

inadvertently thrown over-board, together.

with ſeveral other articles, when he left the

ground . By the motion of the fly and

7 helm ,
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helm , they could turn the boat and balloon

round their common vertical axis ; but

the wing, which Mr. Blanchard ſays he

often uſed with ſome effect, ſeems to have

produced no deviation of the machine's

track from the , direction of the wind ;

ſince, if a ſtraight line is drawn upon a

map between Chelſea and Rumſey, it will

be found to paſs juſt thro' thoſe places,

over which , asmay be gathered from Mr.

Blanchard 's account, he actually paſſed .

Several philoſophical inſtruments, retain

ed in the boat after throwing out ſundry

articles on firſt aſcending, were degraded to

anſwer thehumble office of ballaſt ; for not

a ſingle obſervation was made with any of

them , not examining even the thermometer .

Mr. Sheldon indeed ſtaid a very ſhort while,

and it being the firſt time he aſcended with

a balloon , he may be excuſed if the novelty

of themagnificent ſcene prevented his con

fining himſelf to any particular obſervation ;

but Mr. Blanchard might have done ſome

thing more.

It i
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'It was related in the news-papers, that

at Oxford , on the 4th of October, oneMr.

Sadler afcended with a rarefied -air balloon ;

but, after ſtrict enquiry, it was found that

nobody ſaw him either aſcend or deſcend .

However, on the 12th of the following

month , he really aſcended , with an infiam

mable- air balloon , from the Phyſic Garden

at Oxford , in the preſence of ſurpriſing

numbers of people of all ranks. Thebal

loon being ſufficiently filled by a little be

fore one o 'clock , Mr. Sadler placed himſelf

in the boat,which was faſtened by ropes

to thenetthat went over the balloon ; then

the machine, being abandoned to the air ,

aſcended with ſuch velocity , that in three

minutes time it was hid in the clouds, but

a few moments after became viſible again ,

and thus it appeared and diſappeared three

or four times, ſeeming always to aſcend,

and at the ſame timemoving with great ra

pidity in the direction of the wind, which

blew rather hard from the ſouth -weſt. In

this voyage Mr. Sadler croſſed Otmoor,

Thame, and other places ; but an aperture

made in theballoon , almoſt as ſoon as it was

: launched,
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launched , exhauſting the inflammable air

very faſt, obliged him to throw out ſucceſ

fively allhis ballaſt, proviſions, inſtruments,

& c. and at laſt forced him to deſcend at

Hartwell, near Ayleſbury, which is about

14 miles diſtant from Oxford ;which length

he travelled in 17 minutes ; ſo that hewent

at the rate of near 50 miles an hour. He

found himſelf exceedingly wet in paſſing

through theheavy clouds; and, in deſcend

ing, had the misfortune of being entangled

in a tree, afterward ſwept the ground, and

rebounded to a conſiderable diſtance , but

at laſt alighted fafe.

It is ſaid , that Mr. Sadler was the fole

projector, architect, workman , and chy

miſt, in this experiment.

On the 30th of November, Mr. Blan

chard made his fifth aerial voyage, in his old

balloon ,being his ſecond voyage in London ;

he was accompanied by Dr. J. Jeffries, a

phyſician , and native of America, and af

cended from the Rhedarium , in Park Street,

Groſvenor Square, at about two o'clock in

theN
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the afternoon. Mr. Blanchard was now fur

niſhed with wingsor oars, which heworked

very faſt ; but their action ſeemed to pro

duce no effect on the courſe of the ma

chine. His direction being about eaſt by

ſouth , he paffed over. London ; but the

weather being very hazy , themachine did

not ſhew fo fine a ſpectacle as could have

been wiſhed . It does not appear that either

of the two travellers made any particular

philoſophical obſervation, though they were

provided with ſeveral inſtruments. They

deſcended near the Thames, in the parish

of Stone, in Kent, at the diſtance of 21

miles from London. .

I ſhall conclude this chapter, with juſt

mentioning, that two large aeroftatic ma

chines, on Montgolfier's principle, were

' burned in London, without ever afcending,

viż. one in Auguſt, and another in October,

of this year. The want of ſucceſs in the

former, was attributed to an exceſſively bad

conſtruction; and in the latter, principally to

its imperfe& figure, and to its having been

painted with drying oil; whereas water

colours,
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colours, alum , and fuch -like ſubſtances,

which are not eaſily combuſtible, ſhould be

uſed for this kind of aeroſtatic machines.

CHAPTER XV.

Aeroftatic experiments made in the beginning

of the year 1785.

A N the 4th of January, 1785, Mr.

Harper aſcended with an inflamma

ble -air balloon, from Birmingham . The

weather was very rainy, hazy, and foggy,

and thebarometer ſtood at 28,4 ; the thera

mometer ſtood at 40°. At about a quarter

before one o'clock he aſcended , in preſence

of an immenſe multitude of ſpectators, and

amidſt a very hard rain , which increaſed to

an uncommon degree for fix minutes after ;

but in 4 minutes more the aerial adven

turer got above the clouds, and enjoyed

N 2 the
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the vivifying influence of the ſun, and a

purer air.

At about two o 'clock, Mr. Harper de

ſcended at Millſtone Green , near New

caſtle, in Staffordſhire, about 50 miles diſ

tant from Birmingham . In this voyage

the thermometer never came lower than 28

degrees ; and Mr. Harper experienced no

other inconvenience than what might be

expected to ariſe from the changes of wet

and cold , except a temporary deafneſs.

We come now to the account of a

voyage, which deſerves to be long remem

bered . It is nothing leſs than the croſſing

of the Engliſh channel, in an aeroftatic

machine. The ſame balloon which had

carried the enterpriſing Mr. Blanchard five

times through the air, ſerved for this re

markable experiment.

On Friday January the 7th, being a fine

clearmorning, after a very fraty night, and

the wind about N . N . W . but hardly per

ceptible, Mr. Blanchard , accompanied by

Dr.
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Dr. Jeffries, departed in the old balloon from

Dover-Caſtle, directing their courſe for the

French coaſt. The balloon was begun to

be filled at about 10 o'clock ; and whilſt

the operation was going on, two ſmall bal

loons were launched, in order to explore the

direction of the wind. The apparatuswas

placed at about 14 feet diſtance from the

perpendicular cliff ; and at three quarters

after 12 o'clock , the boat being attached

to the net which went over the balloon ,

ſeveral neceſſaries, and ſome bags of fand

for ballaſt, were put in it. The balloon

and boat, with the two adventurers , now

ſtood within two feet of the brink of the

cliff, that identical precipice ſo finely de

ſcribed by Shakſpeare, in his King Lear. At

one o 'clock the intrepid Blanchard deſired

the boat to be puſhed off ; but the weight

being too great for the power of theballoon,

they were obliged to throw out a conſi

derable quantity of ballaſt, in conſequence

of which they at laſt roſe gently and ma

jeſtically, though making very little way,

with only three ſacks of ballaſt, of ten

N 3 pounds
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pounds each . At a quarter after one o'clock

the barometer, which on the cliff ſtood at

29,7, was fallen to 27 ,3 , and the weather

proved fine and warm . Dr. Jeffries, in a

letter to Sir Joſeph Banks, Bart, P . R . S .

deſcribes with rapture the proſpect which

at this time was before their eyes. The

country to the back of Dover, interſperſed

with towns and villages, of which they

could count 37, made a beautiful appear

ance. On the other ſide, the breakers on

the Goodwin Sands appeared formidable ,

They paſſed over ſeveral veſſels, and en

joyed a view perhaps more extended and

diverſified than any that was ever beheld

by mortal eye. The balloon was much

diſtended , and at 50 minutes paſt one

o 'clock it was deſcending, in conſequence

of which they were obliged to throw out

one fack and a half of ballaſt, in order to

riſe again . They were now one third of the

way from Dover, and had loſt diſtinct ſight

of the caſtle. A ſhort time after , ſeeing

that the balloon was deſcending very faſt,

all the ballaſt was thrown out, but that

pot being ſufficient to lighten the boat, a

d .
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parcel of books was next thrown over

board, when they roſe again , being at about

midway between the Engliſh and French

coaſts. At a quarter paſt two o 'clock, the

riſing of the mercury in the barometer

Thewed that the balloon was again deſcend

ing, which obliged them to throw away

the remaining books. At 25 minutes after

two they were at about three fourths of

the way , and an enchanting view of the

French coaſt appeared before their eyes ;

but the lower pole of the balloon was col

lapſed, in conſequence of the loſs or conden

ſation of the inflammable air, the machine

was deſcending, and they, Tantalus like,

were uncertain whether they ſhould ever

reach the beautiful land. Proviſions for

eating, the wings of the boat, and ſeveral

other articles, were ſucceſſively thrown into

the ſea .- " We threw away,” ſays Dr.

Jeffries, “ our only bottle, which in its

• deſcent caſt out a ſteam like ſmoke,

“ with a ruſhing noiſe ; and when it ſtruck

“ the water, we heard and felt the ſhock

- very perceptibly on our car and balloon,"

Anchors, cords, & c .were thrown outnext;

N4

.

but,
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but, the balloon ſtill approaching the ſea,

they began to ſtrip , caſt away their clothes,

and faſtened themſelves to certain ſlings,

which proceeded from the hoop to which

the boat was faſtened , intending to cut the

boat away for a laſt reſource : but they

had the fatisfaction to find that they were

riſing ; their diſtance from the French ſhore

was about four miles, and they were ap

proaching it very, faſt. Fear was now

vaniſhing apace ; the French land Thewed

itſelf every moment more beautiful, more

extended , and more diſtinct ; Calais, and

above 20 other towns and villages, were

clearly diſtinguiſhed. Their actual ſitua

tion , with the idea of their being the two

firſt perſons who croſſed the channel in

ſuch an unuſual vehicle, made them little

ſenſible of the want of their clothes ; and I

doubt not but the ſympathizing reader will

feel an unuſual ſenſation of admiration and

joy in imagining their ſituation . Exactly

at three o'clock they paſſed over the high

grounds about midway between Cape Blanc

and Calais, and it is remarkable that the

balloon at this time roſe very faſt, ſo that
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it made a magnificent arch . The balloon

roſe higher than it had ever done in any

other part of the voyage, and the wind in

creaſing, varied a little its direction . The

two adventurers now threw away their cork

jackets, which they had taken for ſafety,

and of which they were no longer in

want. At laſt they deſcended as low as

the tops of the trees in the foreſt of Guin

nes, and Dr. Jeffries, layinghold of a branch

of one of the trees, ſtopped their progreſs.

The valve of the balloon was opened , in

conſequence of which the inflammable air

got out with a loud ruſhing noiſe, and

ſome minutes after they came fafely to

the ground, between ſome trees, which

were juſt open enough to admit them ;

after having accompliſhed an enterpriſe,

which will perhaps be recorded to the re

moteſt poſterity.

About half an hour after, they were

overtaken by ſome horſemen , & c . who

had followed the balloon, and who ſhewed

every poſſible attention to the fortunate

aeronauts.

. . The
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The next day a magnificent feaſt, made

at Calais, folemnized the event. The free

dom of the city was preſented toMr. Blan

chard in a gold box ; and the Police of

Calais wrote to the miniſtry , to have the

balloon purchaſed , and depoſited , as a me

morial of the experiment, in the church of

Calais ; and alſo deſign to erect a marble

monument on the ſpot where the intrepid

adventurers deſcended .

Some days after, Mr. Blanchard received

an order to appear before the King ; and in

a letter to Mr. Sheldon , the companion of

his fourth aerial voyage, he mentions that

his Majeſty was pleaſed to grant him a gift

of 12000 livres, and a penſion of 1200

livres a year.

Themoſt remarkable circumſtance in the

accountof this voyage, is that of the bottle,

the ſtriking of which on the water occa

fioned ſome agitation on the boat and

balloon. This deſerves to be carefully re

peated , at another opportunity, before we

attempt an explanation of the phenome

non ,

The
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The balloon approaching the ſea very

faſt, or, which is the ſame thing, going

very low whilſt over the ſea, and riſing

very high when it got over land, has

been by ſeveral perſons attributed to a pre

tended attractive power of the ſea -water ;

but if the various circumſtances, which

concur in this experiment, be duly confi .

dered , there ſeems to be no reaſon to ad

mit ſo ſtrange a ſuppoſition . It ſhould be

recollected , that in the two preceding voy

ages, made with the ſamemachine, it was

found that the balloon could not ſupport

twomen long in the atmoſphere, it ſhould

therefore occaſion no wonder , if, in the laſt

voyage, it Thewed the ſame weakneſs of

power. As for its riſing higher juſt when it

gotover the land, thatmaybe eaſily account

ed for : in the firſt place, the two travellers

threw out their clothes juſt about that time ;

ſecondly , in conſequence of thewind's then

increaſing, the balloon travelled at a much

greater rate than it had done whilſt over

the ſea, which increaſe of velocity leſſened

its tendency to deſcend ; beſides which, the

viciffitudes of heat and cold may produce a

very
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very conſiderable effect ; for if we ſuppoſe,

that the air over the land was colder than

that over the ſea , the balloon coming from

the latter into the former, continued to be

hotter than the circumambient air for ſome

time after ; and, conſequently , it was com

paratively much lighter when in the cold

air over the land , than when in the hotter

air over the ſea ; hence it floated eaſier in

the former than in the latter caſe .

CHAPTER XVI. .

General Remarks on the preceding Hiſtory.

MT HE art of navigating through the air,

1 ſought after from time immemorial,

has been diſcovered , and ſo far improved ,

within theſe two years, that above 40 dif

ferent perſons have performed the experi

ment, and not a ſingle inſtance is known

of any perſon having loſt his life in the at

tempt ;
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tempt; and, excepting two or three, whio

have been hurt in conſequence of accidents,

owing, not to the principle of the inven

tion , but rather to the want of proper

judgment, all have unanimouſly teſtified

the ſafety, eaſe, and beauty of the experi

ment : and it is very remarkable, that no

man or woman , who aſcended into the ato

moſphereby this new -invented means, ex

perienced any fickneſs or giddineſs, ſuch as is

generally the conſequence, at firſt,of aſcend

ing high buildings, or of going in a boat

on water. It is juſtly queſtioned whether

the firſt forty perſons, who truſted them

felves to the ſea in boats, eſcaped ſo fafe. i

The method , far from being complicated

or troubleſome, is perhaps as fimple as

might have been wiſhed by the warmeſt

imagination ; and ſo eaſy for the aeronaut,

that he has abſolutely much leſs trouble

with his machine, than a failor with a ſhip

in themoſt favourable circumſtances. With

a moderate wind, the aerial navigators have

often gone at the rate of between forty and

fifty miles an hour, but very commonly at

the
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the rate of thirty miles, and that without any

agitation , and without feeling the wind ; for

in fact the wind goes with them , and there

fore they are reſpectively in a calm , and

without uneaſineſs. Compare this mode of

travelling with any other known method of

going from place to place; then judge of

the merit and importance of the diſcovery .

Ignorance, curioſity , and often the ſu

percilious wiſdom of the ſplenetic , aſk whe

ther it is poſſible to bring this diſcovery to

be of any uſe ? - and the want of a deciſive

anſwer, which it is not in the power of any

man to give at preſent, makes ſuch gene

rally decide againſt air -balloons ; endeavour

ing to depreciate them ftill farther by the

ridiculous idea of emptineſs, which has

been often allegorically expreſſed by the

words aerial, full of air, empty balls, and

· bags full of wind. Some perſons often won

der, that air -balloons ſhould engrofs thepub

lic attention , that they are becomethe ob

ject of ſcientific ſocieties, and have acquired

the patronage of the great and the learned.

They ſhould firſt conſider how much hu

man
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man attention , human life, human labour,

human peace and tranquillity, have been en .

groſſed , diſturbed , and checked by un

meaning words and ideal powers ; perhaps

they would then allow fome attention to be

beſtowed upon one of the greateſt diſco

veries ofhuman induſtry.

The principal objection ſtarted againſt

aeroſtation is, that thofe machines cannot

be guided againſt the wind, or in every di

rection at pleaſure ; and the enemies of in - -

novations would ſet afide even the idea of

air -balloons, becauſe, two years after their

diſcovery , the ſubject has not been ſo far

improved as to ſteer them in any direction

whatſoever. But, as the advantages and

merit of an invention may be comprehend

ed by compariſon, better than by other

means, it ſhould be conſidered , that veſſels

on water cannot be guided againſt the wind,

nor even within many degrees, of the con

trary direction ; and indeed , if the lee -way

of a veffel going cloſe to thewind be taken

into account, it will be found, that, în re

ality, a veſſel at ſea can hardly be guided

in
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in a direction nearer than a right angle to

the point of the wind : for inſtance, with a

northerly wind , a veſſel cannot go in a di

rection above a few degrees northward of

eaſt, or northward of weſt. Now , an aero

ſtatic machine has been carried in a courſe

ſo far as 22 degrees from the direction of

the wind, by the uſe of oars, which were

neither all the oars that could have been

uſed , nor of the moſt advantageous con

ſtruction ; ſo that there is great probability,

that an improved conſtruction, and proper

management,may enable an aeroſtatic ma

chine to go acroſs the wind, if not ſtill

nearer to the point from whence it blows,

See page 169.

An aeronaut, in the atmoſphere, has two

advantages which are very conſiderable ;

firſt, that if the wind does not prove fa

vourable, he may deſcend, provided he is

over land ; and ſecondly, as currents of air ,

going in differentdirections, have been very

often obſerved at the fame time in the at

moſphere, the aeronaut may,by aſcending or

deſcending into an higher or lower region ,
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go with that current which is proper for

him . Indeed, it is not known that thoſe

different currents always exiſt ; but it is

not unlikely that they, as has been the

caſe with the currents of various ſeas,may

be better aſcertained by future experience

and inveſtigation ; and we have now in our

power the means of examining them at any

time. The reader ſhould here obſerve, that

the above -mentioned means of directing

aeroſtatic machines, are not ſchemes of the

oretical projectors , but the produce of ex

perience, and in great meaſure confirmed

by many inſtances in the preceding hiſ

tory.

The incomparably greater velocity of an

aeroſtatic machine, and its very ſeldom or

never loſing time by being becalmed * , are

likewiſe two advantages, which aeroſtation

* An inſtance of an aeroſtatic machine remaining -,

in the atmoſphere ſtationary for want of wind, has

happened very feldom , and then it has never lafted

above a few minutes. And every body knows, that,

in the calmeſt weather, the clouds always appear to be

in motion .

has
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has above navigation. But, asmy, object is

to inform thoſe, who wiſh to know what

has been done in this ſubject, and not to

perſuade the 'unwilling, I ſhall conclude

this chapter, and the Firſt Part ofmywork ,

with a ſummary recapitulation of the moſt

intereſting particulars that have been aſcer

tained, in order to exhibit to the mind of

the reader a comprehenſive view of the

ſubject in a few lines.

Twoſubſtances having been diſcovered to

be ſpecifically much lighter than common

air ;namely, inflammable air, and common air

when heated ; large bags have been formed ,

which would contain ſo great a quantity of

either of theſe ſubſtances, as that the exceſs

ofweight of a body of common air, above

that of an equal bulk of hot or inflammable

air, might be greater than the weight of the

bag , or at leaſt equal to it: thoſe bags, there

fore, thus filled ,being lighter than an equal

bulk of the circumambient air, floatin it, and

are driven by the wind ; and for the ſame

reaſon, a piece of wood in a river floats upon

the water, and proceeds with the ſtream .

- As
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As air will not long remain hotter than

the furroundingmedium , thoſe bags or bal

loons, which are filled with hot air, muſt

contain a fire capable of keeping the air

ſufficiently hot ; by which means they may

continue to float for an indefinite time;

otherwiſe , in a very ſhort time, the air in

them cools, and they fall. The other bal

loons, which contain inflammable air , con

tinue to float as long as a ſufficient quan

tity of that fluid remains in them ; ſo that

they would float for ever, if the envelope

did not permit any inflammable air to eſcape

through its pores .

It ismathematically true, that the aſcen

fional power of balloons, or their exceſs of

leyity above an equal bulk of common air,

increaſes incomparably faſter than the pro

portion of their diameters: for inſtance, if

an air -balloon of a certain diameter can

lift up into the atmoſphere a weight of 10

pounds, another balloon of twice that dia

meter ( every thing elſe, as the thickneſs of

the ſtuff, & c . remaining the ſame) will lift

up more than 80 pounds; and a balloon of

: 02 three
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three times that diameter will lift up more

than 270 pounds weight. Upon this princi

ple,balloons have been made of ſuch a ſize as

would carry up any required weight ; in va

rious parts of the world , men have aſcend

ed with them , and have ſafely travelled thro '

the air, at the rate even of about 50 miles

an hour. . .. .

Wherever thoſe experiments have been

made, perſons of every rank have gazed

with the greateſt anxiety , and have Thewn

unequivocalmarks of aſtoniſhment and fa

tisfaction : the aeronauts, returning from

their aerial excurſions, have been generally

received with the greateſt applauſe, have

been carried in triumph ; medals have been

ſtruck , and plates engraven, in commemo

ration of the perſons who have moſt diſtin

guiſhed themſelves in ſuch performances, or

of their particular experiments ; premiums

and penſions have been granted them by

learned ſocieties,and bymany great perſons,

eſpecially by the court of France, whoſe pa

tronage and generoſity , in this reſpect,muſt

be ever acknowledged and praiſed by allim

3 partia
l
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partial and diſcerning people. Thus man

kind, by theſe acts ofadmiration, of ſatisfac

tion , and generoſity, has ſhewn and con

firmed its approbation ofthe diſcovery . The

viciſſitudesof human affairs,may attimes re

tard or accelerate the uſe and improvement

of aeroſtatic machines ; but the intereſt and

curioſity of man will doubtleſs for ever re

tain the knowledge of the ſubject-- a ſub

ject infantile indeed , but endowed with

manly features.

It has been often diſcuſſed , whether the

preference ſhould be given to the inflam

mable-air machines, or to thoſe raiſed by

means of hot air. Each of them has its

peculiar advantages and diſadvantages ; a

juſt conſideration of which ſeems to decide

in favour of thoſe with inflammable air. .

The principal comparative advantages of

the rarefied - air balloons are their being

filled with little or no expence - their not

requiring to be made of ſo expenſive ma

terials and the combuſtibles neceſſary to

fill them being found almoſt every where ;

ſo that when the proviſion of fuel is ex

03 hauſted
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hauſted, the aeronautmay deſcend and re

cruit his fuel, in order to proceed on his

voyage. But then they muſt be larger than

the other fort of balloons, in order to take

up the ſameweight ; and the preſence of a

fire is a continual trouble , and a continual

danger : in fact, amongſt the many aerial

voyages made and attempted with ſuch ma

chines, very few have ſucceeded without

ſome inconvenience of one fort or other ;

whereas the aerial excurſionsmadewith in

flammable-airmachineshave all anſwered ex

ceedingly well, and in but few inſtanceshave

the machines been damaged, and then very

inconſiderably. But,on the other hand, the

inflammable- air balloon muſt be made of

á ſubſtance impermeable to the fubtile

gas; the gas itſelf cannot be produced

· without a conſiderable expence ; and it is

not eaſy to find the materials and apparatus

neceſſary for the production of it in every

place. Nevertheleſs, an inflammable - air

balloon of 30 feet in diameter, according

to the preſent ſtate of knowledge, may be

made fo tight, as to be capable of keeping

two perſons, and a conſiderable quantity of

ballaſt,
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ballaſt, up in the air for above 24 hours,

if properly managed ; and poſſibly one man

might be ſupported by the ſamemachine for

three days : and it is very probable, thať

the ſtuff for theſe balloons may be ſo far

improved , as to be quite impermeable to

the inflammable air, or nearly fo ; in which

caſe, themachine, once filled , would con

tinue to float for a vaſt while. At Paris,

they have already attained to a great degree

of perfection in this point; and ſmall bal

loons have been kept floating in a room for

many weeks, without loſing any conſider

able quantity of their levity ': but the me

thod of preparing the ſtuff is ſtill kept

ſecret. However, there ſeems to be no

great difficulty in making ſmall balloons

ſo very tight ; the difficulty is in the

large ones ; becauſe, in a large machine,

the weight of the ſtuff itſelf, the weight

and ſtreſs of ropes and boat, the folding it

up, & c. may eaſily crack or ſcrape off the

varniſh , in fome place or other ; which is

not the caſe with ſmall balloons.

04
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er :

As for the dearneſs of the inflammable

air, it muſt be obſerved, that divers expe

riments and obſervations Thew , that a me

thod of obtaining it incomparably cheaper

is not far from being aſcertained ; and in

deed there are ſeveral manufactories, in

which abundance of inflammable air is daily

produced , and loſt for want of due ats

tention, or of veſſels proper to confine

it ; but, as its utility becomes known ,

there can be po doubt that means will

be contrived to preſerve it, whereyer it may

be abundantly produced ; ſo that we may

ſhortly expect to ſee repoſitories of inflam

mable air, where one may go to fill a bal

loon for a certain fum .

In regard to philoſophical obſervations,

derived from the new ſubject of aeroſtation ,

there have been very few made ; the novelty

of the diſcovery , and of the proſpect en

joyed from the gallery of an aeroſtatic ma

chine, has generally diſtracted the attention

of the aeronauts ; and beſides, many, if

not the greateſt number of the aerial voy

ages,
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ages, though ſaid to be purpoſely made for

the improvement of ſcience, were perform

ed by perſons abſolutely incapable of accom

pliſhing this purpoſe ; and who, in reality,

had either pecuniary profit alone in view , or

were ſtimulated to go up with a balloon, for

the fake of the proſpect, and the vanity of

adding their names to the liſt of aerial ad

yenturers .

The agreeable ſtillneſs and tranquillity

experienced up in the atmoſphere, has been

a general obſervation . — Some machines

have aſcended to a great height, even as

far as two miles ; they have generally

penetrated through fogs and clouds, and

have enjoyed the vivifying heat of the ſun ,

whilſt the earth beneath was actually cover ,

ed by denſe clouds, that poured abundance

of rain . In aſcending very high , the aero

nauts have often experienced a pain in their

ears, ariſing from the air, within a certain

cavity of thoſe organs, being not of the

fame denſity as the external air ; but that

pain generally went off ſoon after. There

is
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is one experiment recorded , in which the

air of a high region , being brought down,

and examined by means of nitrous air, was

found to be purer than the air below . - The

temperature of the upper regions is much

colder than that of the air near the earth ;

the thermometer, in fome aeroftatic ma

chines, having deſcended many degrees be

low the, freezing point of water, whereas

on the earth , at the ſame time, it ſtood

conſiderably higher than that degree.

The electricity brought down by ſtrings,

faſtened to balloons floating in the atmo

ſphere, proves nothing more than what was

known before, and had been aſcertained by

other means, viz . the exiſtence of a conti

nual electricity, of the poſitive kind, in a

clear atmoſphere * .

Having juſt mentioned the electricity of

the atmoſphere, it will be proper to take

notice of a ſort of danger juſtly ſuſpect

ed to attend the inflammable - air balloons,

and which ariſes from this principle. It is,

* Sce the Author's Treatiſe on Electricity.

. 8 that
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that a ſtroke of lightning, or the ſmalleſt

electric ſpark , happening near the bal

loon , might ſet fire to the inflammable air,

and deſtroy the machine and the adven

turers. -- But ſeveral conſiderations ſeem to

render this apprehenſion ofno greatweight,

though they do not entirely remove it, ac

cording to the preſent ſtate of knowledge.

Firſt, This accident never actually happen

ed , though infiammable- air balloons have

been up in every ſeafon of the year, and at

the very time, when thunder was actually

heard : ſecondly, In caſe of danger, the

aeronauts may eaſily come down to the

earth , or aſcend above the clouds, viz . above

theregion of thunder- ſtorms: thirdly, The

balloon , being made of materials that are

not conductors of electricity , is not likely

to receive a ſtroke of lightning, eſpecially

as it ſtands inſulated ; for it is a maxim

pretty well eſtabliſhed by electricians, that

the lightning , in coming to the earth , does

not ſtrike any intermediate body, except

that body can affiſt its paſſage ; thus, a

houſe that contains a great dealofmetal, and .

· is ſituated upon ground that is a good con

ductor
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ductor of electricity, eſpecially if near a

river, is more likely to be ſtruck by the

lightning, than a houſe which ſtands upon

dry and hardly - conducting ground . This

has been confirmed by many inſtances. It

may be ſaid , that a ſtroke of lightning may

ftrike the balloon in paffing from one cloud

to another ; but the ſame reaſons, which

Thew that the balloon is not likely to be

affected in the former caſe, are applicable

to the latter : however, at preſent, it ſeems

impoffible to give a proper deciſive anſwer

relative to this point; and nothing but ex

perience can Thew how far the aeronaut

may be in danger of the lightning. Laſtly,

It may be obſerved , in regard to this cir

cumſtance, that inflammable air by itſelf,

viz , unmixed with a certain quantity of

common air, will not burn , and confe

quently , even if a ſpark of electricity was

to paſs thro ' the balloon , it would not ſet

fire to the inflammable air , except a hole

was to be made in the envelope; in that caſe,

the inflammable air coming out of the hole,

would mix with the common air,and might

eaſily be inflamed by electricity,

.
In
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In the courſe of the preceding hiſtory,

I have ſcarcely mentioned a word rela

tive to the numberleſs ſchemes that have

been propoſed for directing the aeroſtatic

machines. The projects of this ſort have

been numerous indeed ; but hardly ever

had the appearance of probability. Some

imagined that an aeroſtatic machine might

be guided by means of ſails, like a veſſel at

ſea ; forgetting, that there is no wind with

reſpect to an aeroſtatic machine; for it goes

with the wind, and therefore is reſpec

tively in a calm ; in which caſe the fails

cannot act. Others would direct it from the

wind by the action of a ſteam -engine or

eolipile : and others again by means of

gunpowder fired out of a tube, in a direc

tion contrary , or inclined to the wind. But,

without troubling the reader any farther

with ſuch chimerical ſchemes, it muſt be

acknowledged , that there have been a few

projects, for this purpoſe, which , are far

from being groundleſs, and conſequently

deſerving of notice : but theſe will be

better examined in the Second Part of this

work ; which contains the Practice of Aero

ſtation ,
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ſtation , laid down in the manner which

ſeemed beſt adapted to inſtruct thoſe, who

are willing to employ their time and atten

tion on this ſubject.

PART



PART II.

PRACTICE OF AEROSTATION.

CHAPTER 1.

General Principles of Aeroftation .

T HE whole earth , together with all

1 the bodies that are upon it, is fur

rounded by an inviſible fluid called air ; -

which has weight, and alſo elaſticity , viz.

maybe eaſily compreſſed. Invert a common

wine glaſs, and, in that inverted fituation ,

let it down into a baſon of water ; and it

will be found that the water cannot enter

within the glaſs. That ſubſtance , which

prevents
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prevents the water entering within the glaſs,

is the air. Let the glaſs lower down into

the water, and it will be found that the

water riſes a little way within the glaſs ;

which ſhews the elaſticity of the air : for

the higher the water is above the aperture

ofthe glaſs, the greater will the preſſure be

upon the air , which of courſe contracts

itſelf into a ſmaller ſpace. Incline the glaſs

a little, and a bubble of air will come

out. Incline it ſtill farther, and more air

will come; till at laſt all the air comes

out, and the glaſs becomes entirely full of

water. Thus the exiſtence and elaſticity of

the air is eaſily proved.- Its weight is found

byweighing a glaſs veſſel, firſt when full of

air, and then when exhauſted of that fluid by

means of an air-pump; the difference of

which two weights is the weight of a

quantity of air equal to the capacity of that

vefſel. Thus it has been aſcertained, after

various trials, that a cubic footof air weighs

about one ounce and one fifth , or about

one ounce and 87 grains averdupoiſe.

Heat expands the air ; ſo that if a quan

tity
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tity of air is heated only one degree ac

cording to Farenheit's thermometer, its

bulk will be increaſed one five hundredth

part ; and about 500 degrees of heat will

juſt double the bulk of a quantity of air :

from which it follows, that heated air is

lighter than air that is colder, and the di

minution of weight is juſt in proportion to

the heat ; for inſtance, if a cubic inch of

air weighs N grains, when that air is ex

panded into a double bulk by heat, a cubic

inch of this heated air muſt weigh half N

grains, becauſe this cubic inch is half the ori

ginal quantity of air before it was heated.

When a body is immerſed in a fluid , if

its weight is leſs than theweight ofa quan

tity of fluid equal to its bulk , then it will

ſwim towards the ſurface of that fluid ;

if equal, it will remain where it is left ; and

if heavier, it will deſcend. Thus a piece of

dealwill ſwim 'on the ſurface of water, be

cauſe it is lighter than an equal bulk of

that fluid ; and for the ſame reaſon ſmoke

will aſcend into the atmoſphere ; and like

wiſe hot air will aſcend in air that is colder,

: P . . and
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and conſequently heavier, which is very

eaſily and ſatisfactorily ſhewn by the expe

riment mentioned in the preceding Part * .

A piece of wood will not only ſwim by itſelf

on water, but will ſupport ſomeother weight

beſides, provided the fum of its own, and

that other weight, is not greater than the

weight of an equal bulk of water. Thus,

ſuppoſe a piece of iron , weighing one

ounce, which of itſelf could not ſwim on

water, is faſtened to a piece of wood, which

weighs fix ounces, and that a quantity of

water, equal to the bulk of the wood and iron

together, weighs more than 7 ounces, then

the wood will ſupport the iron and itſelf on

the ſurface of the water ; hence alſa an

empty bottle will ſwim on water, and a

bladder full of air will fwim becaufe the

levity of the encloſed air keeps it up. For

the ſame reaſon , if ſo great a quantity of

hot air is encloſed in a bag, as that the exceſs

of the weight of an equal bulk of common

air, over the weight of the hotter air, is

greater than the weight of the bag, then

that quantity of hot air will aſcend with

* See page 28. .

the
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the bag into the atmoſphere : and this is

Montgolfier's aeroſtatic machine.

In order to ſhew this power of hot air, in

a very ſimple and convincing manner, roll

up a ſheet of common writing paper into

a conical form , and, by thruſting a pin

through it near the apex, prevent its un

rolling ; then faſten it with its apex under

one ſcale of a balance by means of ſome

thread , as repreſented in fig . 1. plate I.

and by putting ſome weights into the op

poſite ſcale, let it hang in equilibrio , or

rather let the ſide with the paper cone be a

little heavier, for inſtance five or fix grains.

This done, keep the balance ſuſpended

from A , and bring the flame of a candle

under the aperture of the cone of paper ; -

the conſequence of which will be, that the

air under the paper being heated, will lift

up this cone, and the oppoſite ſcale will of

courſe defcend . On removing the candle,

the cone, or bag of paper, will not imme

diately defcend, but will continue to re

main up for ſomeminutes, viz. till the air

cools within it , and then it will deſceod .

P 2 If
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If it be aſked , Why does not the hot air

eſcape out of its apexture ? the anſwer is,

Becauſe the hot air is impelled by the colder

air towards the apex of the cone, and confe

quently cannot go over the edge of the

aperture of the bag, except the cone was

to be inverted ; for then it would eſcape, in

the ſamemanner as a bubble of air eſcapes

out of a glaſs inverted in water, and inclin

ed a little , as wasmentioned towards the

beginning of this chapter.

Beſides common air , there aremany other

elaſtic fluids, which are inviſible and com

preſſible like common air, but are diſtin

guiſhable from that element on account of

ſome other properties that are particular to

each or divers of them ; for inſtance , ſome

will not aſſiſt reſpiration , and which are

called gaſſes ; others are foon abſorbed by

water, & c. Amongſt theſe gaſſes there is

one called inflammable air, from its pecu

liar property of burning when fire is com

municated to it by means of a candle , an

electric ſpark , '& c . This elaſtic fluid, be

fides its inflammability, has another re

markable
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markable peculiarity, which is its being

incomparably lighter than common air ;

whereas the other elaſtic fluids are very

little heavier or lighter than that element,

the difference being very trilling indeed . :

Now , if a bag be filled with inflammable

air , of ſuch a ſize as that the exceſs of the

weightofan equal bulk of common air , over

the encloſed inflammable air, be greater

than the weight of thebag, then thebag will

aſcend into the atmoſphere, for the reaſons

mentioned above : and this is the other fort

of aeroſtatic machines, namely , the inflam

mable - air balloons. .

The air which forms the atmoſphere

round the earth , being elaſtic, is of different

denſities at differentheights, becauſe theair

next to the ſurface of the earth ,being preſſed

by all the reſt of the air above in a perpendi

cular direction , muſt be much more com

preſſed andmoreheavy than the air at a mile

above the earth , which has a mile leſs of

air to compreſs it; and ſo on , the higher

you aſcend, the lighter is the air.

P 3 . There
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There is another property of the atmo

Sphere neceſſary to be mentioned , which

is, that the weight of the atmoſphere is

changeable, it being ſomewhat heavier at

one time than at another. The barometer

is the inſtrument commonly uſed to ſhew

the variations of the weight of the atmo

ſphere : in England, when the barometer

ſtands in one and the ſame place, or on the

ſame level, the difference in the perpendi

cular heightof the mercury in it, occaſion

ed by the varyingweightofthe atmoſphere,

is barely three inches; ſo that the mercury

in it ſtands always between 28 and 31

inches perpendicular height ; riſing when

the atmoſphere is heavy, and falling when

the atmoſphere is lighter. But when the

barometer is raiſed above the ſurface of the

earth , then the mercury will fall much

lower, and that according to the height to

which it is elevated .

CH A P
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CHAPTER II.

Of Inflammable Air.

INFLAMMABLE air is a permanente

Ily elaſtic fluid , ſpecifically lighter than

common air, and is the production both

of natural and artificial proceſſes. In ge

neral, the putrefaction or decompoſition

of animal and vegetable ſubſtances, and the

decompoſition of ſuch minerals as contain

abundance of the inflammable principle ,

generate inflammable air ; hence this fort

of gas is produced wherever thoſe proceſſes

are going on : thus it is found in mines,

eſpecially coal-mines ; in places where pu

trid ſubſtances are accumulated ; and in the

waters of moſt lakes, ditches, and rivers ,

eſpecially thoſe which contain a great deal

of putrid matter ; from which waters it may

be extracted by ſtanding a long time, or

by boiling in proper veſſels, as for inſtance,

a vefſel
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a veſſel with a pretty long neck , to the

mouth of which a flaccid bladder is tied .

In the ſummer, eſpecially in hot climates,

abundance of inflammable air eſcapes out

of ſtagnating and even river water ; but in

all the ditches and ponds about London ,

particularly in the ſummer and autumn,

inflammable air may be catched very plen

tifully in the following manner : - Fill a

wide-mouthed bottle with the water of the

pond, and keep it inverted therein , then

with a ſtick ſtir themud at the bottom of

the pond , juſt under the inverted bottle , ſo

as to let the bubbles of air , which comeout

of it, enter into the bottle, and that is in

Aammable air. When by thus ſtirring the

mud in various places, and catching the

air, the bottle is filled , a cork or glaſs

ſtopper muſt be put over it, & c . It would

be a preferable method , to adapt a funnel

to the bottle , ' as by this means much

more inflammable air may be catched, than

otherwiſe .

- In the common proceſſes of diſtilling vo

latile
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latile alkali, of ſmelting ores, and various

others, a conſiderable quantity of inflam

mable air is loft . The moſt advantageous

methods of obtaining inflammable air are

by the action of acidson certain metals --by

expoſing animal, vegetable, and ſomemine

ral ſubſtances, in a cloſe veſſel, to a ſtrong

fire, - and laſtly , to tranſmit the vapour of

certain Auids through red -hot tubes. - In

the particular deſcription of theſe methods,

I ſhall only take notice of thoſe circum

ſtances, which ſeem 'uſeful for the ſubject

of aeroftation , referring the reader, who is

anxious to examine the reſt, to my Treatiſe

on Air, & c. or to the works of other au

thors, who have written on the ſubject of

inflammable air.

Iron, tin , and zinc, are the metallic ſub

ſtances which yield plenty of inflammable

air, when acted on by diluted vitriolic

or marine acid , which is commonly called

ſpirit of ſalt ; but, as the tin and themarine

acid aremuch dearer than the other ſubſtan

ces, therefore iron, zinc , and vitriolic acid

are the materialsmoſt uſed for this purpoſe.

If
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If the vitriolic acid, commonly called

oil of vitriol, is very ſtrong and concen

trated, it will not extract any inflammable

air from iron, or ſo ſmall a quantity of it as

is next to nothing ; and , in order to let it

extract the greateſt poſſible quantity of in .

flammable air from iron , it muſt be diluted

with about five or fix parts of water ; how

ever, it is almoſt impoflible to give very pre

ciſe directions relative to it, becauſe the

ſtrength of vitriolic acid is different almoſt

according to the different ſhops that ſell it,

and according as it is keptmore or leſs ex

pofed to the air and other ſubſtances that ,

contaminate it ; therefore the beſt expedi

ent for practice is , to put a little iron , in

fmall bits, or filings, into a phial, over

which put asmuch water as may be equal

to four or five times the weight of the iron,

then pour a little of the oil of vitriol, and

obſerve what effect it has ; if it does not

produce a quick ebullition in about a mi

nute's time, add a littlemore ; and thus, by

adding gradually more and more oil of vi

triol, onemay eaſily find out when it makes

the greateſt or a very quick ebullition . But

. in
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in order to aſcertain the proportion of water

required by that ſort of vitriolic acid , the

water that is put into the phial muſt be

weighed, and likewiſe the bottle, out of

.which the vitriolic acid is poured into the

phial, muſt be previouſly weighed ; and af

terwards, being weighed again , the dif

ference of theſe weights is theweight of the

oil of vitriol; which, being compared with

the weight of the water put into the phial,

gives the required proportion. The ſame

thing is underſtood when zinc is uſed in

ſtead of iron .

The utmoſt quantity ofinflammable air,

which may be obtained from iron , by

means of diluted vitriolic acid , is about

1800 times its own bulk ; but in the com

mon way, when the iron is not very pure ,

and onedoes not ſtand to extract the ſmalleſt

quantities of air , which are yielded after the

firſt ebullition is over (which ,atmoſt, does

not laſt an hour) then the iron may be ex

pected to yield about 1700 times its own bulk

of gas ; or one cubic foot of inflammable

air to be produced by about 4 ounces of

iron ,
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iron . Zinc yields leſs inflammable air than

iron ; one cubic foot of the gas being pro

duced by about fix ounces of zinc. If the

vitriolic acid is of the ſtrongeſt ſort, that is

generally ſold in large quantities, an equal

weight of it is required to diſſolve iron or

zinc, and muſt be diluted with five times

its weight of water ; ſo that in the com

mon way of producing inflammable air for

an air -balloon , where all the little niceties

cannot be attended to , nor a very ſudden

efferveſcence is required , it may be ſaid that

41 ounces of iron , the like weight of oil

of vitriol, and five times that weight, viz .

221 ounces, of water , are required in order

to produce one cubic foot of inflammable

air. And about the ſame quantity of gas

is produced by fix ounces of zinc, an equal

weight of oil of vitriol, and 30 ounces of

water.

A conſiderable degree of heat is produced

by the efferveſcence that generates inflam

mable air, which is greater when the effer

veſcence is more rapid , and contrarywiſe .

In order to prevent this heat, in greatmea

fure,
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ſure, it is more proper to uſe the turnings of

great pieces of iron , as of cannons, & c .

than the filings of that metal ; beſides, the

turnings admit the diluted acid through

their interſtices, when they are heaped to

gether, whereas the filings ſticking cloſer

together, often prevent the acid from going

quite to the lowermoſt of them .

As the vitriolic acid corrodes moſtmetals,

and ſome other ſubſtances, the beſt veſſels

to contain the materials for the production

of inflammable air are the glaſs ones ,

when no great quantity of the gas is re

quired ; but for very large quantities wooden

caſks are themoſt ſerviceable. .

Theweight of the inflammable air thus

obtained by means of acid of vitriol, is the

leaſt of any ſort of inflammable air ; and,

when made in the common way, eſpe

cially in large quantities, its weight is ge

nerally one-ſeventh part of the weight of

common air , or rather more ; but when

made with all the precautions that a phi

loſophical experimenter may uſe, then its

weight
. . . 4
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weight is even leſs than one-tenth part of

the weight of common air.

Together with the inflammable air, there

are ſometimes two other ſorts of elaſtic

fluid generated , though not in great quan

tities, which are rather prejudicial to the

aeroſtatic experiment; but, as theſe are

eaſily abſorbed by water , the beſt expedient

is to let the inflammable air paſs through

water, in which it ismuch better to diſſolve

ſome quick -lime, previous to its being intro

duced into an air -balloon ; which precau

tion, beſides ſeparating the other elaſtic flu

ids, cools it, and thus prevents its overheat

ing the balloon.-- I ſhall now deſcribe the

method of producing inflammable air in

ſmall quantities ; and ſhall reſerve the me

thod of operating in large, for a ſubſequent

chapter .

Take a common quart bottle, adapt a

cork to its aperture , and make a hole quite

through the cork with a hot iron or other

inſtrument. Faſten a glaſs tube, or the

ſtem of a tobacco -pipe, to a bladder, and

adjuſt it ſo that this tubemay go very tight

. 9
into
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into the cork of the bottle, as, is repre

ſented in fig . 2 . plate I.- Things being

thus prepared , put about two ounces of

iron into the bottle, over which pour about

ten ounces of water , then pour upon it

about two ounces of good ſtrong oil of

vitriol, which will immediately occaſion an

efferveſcence, and a production of inflam

mable air, which may be perceived by its

ſtrong and diſagreeable ſulphurous ſmell ;

but immediately after pouring the oil of

vitriol into the bottle, the cork , with the

bladder annexed , muſt be put upon it , and

the inflammable air, being produced by the

materials in the bottle, will enter into , and

will ſwell, the bladder ; which , when full,

may be removed, and another bladder , like

wiſe furniſhed with a tube, may be put in ,

its place. It is almoſt needleſs to mention ,

that the bladder, before it is adapted to the

bottle, muſt be preſſed very accurately , ſo

as to expel all the common air from it ;

and, as ſomebladders are very ſtiff, and con

ſequently don't admit being eaſily ſqueezed,

it is uſeful in that caſe to ſoften them in

lukewarm water, previous to their being

uſed . When the full bladder is removed

from
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from the bottle , in order to prevent the

eſcape of the contained inflammable air, a

ftring ſhould be tied round its neck , juſt

below the inner extremity of the glaſs tube ;

but if, inſtead of the glaſs tube, thofe

bladders were furniſhed with braſs ſtop

cocks, the operation would be both more

elegant and more convenient.

Inſtead of a quart bottle,as directed above ,

any ſort of glaſs bottle may be uſed ; but

care ſhould be taken not to fill it above half,

or rather leſs, with the materials that pro

duce the inflammable air ; otherwiſe the

violence of the efferveſcence will often force

part of the liquor out of the neck of the

bottle .

When the inflammable air is required to

be parfed through water, which in general

ſhould be done, then the following appa.

ratus muſt be uſed . A glaſs tube, or in

deed a tube of any other ſubſtance , but

ſhaped ſomewhat like an S, ſee A B , fig . 3 .

of plate I. muſt be faſtened with one end

in the hole of the cork of the bottle which

contains
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contains the materials for producing in

flammable air. The other end of the tube

muſt be below the ſurface of the water in

a baſin . Things being thus prepared, fill

another bottle C quite full with water ,and,

putting a finger or ſomething elſe over the

mouth of it, invert it into the baſin .

When the mouth of it is below the ſure

face of the water of the baſin , remove the

finger, and the bottle will remain full. Now

put the propermaterials for the production

of inflammable air into the bottle D , then

put the cork with the bent tube upon it,

keep the other end of the tube below the

ſurface of the water in the baſin , and place

the mouth of the bottle C juſt over it ;

taking care not to raiſe the mouth of this

bottle above the ſurface of the water in the

operation . Thus the inflammable air pro

duced from the materials in the bottle D ,

will paſs through the tube AB, and will

enter into the bottle C , which when full,

is corked under water, and then is re

moved .

For
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For this purpoſe, glaſs bottles with bent

glaſs tubes, which terminate in ground

glaſs ſtopples, are found ready made in the

ſhops, and they are incomparably more

convenient.

As by this method the inflammable air

is introduced only into bottles, or ſuch

veſſels as do not collapſe like bladders, the

following is an apparatus, which is exceed

ingly proper to fill bladders, or balloons as

large as two or three feet in diameter, with

inflammable air, after paſſing it through

water. See fig. 4 , plate I.

A is the bottle with the ingredients that

produce the gas. BCD is a tube faſtened

with one extremity into the neck of this

bottle, and, paſſing through a hole of the

ſtopper of another bottle E , goes as far as

almoſt to touch the bottom of this bottle,

which is nearly full of water. To another

holemade in the cork of the ſame bottle E ,

another tube is adapted; to the outward

extremity of which a bladder, or the aper

ture
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ture of the balloon, is tied . Thus it is

plain , that the inflammable air coming out

of the aperture D of the tube, will paſs firſt

through the water of the bottle E , and then

into the bladder or balloon . Two ſmall

caſksmay be uſed inſtead of the bottles A

and E . i . ; ,

When the inflammable air is required

very pure, the cork with the bent tube

Thould not be put upon the bottle with the

materials immediately after pouring in the

vitriolic acid , but a ſhort time ſhould be

allowed , in order that the inflammable air,

which is produced at firſt , may expel, in

a greatmeaſure, the common air from the

bottle .

Beſides the action of acids, and eſpecially

the vitriolic, plenty of inflammable airmay

be obtained, at amuch cheaper rate , by the

action of fire on various ſubſtances; but the

gas thus obtained is not ſo light as that

produced by the efferveſcence of. acids and

metals ; however, it is far from being uſe

- leſs for aeroſtatic experiments, and I make

no
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no doubt, but that this method , on account

of its cheapneſs, may ſoon ſuperſede the

uſe of vitriolic acid and iron or zinc.

• The method, in general, is to encloſe

the ſubſtances in earthen or iron veſſels,

and thus expoſe them to a ſtrong fire, ſuffi

cient to make the veſſel red hot; by which

means the inflammable air is yielded by

the encloſed ſubſtances, and, coming out of

the aperture of the veſſel, to which a tube,

or refrigeratory, muſt be adapted , paſſes

through the tube or worm , and is at laſt

collected in a balloon or other veſſel. A

gun -barrel has been often uſed for eſſays of

this fort. The ſubſtance to be tried has

been putin it , ſo as to fill fix or eightinches

of its loweſt part ; the reſt of the barrel

has been filled with dry fand ; then a tube,

adapted to the aperture of the barrel, has

been brought into the baſon of water under

an inverted receiver, as above deſcribed .

The part of the barrel which contains the

ſubſtance to be tried, being put into the

fire, and made red hot, the inflammable air

has been collected in the inverted receiver.

. . .
But
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But the gun-barrel cannot ſerve for pro

ducing a large quantity ofinflammable air ;

for which purpoſe the veſſelmuſt be much

larger : and the following is themoſt advan

tageousſhape :- Let a veſſel bemade of clay,

or rather ofiron * , in the ſhape ofa Florence

flaſk , ſomewhat larger, and with a longer

and larger neck . See fig. 5, of plate I.

Put the ſubſtance to be uſed for the pro

duction of inflammable air into this veſſel,

ſo as to fill about four fifths, or leſs, of its

cavity A B . If the ſubſtance is of ſuch a

nature as to ſwell much by the action of

the fire, lute a tube of braſs, or firſt a braſs

and then a leaden tube, to the neck C of

the veſſel ; and let the extremity D of the

tube be ſhaped as ſhewn in the figure, ſo

that going into the water of a tub H I ,

it may terminate under a ſort of inverted

veſſel E F , to the upper aperture of which ,

* The earthen veſſels, after being made red hot,

generally crack in cooling, for which reaſon they

can ſeldom ſerve for more than one experiment. It

would perhaps be eaſier to make ſuch veſſels of cop

per; but they muſt not contain any folder, otherwiſe

they cannot be made red hot.

the23
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the balloon, or a tube going to the balloon ,

is adapted. Things being thus prepared , if

the part A B of the veſſel is put into the

fire, and ismade red hot, the inflammable

air produced will come out of the tube

CD , and, after paſſing through the water

of the tub , will at laſt enter into the bal

loon G . Before the operation is begun, as

a confiderable quantity of common air re

mains in the inverted veſſel E F , which it

is more proper to expel, the veſſelEF

ſhould have a ſtop -cock K , through which

the common air may be ſucked out, and

the water will be made to aſcend as high

as the ſtop - cock . ' ,

· As people who are not converſant with

this kind of experiments, may have ſome

difficulty in determining the dimenſions

of ſuch an apparatus, I ſhall ſubjoin the

particular meaſures of one, which ſeems

to be of the moſt advantageous conſtruc

tion . :

Diameter
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Diameter of the largeſt part of

the veſſel A B C - - - 7 inches.

Length of thewhole veſſel - 16

Diameter of its aperture - - I

Diameter of the cavity of the

tube CD . - - - -

Lower aperture of the veſſel EF ,

at leaſt . - 6

Height EF of this veſſel, at leaſt 24

Its upper aperture F , about

The diameter of the tub H Í is immate

rial, only the aperture of the veſſel EF

fhould be at leaſt one foot below the ſurface

of the water in HI.

When the quantity of inflammable air to

be produced is very great, the veſſel A BC

may be made larger, though notmuch , on

account of the difficulty of making the

whole of its contents red hot ; but ſeveralof

theſe veſſels may bemade to work at once,

and all their tubes may be made to termi

nate in one tub, and under the ſame in

verted veſſel E F , which in that caſe muſt

be made proportionably larger, and eſper

cially its upper aperture, in order to give a

: free
Q
4
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free paffage to the inflammable air. This

conſtruction is very advantageous-- to re

cruit the materials in ſome of the veſſels

whilſt the others continue to produce the

inflammable air ; and thus the operation

may be continued at pleaſure. . .

Care ſhould be taken , that the fire to be

uſed in this proceſs be at a ſufficient diſ

tance from the tub H I ; becauſe , if very

near , it may eaſily happen that ſome of the

inflammable air , which may eſcape outof

the veſſel E F , or out of the balloon , may,

by catching fire, occafion ſome diſagreeable

accident ; the tube C D therefore ſhould be

made fufficiently long , and it would be

much better to have the fire, with the veſſel

or veſſels ABC, in a room , and to keep the

tub H I out of it, as the tubes may be

eaſily made to paſs through holes made in

the wall, or through a window , & c.

* * Weare now to examine the ſubſtances

which produce inflammable air in thisme

thod, and the particular circumſtances at

tending them .

Pit- coal,
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Pit-coal, expoſed to a red heat, gives

abundance of inflammable air, which , whe

ther it be paſſed through water or not,

weighs about one fourth of the weight of

an equal bulk of common air, and one

pound of it produces about three cubic feet

of inflammable air. However, it muſt be

obſerved , that different ſpecies of coal pro

duce different quantities of inflammable air ,

and ſomewhat different in ſpecific gravity ; '

but it is eaſy to aſſay the quantity ofair that

is produced by a given ſpecies of pit- coal,

before it be uſed in great quantities * .

Aſphaltum , amber, rock-oil f , and other

minerals, produce likewiſe infiammable air,

but of a greater ſpecific gravity, and leſs
abundantly than coal. .

· Wood gives a great quantity of inflamma

ble air by thismeans,but mixed with a good

. * See Memoire ſur l'Air inflammable, tiré de dif

férentes ſubſtances, rédigé par M . Minkelers.. Lou

vain , 1784.

+ When oil and other Auids are to be tried in this

'method, the beſt expedient is to ſoak dry fand with

it, and thùs to put it into the veſſel,

deal
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deal of another elaſtic fluid , which is fepa

rable by waſhing in water, and eſpecially

in lime-water ; on which account it is pro

per 'to put ſome quick -lime into the water

of the tub, through which the inflammable

air is to paſs. Various quantities of in

flammable air are yielded by different forts

of wood, and even by wood of the ſame

fpecies , but of different age or dryneſs.

Oak gives, perhaps, more gas than any other

fort of wood. The weight of the inflam

mable air of wood is generally between one

half and two thirds of the weight of at

moſpheric air ; and conſequently much hea

vier than that of pit- coal.

Camphire yields a ſurpriſing quantity of

inflammable air ; the ſpecific weight of

which is to the weight of common air

nearly as 10 to 24.

--. Oil, fpirits of wine, and ether, yield in

flammable air, heavier than half the weight

of common air.

Animal ſubſtances produce inflammable

air
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air in various quantities by this means; but

its weight is generally greater than half the

weight of common air .

It appears, therefore, that pit-coal is the

ſubſtance which may be moſt advantage

oufly uſed for the production of inflam

mablé air in aeroftation ; and, though the

ſpecific weight of this gas is greater than

that ofmetals, when extracted by means of

acids, yet the cheapneſs of the materials

makes ample amends ; and in order to

enable the aeroſtatic machine to lift up a

given weight, its fize muſt be a little

larger, when it is to be filled with the gas

of coal, than when that produced bymetals

and acids is to be made ufe of * .

In this method of extracting inflamma

ble air, there is a remarkable circumſtance

to be 'noticed, which was firſt diſcovered

by Dr. Prieſtley. It is, that animal or ve

getable ſubſtances will yield fix , and even

ten times more inflammable air, when the

* On the Continent, various ſmall balloons have

been filled with the inflammable air of pit-coal, and

have floated exceedingly well,

fire
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fire' is ſuddenly increaſed, than when it is

gently raiſed , though it be afterwardsmade

very ſtrong

In this proceſs, the various ſubſtances

mentioned above, generally yield all their

inflammable air in aboutone hour's time.

· The laſt method of obtaining inflamma

ble air was lately diſcovered byMr. Lavoi

ſier, and was ſoon farther examined by Dr.

Prieſtley ; but as the various particulars re

lative to it have not been yet aſcertained ,

or, at leaſt, not publiſhed , ſo as to reduce

themethod to a certain operation , I ſhall

contentmyſelf with giving only a general

defcription of it.--- If iron is made red -hot,

and in that ſtate the vapour of boiling

water is made to paſs by it, inflammable

air is produced , which is ſaid to be much

lighter, if it is not made to paſs through

water. . . . . . ; . .

- Iron and copper tubes have been uſed

for this experiment, and in the following

manner :--- A tube of about three quartersof

an inch in diameter, and about three feet

long ;
9
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long, is filled with iron turnings, then the

neck of a retort, or cloſe boiler , is luted to

one of its ends, and theworm of a refrige

ratory , ſuch as is uſed for common diſtil

ling, is adapted to its other extremity . This

done, the middle part of the tube is ſur

rounded with burning coals, ſo as to keep

about one foot length of it red-hot, and

likewiſe a fire is made under the retort or

boiler, fufficient to let the water in it boil

very faſt. Thus it will be found, that a

conſiderable quantity of inflammable air

comes out of the worm of the refrigeratory.

It is ſaid that iron yields one half more air

by this means, than by the action of vitri

olic acid .

,

As the iron and copper tubes are foon

corroded in this operation, perhaps earthen

tubes may be found to be preferable. . , ,

The vapour of ſpirits of wine, of ether,

and of oil, when paſſed through red- hot

tubes, likewiſe produces inflammable ajr.

С НА Р .
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- CHAPTER III. :

Of the Shape, Capacity, Conſtruction, and

Power of Aeroftatic Machines.

IT has been demonſtrated by themathe

I maticians, that of all the poſſible ſhapes ,

the globular admits the greateſt capacity

under the leaſt ſurface ; fo that if there are

two bags of cloth capable of containing the

fame quantity of any ſubſtance, but one of

them is ſpherical, and the other of any

other ſhape, then the former will contain

the leaſt quantity of cloth , or the leaſt ſur

face ; and again , if two bags have an equal

ſurface, as for inſtance , each contains ten

yards of cloth , but one of them is ſpheri

cal, and the other is oblong, or ofany other

ſhape whatſoever , then the ſpherical will

contain a greater capacity than the other

bag .

Next to the ſpherical, thoſe ſhapes admit

of greater capacityunder leſs ſurface, which

approach
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approach nearer the figure of a ſphere ; for

inſtance , the ſpheroid contains leſs ſurface

than a cylinder, a cylinder leſs than a cube,

a cube leſs than a parallelopipedon , & c .

when they all are of ſimilar capacities.

In the conſtruction of aeroſtaticmachines,

wherein levity is the greateſt object, and

conſequently the quantity of ſtuff which

forms the envelope muſt be diſpoſed to

the greateſt advantage, viz . to admit of

the greateſt capacity ; it is plain , that the

globular ſhape muſt be preferred to all

others. However , there is one reaſon, for

which the ſpherical has not been conſider

ed as the moſt advantageous form , which

is, that when the aeroſtatic machine is re

quired to be guided in a calm , or in a

courſe different from the direction of the

wind, the ſpherical ſhape oppoſes a greater

ſurface to the air , and conſequently a greater

obſtruction to the action of the oars or

wings, than ſomeother ſhape might do ; as

for inſtance, a conical,or oblong figure, going

with the narrow end forward. But it muſt

be conſidered , that bymaking themachine

of
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of an oblong ſhape, its ſurface, and conſe

quently the weight of the envelope , muſt

be conſiderably augmented , in order to let

the machine have as much lifting power as

a ſphere would have, not only becauſe any

other Shape beſides a ſphere, contains,

under the ſame ſurface, a ſmaller capacity,

but becauſe it muſt actually contain a

greater capacity , in order to compenſate for

the augmentation of weight. For inſtance,

ſuppoſe that a ſpherical aeroſtatic machine

contains 100 cubic feet of inflammable air ,

in conſequence of which , it would aſcend

into the atmoſphere with one pound of ad

ditional weight beſides the weight of its

envelope : now , if a machine be made of

the ſame kind of ſtuff, but of an oblong

Thape, and capable of containing likewiſe

100 cubic feet of inflammable air, its fur

face beingmuch larger, muſt conſequently

weigh much more, than the envelope of

the ſpherical one ; but the quantity of in

flammable air being the ſame in both , the

oblong machine muſt, of courſe, lift up a

much leſs weight than one pound, and

therefore it muſt be made capable of con

taining
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tainingmore inflammable air, if it be re

quired to lift up as much weight as the

ſphericalmachine.

Beſides this obſervation , it ſhould be

confidered , that to keep the oblong ma

chine with the ſmalleſt part forward in the

atmoſphere, is not eaſily accompliſhed ; and

that if it were to turn ſideway, then that

ſame ſhape, which , in a proper ſituation ,

would be of ſome advantage, will in this

cafe be of very great diſadvantage ; ſo that ,

conſidering every circumſtance, it ſeems

that the ſpherical figure is in general the

moſt advantageous. We ſhall therefore

conſider only this ſhape of aeroſtatic ma

chines, in the following pages ; it being

very eaſy for a ſchemer to calculate the

properties of any other ſhape, from the ge

neral' principles already deſcribed .

The ſtuff to form the envelope of the in

flammable, or rarefied air, deſerves to be

firſt conſidered in the conſtruction of an

aeroſtatic machine. After the original

ſcheme of Father Lana, deſcribed in the

. R firit
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firſt chapter of the Hiſtory, ſeveral perſons

have propoſed to conſtruct a balloon -of

copper, or of tin ; and , notwithſtanding the

weight of themetal, and of the folder neceſ

ſary to join the various copper or tin plates,

the ſize of one capable of carrying a man,

is not ſo great as might be ſuſpected at firſt

view . This balloon mightindeed be made

very tight, in conſequence ofwhich itcould

be kept up for a vaſt while : but is ſubject

to various inconveniences ; the principal of

which would be, firſt, the filling it with

inflammable air ; for, not being compreſſi

ble, it would be very difficult to take away

the common air from within it * ; and fe

condly,

* There are threeways offilling ſuch a balloon with

inflammable air : the firſt is, To fill it with water,

in a convenient place, and then to diſplace the water

by introducing the inflammable air : focondly , To

put a tube through a hole at the bottom of the bal

loon , and to let the extremity of this tube go as far as

the upper part of the balloon ; then the inflammable

air introduced through this tube, on account of its

ſpecific levity compared to common air, would oc

cupy the upper part, and would gradually expel the

common air through a hole in the lower part of the

balloon :
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condly , when this balloon deſcended , after

an aerial excurſion , the difficulty would be

great to remove it from the place where it

fell, or to carry the apparatus, neceſſary to

fill it again , to that place.

Silk ſtuff, eſpecially what is called lute

firing, properly varniſhed , hasbeen hitherto

themoſt uſed for inflammable - air balloons,

and common linen for rarefied -air ma

chines. Indeed filk would do as well, if

not better, for the latter, only it would be

more expenſive, as the rarefied - air ma

chine muſt be proportionably larger than

the others, in order to have an equal pow

er ; and , on the other hand, varniſhed linen

would do very well for the inflammable .

balloon : and thirdly , Another balloon , of oiled filk ,

mightbe ſwelled with common air within the copper

balloon , ſo as to fill its whole cavity, then the in

Hammable air being introduced between the two bal

loons, through a hole in the copper one, would gra

dually fill its cavity , and at the ſame time the come

mon air would be forced out of the inner balloon ,

& c. But it is evident that every one of theſe methods

is ſubject to ſeveral practical inconveniences .

R2
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air balloons, but,being heavier, the balloon

in that caſe ought to be made larger, which

would be very diſadvantageous, on account

of the dearnefs of inflammable air.

Varniſhed paper is as impermeable to

the inflammable air as varniſhed filk is, but

not being ſtrong, it can only ſerve to make

ſmall balloons of. As for the ſmall rare

fied -air balloons, they are eaſily made of

ſimple paper, without varniſh or any other

preparation. Goldbeaters ſkins are good

enough to make ſmall inflammable -air bal

loons ; but they are very porous, and the

inflammable air foon eſcapes from them ,

excepting they were to be varniſhed ; but

then paper or ſilk would do as well, and

would be cheaper ; only the balloons ought

to be made a little larger, in order to float ;

and indeed I don't ſee what purpoſe can be

anſwered by making balloons exceſſively

ſmall.

Parchment, leather, and ſome other ſub

ſtances, have been propoſed , and actually

tried ; but it does not ſeem that any of them

have
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havehitherto fuperſeded the uſe of varniſhed

filk and linen for the large machines, and

of paper for the ſmall balloons. Some of

the ſmall inflammable- air balloons are ſtill

made of membranes analogous to thoſe

uſed by the goldbeaters, which are moſtly

themembranes of the inteſtines of oxen .

It is now time to deſcribe the problems

which are neceſſary for the conſtruction of

aeroſtatic machines.

Prob. I. Given the diameter, to find the

circumference and ſurface of a ſphere.

The diameter multiplied by 3,1416 gives

the circumference of a circle or of the

ſphere , and that circumference multiplied

by the diameter gives the ſurface of the

ſphere in ſquare dimenſions ; thus, if the

diameter of a ſphere is 6 feet, multiply 6 by

3,1416 , and the product, 18,8496 feet, is

the circumference; then multiply 18,8496

by 6 , and the product, 113,0976 ſquare

feet, is the ſurface of th:

N . B , If
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N . B . If the length of the diameter is

expreſſed in feet, the ſurface will be denot

ed alſo in ſquare feet ; but if the diameter

is expreſſed in inches, or in yards, then the

ſurface will be likewiſe had in ſquare inches

or ſquare yards, & c.

Prob. II. Given the diameter, to find the

capacity of a ſpherical velfel.

The cube of the diameter multiplied by

0 ,5236 gives the capacity in cubic inches,

feet, or yards, & c ; according as the diameter

hasbeen expreſſed by any of thoſemeaſures ;

thus, in the preceding example, the diame

ter being of 6 feet, the cube of 6 is 216 ;

which, being multiplied by 0,5236, the

product, 113,0976 , is the capacity of the

ſphere in cubic feet. · And again , if the

diameter of a ſphere is 9 feet, its ſurface is

254,4696 ſquare feet, and its capacity or

folid contents is equal to 381,7044 cubic

feet,

The following table thews the ſurfaces

and capacities of ſpheres of various diame

ters
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ters : the numbers of which anſwer for

every ſort of meaſure ; for inſtance , if the

numbers in the firſt column are taken for

inches, then the numbers of the ſecond

.column denote ſquare inches, and in the

third they denote cubic inches ; if the

numbers of the firſt column are taken for

Engliſh or French feet, or yards, & c . then

the numbers of the ſecond column denote

ſquare Engliſh or French feet or ſquare

yards, and thenumbers in the third column

denote cubic meaſures of the like fort.

1 Diameters . 1 Surfaces. Capacities.

1,767

0,523

4 ,188

8 ,181

14,137

33,51

65,45

B
o
o
o
o
v

o
n
A
w
N
N 3 , 141

7 ,068

12,567

19,635

28 ,274

50,265

78,54

113,097

201,062

254,469

314,159 .

380, 1

452, 5

153,938
113,097

179 ,594

268,083

381,704
523, 6

696, 9

| 904, 8

R 4
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| Diameters. Surfaces.. Capacities. I

m
i
m
o

N
3
0
O

530 , 9

615,8

706 ,9

804, 2

907 ,9

1017, 9

1134 , 1

1256 ,6

1385,4

1520, 5

1661, 9

1809,6

1963, 5

2124

2290 .

2463.

2642.

2827.

3019.

3217.

3421.

36

1150,3

1436,7

1767, 1

2145.

2572 .

3054 .

3591.

4189.

4849.

- 5575.
6371.

22

723
8
.

8181.

9203.

10306.

11494.

12770.

14137

15598.

د

د

ه

د

1715
2
.

18817

20586 .

22449.3848.

ر
ا
د
ر
پ
ی
د
ر
پ
ی
د
ر
پ
ی

4072.

4301.

4536 .

24429.

26522.

4778,

5026 .

6362.

7854.

28731.
31060.

33510.

47713

1 65450.
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Diameters. Surfaces. | Capacities.

9503.

11310 .

13273. ,

15394.

17671.

20106 .

22698 .

87114.

113098.

143794

179595.

220804.

268083.

321556 .

381704.

448922.

523599.

2544
7
.

28353

100
| 31416 .

Prob. III. Given the weight of a ſquare

foot of the envelope, and the diameter of a

balloon , to find out the weight of the whole

envelope or bag .

Find the ſurface anſwering to the given

diameter in ſquare feet, either by the table

or by problem I. and, multiplying this by

the given weight of one ſquare foot, the

product gives the anſwer . Thus, if a bal

loon of 85 feet diameter is made of ſuch

filk as weighs two ounces a ſquare foot,

the weight of the whole envelope will be .

45396 ounces, or 28374 pounds.

PROB.
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Prob. IV . Given the diameter and weight

of the envelope of a balloon , to find its

levity, or aſcending power,when filled with

rarefied or inflammable air.

Firſt, find the capacity of the balloon ,

either by the table, or by problem II ; then

multiply that capacity by the weight of

common air, noting the product ; multi

ply the capacity again by the weight of

inflammable or rarefied air ; ſubtract this

product from the former; and from the re

mainder ſubtract the weight of the enve

lope ; the remainder of which ſubtraction

is the required levity : thus, ſuppoſe that

the diameter of a balloon is 8 feet, that a

ſquare foot of the envelope weighs half an

ounce, that a cubic foot of common air

weighs 1,2 ounce, and a cubic foot of the

inflammable air, of which the balloon is

filled , weighs half asmuch as common air ,

viz. 0 ,6 of an ounce, then by the table

we have 201, 1 ſquare feet for the ſurface ;

which, multiplied by half an ounce , which

is the weight of one ſquare foot' of the

bag, gives 100,55 ounces, or near 6 pounds

and
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and 41 ounces, for che weight of the whole

envelope. Again , by the table, we find that

the capacity of the balloon is 268, 1 cubic

feet ; which , multiplied by 1,2 ounce,

which is the weight of one cubic foot of

common air, gives 321,72 ounces t' and,

being multiplied again by 0 ,6 of an ounce,

which is the weight of one cubic foot of

inflammable air , gives 160,86 ounces ;

which being ſubtracted from the other pro

duct, 321,72, there remains 160,86 ounces ;

from which ſubtract theweight of the en

velope, and there remains 60,31 ounces, or

near 3 pounds, for the required levity of

the balloon .

PROB. V . To find out how many yards of

filk or linen , of a known breadth , are re

quired to make a balloon of a given dia

meter.

If the ſtuff is one foot wide, it is plain ,

that to make a balloon , the ſurface of which

is 60 ſquare feet, there is required the ſame

number of feet length of ſtuff, viz . 60,

or 20 yards, But when the ſtuff is more

ON
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or leſs 'wide than one foot, then uſe the

following rule :- Take the breadth of the

ſtuff in inches ;. reduce the ſurface of the

balloon alſo into inches, by multiplying its

number of ſquare feet by. 144. Divide

this product by the breadth of the ſtuff in

inches, and again , divide the quotient by

36 , and this laſt quotient is the required

number of yards. Thus it will be found,

that if the filk is 13 inches wide, near

965 yards of it are required for a balloon

of 10 feet in diameter.

N . B . This problem is founded upon

a ſuppoſition that none of the ſtuff is cut

to waſte, nor is any allowancemade for the

feams; to which two particulars, however,

due regard muſt be had in practice.

PROB.
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Prob. VI. Being given the weight of a

Square foot of filk or other puff, and like

wife the weights of a cubic foot of com

mon air, and of a cubic foot of inflamma

ble or rarefied air - to find out the diameter

of a balloon , which, being made of that ,

filk or other ſtuff, and being filled with that

inflammable or rarefied air, will juſt

float.

Multiply the weight of one cubic foot

of common air, in ounces or decimals of

an ounce, by 0 ,5236 ; and again , multiply

the weight of one cubic foot of inflam

mable air, in ounces ' and decimals of an

ounce, by the ſame number 0 ,5236, and

fubtract this product from the former, no

ting the remainder . Then multiply the

weight of one ſquare foot of the ſtuff, in

ounces or decimals of an ounce , by 3 ,1416 ;

and laſtly , divide this product by theabove

mentioned remainder , and the quotient ex

preſſes the required diameter in feet.

If the weight of a cubic footof common

air is expreſſed in grains, then the weight
o
f
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of the inflammable or rarefied air, and the

weight of the ſtuff, muſt be likewiſe ex

preffed in grains; the reſt of the calcu

lation remaining as before.

Thus, for example, if the weight of a

cubic foot of common air is 1, 2 ounce,

the weight of the inflammable air is half

the weight of the common air, and a

ſquare foot of the ſtuff, of which the bal

loon is to be made, weighs three ounces * ,

it will be found that a balloon made of

that ſtuff, and filled with that ſort of in

flammable air , muſt be 30 feet in diameter,

in order to float in the atmoſphere . If its

diameter is leſs than 30 feet, it will not lift

* In order to aſcertain theweight of a ſquare foot

of filk or other ſtuff, there is no need ofhaving exact

ly a ſquare foot of it ; a ſmaller piece being enough .

Suppoſe, for inſtance, that you have a piece which is

60 ſquare inches ; weigh that piece, and imagine its

weight to be 'a quarter of an ounce; then ſay, by

the rule of three, if 60 ſquare inches weigh 0 ,25 of

an ounce, what is the weight of 144 ſquare inches,

which are equal to one ſquare foot ? and the anſwer

is 3 ,6 ; ſo that one ſquare foot of that ſtuff weighs

3 ounces and 6 tenths of an ounce.

itſelf
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itſelf above the ground; and if the dia

meter is greater than 30 feet, it will aſcend

in the air.

N . B . In this problem , ſome allowance

muſt be made for the weight of the ſeams

or joinings, of whatſoever fort they may

bę. This allowance is beſt made by in

creaſing a little the weight of the ſquare

foot of ſtuff.

The denſity of the atmoſphere decreaſing

according to the diſtance from the ſurface

of the earth ; it follows, that a balloon ,

which will juſt float at a little diſtance

above the ſurface of the earth , will not float

higher up ; and, in general, the equilibrium

takes place when the weight of the bal

loon, and incloſed air, & c . is equal to the

weight of a body of the circumambient

air that is equal to the bulk of the balloon .

Were the heat and gravity of the atmo

ſphere , and likewiſe the heat and ſhape of

a balloon, always the ſame, or regular, it

would be eaſy to calculate at what height

a balloon of a given diameter, & c. would

ceaſe
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ceaſe to aſcend ; but the inconſtancy and

uncertainty of the various cauſes which

concur to affect this equilibrium , render

every effort uſeleſs ; it is therefore better to

omit any farther confideration of this pro

blem , than to perplex the reader with what

can be of little or no uſe.

Prob. VII. To deſcribe the pattern for the

pieces of filk, or other fuft, which are to

form a balloon.

The pieces of filk , linen, paper, or

other ſtuff, of which balloons are generally

formed , being flat ſurfaces ; it is plain, that

a balloon made of them muſt be compoſed

of many flat ſurfaces, which , when put

together, come very near to the ſpherical

figure; however, when the pieces of ſtuff

are properly cut and joined , they will, after

once inflating the balloon with common

air, ſtretch a little towards their middle,

and by this means acquire a ſhape which is

ſo nearly ſpherical, as hardly to be diſ

tinguiſhed , in ſome place or other , to be

otherwiſe.

5 The
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The beſt way to cut the pieces of ſilk

that are to form a balloon , is to deſcribe a

pattern of wood or ſtiff card paper, and

then to cut the filk or other ſtuff upon it.

In order to form a clear idea , imagine two

points on the ſurface of the globe, diame

trically oppoſite to each other, and let a

plane, paffing through the axis which joins

thoſe two points, cut the ſphere in many

Nices, as is commonly uſed to cut melons.

Suppoſing then that thoſe ſlices are equal,

one of them , ſtretched flat, will be a pattern

to cut others, that are to ſerve for the con

ſtruction of a balloon of the required di

menſions.

Fig. 6 , of plate I. exhibits one of thoſe

fices, or the pattern for cutting the pieces

of a balloon. The edges of ſuch a pat

tern, being not arches of circles, cannot

be deſcribed by a pair of compaſſes; and

the beſt way of drawing them is the fola

lowing, when the diameter of the required

balloon , and the number of pieces of which

it is to be formed ,are known.. .

. S Firſt,
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Firſt, Draw on a flat ſurface two right

lines, A E and B C , perpendicular to each

other. Secondly, Find the circumference

anſwering to the given diameter, in feet

and decimals of a foot, and make A D and

DE each equal to a quarter of the cir

cumference ; ſo that the whole length A E

of the pattern will be equal to half the

circumference. Thirdly, Divide A D into

18 equal parts, and to the points of divi

fion apply the lines fg, bi, kl, & c. pa

rallel to each other, and perpendicular to

A D . Fourthly , Divide the whole cir

cumference in twice the given number of

pieces, andmake DC and B B each equal

to the quotient of this diviſion ; ſo that the

whole BC is equal to the greateſt breadth

of one of thoſe pieces. Fifthly, Multi

ply the above-mentioned quotient, viz . the

length of DC, by the decimals annexed

to fg, viz. 0 ,99619 , and then the product

expreſſes the length of fg ; again ,multiply

the ſame length of DC by the decimals

annexed to bi, and the product expreſſes

the length of bi; and, in ſhort, the pro

duct ariſing from the multiplication of the

length
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length ofDC by the decimals annexed to

each of the parallel lines, gives the length

of that line. Laſtly , Having thus found

the lengths of all thoſe lines, draw by hand

a curve line, paſſing through all the extre

mities of the ſaid lines, and that is the edge

of one quarter of the pattern . As for the

other quarters, A B D , EBD ,EDC, they

may be eaſily deſcribed by applying a piece

of paper equal to ADC on any one of

them .

Suppoſe, for example, that the diameter

of the balloon to be conſtructed is 20 feet,

and that it is required to make it of 12

pieces : then, in order to draw the pattern

for thoſe pieces, find the circumference of

the balloon , which is 62,83 feet, and, di

viding it by four, the quotient is 15, 7 feet ;

make therefore AD equal to 15, 7 feet,

and D E likewiſe of the ſame length .

Divide the circumference 62,83 by 24 ,

which is double the number of pieces that

are to form the balloon , and the quotient,

2 ,618 feet, is the length ofDC, and like

S 2 wiſe
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wiſe of BD ; ſo that BC is equal to 5,236

feet. Then, having divided the line A D

into 18 equal parts, and having drawn the

parallel lines from thoſe points of diviſion ,

find the length of each of thoſe lines by

multiplying 2,618 by the decimals annexed

to that line ; thus, 2 ,618, multiplied by

0 ,99619, gives 2,608 feet for the length

of fg ; and again, multiplying 2,618 by

0 ,98481, gives 2 ,578 feet for the length of

bi; and fo of the reſt.

N . B . In cutting the pieces after ſuch

a pattern, care ſhould be had to leave the

piece about half or three quarters of an

inch all round larger than the pattern , which

will be taken up by the ſeams.

· Having thus deſcribed the problems that

are moſt uſeful for the conſtruction ofbal

loons, it is now neceſſary to deſcribe the

various forts of varniſhes, and other things ,

for the preparation of the filk and other

ſubſtances of which the aeroſtats may be

formed ,
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It is evident, that the aeroſtatic machines ,

which are to aſcend bymeans of hot air, .

require a different preparation from thoſe

that are raiſed by means of inflammable

air. The envelope of the former muſt be

prepared ſo as to reſiſt fire as much as pof

fible ; that of the latter is required to pre .

vent the eſcape of the inflammable air ;

and both ſhould be of ſuch a nature as not

to be damaged by water . Buthere lies the

great difficulty ; for if the ftuff for a rare

fied - air machine is prepared with glue,

alum , fal ammoniac, and water -colours,

which ſubſtances will defend it againſt the

fire, then the rain will eaſily waſh them

off ; and if any oily or reſinous ſubſtances

are uſed , which will not be hurt by the

rain , then the fire has again power upon

them : however, for a large aeroſtatic ma

chine upon Montgolfier's principle, the beſt

way to prepare the cloth is, firſt to ſoak

it in a ſolution of fal ammoniac and ſize ;

ufing one pound of each to every gallon

of water ; and when the cloth is quite

dry , to paint it over with ſome earthy co

lour and ſtrong fize or glue; but then it

S 3 Thould
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ſhould be ſheltered from the rain as much

as poſſible,

The very ſmall machines of this kind

are beſt made of paper, without any pre .

paration whatſoever ; but if it were re

quired to make the paper for thoſe ma

chines likewiſe incombuſtible, it may be

foaked in a ſolution of fal ammoniac and

glue, or ſize, as above directed, but uſing

rather a leſs proportion of water.

Alum may likewiſe be uſed inſtead of

fal ammoniac ; and indeed many other

ſålts would have nearly the ſame effect.

Oil, or varniſh of any ſort, is very bad

for ſuch machines, becauſe the heat of the

fire, drying up thoſe ſubſtances, produces

an inflammable vapour within the ma

chine, which may catch fire and deſtroy

it. It has been tried , to ſoak the cloth

firſt in the above-mentioned incombuſtible

folution, and then to varniſh it over ; and

though this method is ſubject to ſome in

conveniences,
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conveniences , yet it anſwers better than

either of the two preparations ſingly.

Upon the whole, I would recommend firſt

to ſoak the cloth in the deſcribed ſolution ,

then to paint it within with any earthy

colour and ſize; and, when perfectly dry , to

varniſh it with ſome ſtiff oily varniſh , that

would dry before it penetrates quite thro'

the cloth . Simple drying linſeed -oil, per

haps, will anſwer as well as any, provided

it be not very fluid. - If the machine con

ſiſted of a double envelope, this preparation

would be more eaſily and more advanta

geouſly applicable.

The inflammable-air balloons have al

ready attained to a great degree of perfec

tion, relative to this particular ; and there

ſeems to be no doubt, but that, in a ſhort

time, they will be made quite impermeable

to the inflammable air, or very nearly fo .

Paper of that ſort which is commonly uſed

for writing, when twice painted , viz, once

on each ſide, with drying oil, and is tho

roughly dry, is ſo far impermeable to the

inflammable air, that ſmall balloonsmay be

S4 ſafely
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ſafely made of it. I have kept ſome in

flammable air in a ſmall paper bag, thus

prepared , for three days; after which the gas

appeared to be as inflammable as before.

But good oil varniſh anſwers this purpoſe

ſtill better, though the paper is generally

rendered more brittle by it.

The balloonsmade of goldbeaters ſkins

do not in general retain the inflamma

ble air long, on account of themany ſmall

pores that are in thoſe ſkins ; and for

this reaſon , ſome of them cannot be filled

by applying their aperture immediately to

the bottle containing the materials which

produce the inflammable air, becauſe the

gas eſcapes through their pores almoſt as

faſt as it is produced ; but, in order to fill

them , the gas muſt be firſt introduced

into bladders, and then muſt be paſſed very

quickly from the bladders into the balloon ,

For ſuch , it is very proper to uſe any fort

of varniſh ; though ſometimes they are ſo

ſmall, that the weight of the varniſh ren

ders them too heavy to aſcend when they

are filled with inflammable air ,

Thc
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The varniſhes for the filk or linen of

large inflammable -air balloons ſhould have

the following properties, viz , impermeabi

lity to the inflammable gas- pliableneſs

and, at the ſame time, dryneſs ſufficient to

adhere firmly to the ſtuff, without ſoiling

the fingers or coming off very eaſily. In

France they talk a good deal of the elaſtic

gum varniſh , of the compoſition of which

(if elaſtic gum is really the principal in

gredient) they make a ſecret. However,

this ſingular ſubſtance, having been ex

amined by various able chymiſts, has been

found to be diffoluble in divers eſſential

oils, but the ſolution always forms a var

niſh , which never dries perfectly, remain

ing clammy and diſagreeable to the touch * .

Vitriolic ether, when very pure, diſſolves

elaſtic gum ; and the ſolution, when dried

up, which it does very readily, exhibits

a ſubſtance exactly like the elastic gum

before the ſolution , being of the ſame

* See Mr. Berniard 's Diſſertation in the xviith

vol. of Le Journal de Phyſique Mr. Aſchard 's Dif

fertation on the ſubject - and Mr. Faujas de Saint

Fond, on the Aeroftatic Machines .

colour,
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colour, elaſticity, degree of dryneſs, & c. * ;

but ſuch ſolution is ſo exceſſively dear, that

I doubt whether it will ever become of any

great uſe,

The copal varniſh or amber varniſh dries

too hard, ſo as not to be pliable , which is

likewiſe the fault of various other varniſhes.

A varniſh made by boiling two ounces of

gum anemiand one ounce of bees -wax in

drying linſeed - oil, has been found tolerably

good. The following has been recom

mended as very good ; though I don't know

that it was ever uſed for large balloons :

To one pint of linſeed - oil, add two ounces

of litharge, two ounces of white vitriol,

and two ounces of gum fanderack ; boil

the whole for about an hour over a flow

fire ; after which let it cool, and, when

fufficiently cold and ſettled , ſeparate it from

the ſediment, or ſtrain it through a ſieve ,

and dilute it with a ſufficient quantity of

ſpirits of turpentine.

. * See my paper in the Philoſophical Tranſactions,

vol. LXXI. page 511,

But
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But the beſt varniſh for an inflammable

air balloon is made with bird -lime. This

varniſh is deſcribed by Mr. Faujas de Saint

Fond *, and is recommended by many who

have uſed it.-- Havingmade ſeveral experi

ments on this ſubject, I imagine that my

way of making it is rather preferable ; but

I ſhall firſt deſcribe that of Mr. de Saint

Fond, and then my own, that the prac

titioner may chooſe as he thinks beſt.

« Take onepoundof bird - lime, put it in

" to a new proper earthen pot that can reſiſt

“ the fire, and let it boil gently for about

“ one hour, viz . till it ceaſes to crackle, or,

” which is the ſame thing , till it is ſo far

« boiled as that a drop of it, being let fall

“ upon the fire, will burn : then pour up

“ ion it a pound of ſpirits of turpentine,

“ ſtirring it at the ſame timewith a wooden

“ ſpatula , and keeping the pot at a good

“ diſtance from the flame, leſt the vapour

" of this eſſential oil ſhould take fire . ,

* Deſcription des Experiences Aeroſtatiques,

Tome iio page 263.

“ After
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" After this, let it boil for about ſix mi

“ nutes longer ; then pour upon the whole

“ three pounds of boiling oil of nuts, or of

“ linſeed , or of poppy, rendered drying by

“ means of litharge ; ſtir it well, let it

“ boil for a quarter of an hour longer, and

" the varniſh is made.

“ After it has reſted for 24 hours, and

" the ſediment is gone to the bottom , de

« cant it into another pot ; and when you

« want to uſe it, warm it, and apply it

“ with a flat bruſh upon the filk ſtuff

“ whilſt that is kept well ſtretched. One

“ coat of it may be ſufficient; but if two,

“ it will be proper to give one on each

“ fide of the filk , and to let them dry

“ in the open air whilſt the ſilk remains

« extended ."

The following is my method : - In

order to render linſeed -oil drying, boil it,

with two ounces of faccarum faturni, and

three ounces of litharge, for every pint

of oil, till the oil has diffolved them , which

will be accompliſhed in about half an

hour.
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hour. Then put a pound of bird -lime, .

and half a pint of the drying oil, into a pot

(iron or copper pots are the ſafeſt for this

purpoſe) the capacity of which may be

equal to about one gallon , and let it boil

very gently over a flow charcoal fire till

the bird -lime ceaſes to crackle, which will

be in about half or three quarters of

an hour ; then pour upon it two pints

and a half more of drying oil, and let

it boil for about one hour longer, ſtirring

it very frequently with an iron or wooden

ſpatula. As the varniſh , whilſt boiling ,

and eſpecially when it is nearly done, ſwells

very much , care ſhould be had to remove,

in thoſe caſes, the pot from the fire, and to

replace it when the varniſh ſubſides, other

wiſe it will boil over. Whilſt the ſtuff is

boiling, the operator ſhould , from time to

time, examine whether the varniſh has

boiled enough ; which is thusknown :

Take ſome of it upon the blade of a large

knife, and then , after rubbing the blade of

another knife upon it, ſeparate the knives,

and when , on this ſeparation , the varniſh

begins to form threads between the two

knives,

10
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knives, you may conclude the varnith is

done; and, without loſing time, it muſt

be removed from the fire. When it is

almoſt, though not quite cold , add about

an equal quantity of ſpirit of turpentine ;

mix it well together, and let it reſt till

the next day, when , having warmed it a

little, ſtrain it and bottle it : if it is too

thick, add ſome more ſpirit of turpentine.

When this varniſh is laid upon the ſilk

or linen , the ſtuff lhould be perfectly dry ,

and ſtretched ; fo that the varnilh , which

ought to be uſed lukewarm ,may fill up the

pores of the ſtuff. The varniſh ſhould be

daid once very thin upon one ſide of the

ſtuff, and , about 12 hours after, two other

coats of it ſhould be laid on , viz . one on

each fide ; and, 24 hours after, the filk

may be uſed, though in cold weather itmay

be left to dry ſome time longer. Thus

far of the varniſhes ; and as, in the preced

ing pages, the manner of cutting the pieces,

which are to form a balloon , has been

ſufficiently deſcribed , there remains very

little to be added relative to the conſtruc

tion of thoſemachines.

The
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The ſpherical is the ſhape, which in

general ſhould be adopted , for all ſorts of

aeroſtatic machines, or a very ſmall varia

tion from the ſpherical ; but for very ſmall

paper machines, conſtructed merely for the

ſake of ſeeing them fying in the atmo

ſphere, it is much eaſier to make theſe

cylindrical in the middle, and conical at

the two extremities ; for in this conſtruc

tion there is no occaſion for any pattern ,

nor are there many pieces to be paſted to

gether ; an oblong piece of paper being

paſted round, makes the middle part, and

two cones of paper paſted to the ends of

the middle part, compleat the machine;

but then one of the cones muſt be trun

cated , in order to form the aperture of the

aeroftat ; to which muſt beaffixed a hoop of

iron wire, with a croſs or frame likewiſe of

wire, in the middle of which a wire ſocket

receives the cotton or carded wool ſoaked in

fpirits of wine, & c .- Fig . 7 and 8 , of plate

I. exhibit the ſections of two ſmall ma

chines of this fort, one of which is globular,

and one ofthe other above-mentioned ſhape;

below which is a plan of the hoop and

frame of the aperture.

The
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· The paper moſt commonly uſed for

theſe ſmall aeroſtats is of a fine and looſe

texture ; but if the ſpherical ones are above

two feet in diameter, they may bemade of

the fine writing-paper. - If they are ſhaped

like fig . 8 , they ſhould be at leaſt about

two feet in diameter, and three feet high .

Their aperture, which muſt be about 9

inches in diameter, is paſted round a circle of

iron wire ofabout the ſize of the fineſt neta

ting needles. A croſs of the ſamewire is

faſtened in this circle, and in the middle of

the croſs a ſocket is made, or four ſhort

wires are raiſed, capable of containing a

ball of cotton , or rather of wool, about the

ſize of a large egg.

When one of thoſe machines is required

to be raiſed , firſt unfold it, as well as you

can, by putting your hand or a ſtick in

it; then hold it at arm 's length by the

top, to which part a piece of thread ſhould

always be put, in conſtructing thoſe ma

chines; and by moving the machine a few

times up and down, the air will eaſily ſwell

it. Now let the ball of cotton be ſoaked

in good ſpirits of wine, and put it in the

wire
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W

wire ſocket of the machine, taking care

that none of the ſpirits falls upon the paper.

This done, roll up a ſheet of paper in a

looſe manner, ſet the end of it on fire , and

when it makes a good fame, put it juſt

under the aperture of themachine, and the

flame of it will not only ſet fire to the ſpi

rits, but will likewiſe help to rarefy the air

within the machine; in conſequence of

which, the aeroſtat will ſoon becomelighter

than an equal bulk of common air, and, if

you let it go, it will aſcend into the atmo

ſphere, and will be carried away by the

wind .

The large aeroſtatic machines require a

great many precautions, and a great deal of

judgmentmuſt be uſed in their conſtruction .'

The moſt advantageous ſhape, as we ſaid

above, for all aeroſtatic machines, is the

ſpherical ; but thoſe with rarefied air have

been mademoſtly of an oblong ſpheroidical

figure, for the ſake of removing ,as much as

poffible, the top of the machine from the

flame of the fire, which muſt neceſſarily

be uſed in them : however, ſome of thoſe

- T . machines
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machines have been made truly ſpherical,

and it does notappear that their upper part

was particularly damaged by the fire.

Without confining the practitioner to

any ſhape in particular, which would be

exceedingly improper in the infancy of the

ſubject, I ſhall only point out the various

circumſtances which ſhould be kept in

view . - I. The aſcenſion of an aeroſtatic

machine on Mr.Montgolfier's principle, is

owing to the endeavour which the rarefied

air makes perpendicularly upwards againſt

the upper part of themachine; from which

it follows, that ſuch endeavour is propor

tional to the height of the column of hot

air ; and as in a ſpheroid having its longeſt

axis. perpendicular to the horizon , the co

lumn of hot air is longer than in a ſphere

of the ſame capacity, it is plain that the

upper part of the ſpheroid muſt ſuſtain a

greater preſſure than the upper part of a

ſphere. II. As the preſſure of the hot air

is exerted only againſt the upper part of the

machine, it is clear that this part muſt

be made ſtronger than the reſt. III. The

aperture of the machine ſhould be between

one
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one third and one quarter of the diameter

of themachine, if this is above fifty feet;

but if leſs, then the aperture hould be

rather larger: a neck , or cylindrical produc

tion of the ſtuff of which the machine

is made, ſhould be added to the aperture.

IV . On the outſide of this cylindrical pro

duction the gallery for the aeronauts muſt

be placed , and in the inſide the fire- place

is ſituated . V . The gallery is beſt made of

wicker -work, and ſhould be at leaſt three

feet high and 18 inches broad . The inner

baluſtrade of this gallery is faſtened to the

neck of themachine, and the upper edge of

it needs not be more than three feet from

the ſpherical ſurface of the machine ; and,

as the cylindrical production is not to come

lower than the bottom of the gallery, it

follows, that the length of this production

is about 6 feet. The external baluſtrade of

the gallery is beſt faſtened by ropes pro

ceeding from the very top of the machine,

all along the outſide of it ; and thoſe ropes,

from the equator of the machine upwards,

ſhould be interſected by croſs ropes, making

a kind of net-work . VI. The fire - place

T 2
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is beſt made of iron ; and it ſhould conſiſt

of iron wire, or rather of bars notvery flen

der, becauſe it has been obſerved, that when

themachine is in the atmoſphere, the fire

burns with ſuch rapidity as to conſume the

fine iron wire very faſt. The diameter of

the grate ſhould be rather leſs than one

third of the diameter of the aperture. The

grate may be ſupported by iron chains pro

ceeding from the upper part of the inner

baluſtrade of the gallery, and it ſhould not

ſtand higher than about a foot above the

edge of the cylindrical production , which

terminates with the bottom of the gallery .

VII. In the neck of the machine, and juſt

over the edge of the gallery, port-holes

muſt be cut, through which the fire is ſup

plied with fuel, and which at the ſametime

may ſerve to give air to the fire ; for ſome

times, eſpecially when the grate is placed

too high, the fire will not burn well, for

want of a proper ſupply of freſh air.

It is evident that theſe remarks are not

fufficient for any perſon who wants to con

ſtruct ſuch a machine ; but the preſent ſtate

of
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of knowledge, relative to the ſubject, does

not admit of more preciſe rules, and even

thoſe mentioned above may admit of con

fiderable variations ; experience, and the

ingenuity of the operator, muſt ſupply the

deficiencies ſhewn by daily practice,

The inflammable-air balloons may be

conſtructed with much more certainty and

preciſion than the other ſort of aeroſtatic

machines. The pieces, ofwhich a balloon

of this kind is to be formed, muſt be cut

when the varniſh is ſufficiently dry. In

order to join them together, the edges of

two pieces are laid fiat againſt each other ,

for about the depth of half an inch or a

littlemore, then they are once folded , both

together , and are ſtitched in that ſituation ,

which naturally formsan elevation or ridge,

which remains towards the inſide of the

balloon ; but a better, though notthe quick

eſt way of joining the pieces of a balloon ,

is to lay about half an inch of the edge

of one piece over the edge of the other,

and thus ſew them by a double ſtitching.

This method is clearly ſhewn in fig. 9 of

T 3 . plate
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plate I , where ABCD is one piece of

filk , EFG the other ; and the two dotted

lines (hew the double ſtitching.

-
-

-

To the upper part of the balloon there

muſt be a valve, which opens within ; -

a ſtring that proceeds from it, and paſſes

through the balloon , goes to the boat fuf

pended below it, from whence the aeronaut

may pull it, & c. This valve ſerves to let

the inflammable air out of theballoon ; and

may be conſtructed in the following man

ner. See fig. 10, of plate I. - A braſs plate

A B , has a hole CD, in themiddle, about

2 or 3 inches in diameter , and is covered

on both ſides with ftrong and ſmooth

leather. On the part of it which is to go

within the balloon , there is a ſhutter E ,

likewiſe of braſs, and covered with leather;

its office is to cloſe the hole CD, ſo

that it muſt be about two inches larger

in diameter than the hole. It is faſtened

to the leather of the plate A B , by means

of a production of its own leather, on one

fide of it ; and is kept againſt the hole by

means of a ſpring, which needs not be

3 very
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very ſtrong, ſince, when the balloon, is:

full of inflammable air, the elaſticity of

the gas itſelf will help to keep it ſhut. A

ſtring faſtened to this ſhutter muſt paſs

quite through the balloon , and come out

of it through a hole made in a ſmall round

piece of wood that is faſtened to the loweſt

part of the balloon , and diametrically op

poſite to the valve. - No great loſs of in

flammable air is to be apprehended thro '

this hole, not only becauſe it is ſmall, but

alſo becauſe it lies at the loweſt part of the

balloon , towards which the inflammable

air never preſſes, except when the balloon

is quite diſtended. A ſmall ſtring ſhould

be placed from the ſhutter to the plate AB,

and of ſuch length as will not allow the

fhutter being opened beyond a certain de

gree.

From the upper part of the balloon ,

where the plate A B with the valve is to be

applied, the filk muſt be cut off, making a

hole about 6 or 8 inches in diameter ; and

to this hole the plate with the valve is thus

applied : - Let the leathers, which cover the

. . . T 4 plate
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plate A B . be ſewed together, cloſe to the

edge of the plate, but then projecting a

bout 6 inches farther all round : let the filk ,

viz , the edge of the hole at the top of the

balloon, be encloſed between the two lea

thers, and thus be ſewed all three together ,

viz. the ſilk in the middle, and the leather

on each ſide of it, with a double or treble

row of ſtitches.

To the lower part of the balloon two

tubes of the fame ſtuff muſt be attached ;

each of them may be fixed about two

or three feet from the lowermoſt point

of the ſpherical ſurface. Their diameters

Thould be at leaſt fix inches for a balloon of

30 feet, but much larger for a balloon of

40 feet or upwards ; and their length

ſhould be ſuch as that their extremities

may reach the boat, that is to be ſuſpended

to the balloon . - Small balloons, viz . leſs

than about 18 feet in diameter, are made

with one ſhort tube or neck. Theſe tubes

are the apertures through which the in

flammable gas is introduced into the bal.,

loon ,

Before
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Before the plate with the valve is placed

at the top of the balloon, it is proper to

put ſome varniſh on the ſeams within the

balloon , in order to ſtop up, asmuch as

poſſible, the needle -holes. It may be done

by turning the inſide of the balloon out

ward. Atleaſt, itwould notbe uſeleſs to put

fome varniſh on the outſide of thoſe ſeams.

The boats for ſuch balloons have been

made of various materials, and in different

ſhapes,nor does it ſeem neceſſary to be con

fined to one conſtruction , provided it be

made ſufficiently ſtrong and ſafe, in caſe of

accident, as if it were to fall upon water,

& c. It would be very proper to make

it of wicker -work , and to cover it with

leather, either well painted or varniſhed

over. Thus it would be light, it would

float very well upon water ; and, in caſe

of a fall, or of ſtriking againſt any thing

hard, it would not eaſily break.

The propereſtmethod of ſuſpending the

boat, is by means of ropes proceeding from

the net which goes over the balloon . :

The
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The netmuſt be formed as much as poſ

fible to the ſhape of the balloon, and ſhould

go as far down as the middle of the ma

chine ; from whence various cords proceed

to the circumference of a circle * , about

two feet below the balloon ; and from

which the fame or other ropes go to the

edge of the boat.

Count Zambeccari, who has made a

beautiful balloon , with which he intends

ſhortly to aſcend, made the net of it fo,

as to have itsmeſhes ſmall at the top of the

balloon , and to increaſe in proportion as

they recede from the top . This judi

cious contrivance not only appears more

beautiful, but likewiſe adds greater ſtrength

to thoſe parts of the balloon , againſt which

the inclofed inflammable air exerts the

greateſt preſſure. ,

· In the firſt aerial voyage made in an in

flammable-air balloon, and in a few others,

* This circle may be made of wood, or rather of

many pieces of ſlender cane bound together. Its di

ameter may be about three or four feet , for a balloon

of about thirty

a hoop
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a hoop was put round the middle of the

balloon, to which the net was faſtened ;

but afterwards the uſe of it was ſuperſeded,

upon the perſuaſion that it was uſeleſs. In

deed , there ſeems to be no abſolute ne

ceſſity for it ; but it appears very evident,

that the balloon muſt be leſs confined when

a hoop is round it ; whereas, without the

hoop, the ropes not only rub againſt it, but

generally preſs it into an oblong form . This

hoop may be made of ſlender pieces of

cane bound together,and covered with lea

ther .

CHAPTER IV.

Of the variousmeans, either uſed or propoſed,

for raiſing higher, or lowering, the aero

ſtatic machines, and likewiſe for directing

them .

T HE method generally uſed for ele

T vating higher, or lowering, the aero

ſtatic machines with rarefied air, has been

the
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the augmentation or diminution of the fire,

which is entirely at the command of the

aeronaut, as long as he has any fuel in the

gallery . Thismethod is ſo natural, ſimple,

and effectual, that there ſeems to beno need

of inveſtigating any other . :

The inflammable -air balloons have been

generally raiſed and lowered by diminiſhing

the weight in the boat, and by letting out

ſome of the inflammable air through the

valve ; for which purpoſe it is neceſſary,

that a conſiderable quantity of ballaſt be

put into the boat on firſt aſcending, and, as

the inflammable air is continually eſcaping

out of the machine, part of the ballaſtmuſt

be thrown out from time to time, in order

to keep the machine up. It is plain , that

this inconvenience will be leſſened in pro

portion as the ſtuff, of which the balloons

are made, is improved , ſo as to be rendered

leſs, or entirely, impermeable to the in

flammable air.

If the perſon , who travels with an in

flammable -air balloon through the atmq

ſphere,
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ſphere, throws out juſt fo much ballaſt as

will prevent its deſcent, a well-made bal

loon will be ſeveral hours before it loſes

100 pounds of its levity ; but if, by various

deſcents and aſcents, ſome inflammable air,

and ſome ballaſt, be alternately thrown out,

the machine will preſently become too

heavy to float.

• If in the atmoſphere there were any

thing heavier than common air to be found,

the aeronaut willing to deſcend lower, in

ſtead of diminiſhing the levity of the bal

loon , by letting out the inflammable air, .

might increaſe its weight, by taking in a

proportionate quantity of that ſubſtance ;

which hemight again throw out when he

wanted to aſcend ; thus themachine might

bekept up much longer than otherwiſe : but

as in the atmoſphere there is nothing but air

that can be eaſily taken into a bag or other

veſſel, and as that air would not increaſe

the weight of a bag, except it were con

denſed and rendered ſpecifically heavier than

an equal bulk of the circumambient air ;

therefore it has been propoſed to condenſe

the
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w
e

-

the air in a veffel annexed to the balloon,

by means of a ſyringe or a good pair of

bellows, and thus to increaſe the weight of

the machine, when required to lower it ;

and to expel this compreſſed common air

again when required to reafcend . For this

purpoſe, the veſſel or bag, in which the

air is to be condenſed , muſt be very ſtrong

and very large , conſidering that the weight

of a cubic foot of common air is little more

than an ounce ; fo that ſuppoſing the capa

city of the veſſel to be equal to 20 cubic

feet, and that a double atmoſphere were

condenſed in it, viz . twice as much air as

its capacity would contain without any

condenſation , then the weight thus added

to this veſſel would barely amount to one

pound and a half ; and the endeavour ex

erted by the elaſticity of the condenſed air

againſt the ſides of the veſſel would be

above 14 pounds for every ſquare inch of

ſurface ; to reſiſt which the veſſel ought to

be conſiderably ſtrong.

In order to ſtrengthen ſuch a veſſel from

without, bymeans of ſomething which did

not
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not add any weight to the balloon, it has

been propoſed to incloſe one balloon within

another, to fill the outward balloon with

inflammable air, and the inner one with

common air, through a tube made to paſs

through the invelope of the outward bal

loon ; for the inflammable air, preſſing on

the outſide of the inner balloon , would

ſtrengthen it, ſo that the common air might

be in a greatmeaſure condenſed in it, & c.

This method is certainly very ingenious ;

but, if we conſider the trilling weight,

which may be thus added to the balloon ,

the time required to throw into the inner

balloon , or other veſſel, ſuch a quantity of

common air as would weigh eight or ten

pounds, and the apparatus required for it,

we may eaſily perceive that this method

may be applied only when the balloons are

ſo far improved , and rendered impermeable

to the inflammable air, as to be raiſed or

lowered by adding or removing the weight

of a few ounces, or at moſt a pound or

two * .
Another

* Beſides the eſcape of the inflammable air , or the

throwing out of the ballaſt, there is another very

powerful
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Another ingenious ſcheme for lowering

or raiſing higher an aeroſtatic machine is

the following :- It has been propoſed to

put a ſmall aeroſtatic machine with rarefied

air , under an inflammable -air balloon , by

means of ropes, and ſo diſtant from it as

that the fire of the former might not

inflame the inflammable air of the lat

ter ; for which purpoſe the diſtance of

about 30 or 40 feet would be fully fuffi

cient. The boat or gallery ought to be

placed fo near the rarefied - air machine,

as that the aeronaut might eaſily regulate

the fire of it. With this apparatus, it is

plain that the whole machinery might be

raiſed higher, or lowered, by only increaſing

or diminiſhing the fire in the lower aero

ſtatic machine. This method has not, as

far as I know , been tried yet, but ſeems to

be promiſing of ſucceſs.

The ballaſt hitherto uſed for aeroftatic

machines has been generally fand , which is

powerful cauſe, which occaſions the balloons to riſe

or fall. This is the condenſation and rarefaction of

the inflammable air, ariſing from heat and cold , and

which very commonly produces an effect equal to

many pounds weight.

certainly
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certainly very proper, not only on account a

of its conſiderable ,weight, and no great

bulk , but likewiſe, becauſe in falling upon

any perſon , or any brittle thing , it cannot

occaſion any damage. Water would be

equally proper, if it were not ſubject to be

congealed by the cold , which is generally

met with in the upper regions of the atmo

ſphere.

The wings or oars frequently uſed with

the boats of inflammable -air balloons, ſeem

to have helped the aſcent or deſcent of

the machine very little or nothing ; and at

moft, they may have juſt prevented the fall

of the balloon upon ſome particular diſada

vantageous ſpot, as a tree, a houſe, & c.

It ſhould be conſidered , that a balloon in

the atmoſphere does not deſcend or aſcend

exactly like a piece of iron or wood in wa

ter, becauſe the atmoſphere is of different

degrees of denſity within very ſhort diſ

tances, which is not the caſe with a quan

tity of water ; hence, if a piece of iron , or

other ſubſtance, ſpecifically heavier than

water,
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water, being left upon the furface of that

fluid, deſcends a few inches, it will con

tinue to deſcend as far as the bottom ; and

if a piece of wood , or other ſubſtance, lighter

than water , riſes a few inches above the

bottom of a veſſel full of water, it will

continue to riſe as far as the ſurface of the

water. But a balloon which could be juſt

made to deſcend a few feet lower, from the

heightof 1000 yards, by the addition of one

pound weight, would require more and

more weight in order to deſcend lower

and lower , becauſe, if the air at 1000 feet

height is too rare to ſupport it, the air at

the height of goo yards is juſt ſufficiently

denſe to keep it up , the air at 800 yards is

more denſe than ſufficient to ſupport it, and

fo on : the contrary may be ſaid of the

balloon's afcenfion . Hence it appears, that

if the action of the wings is hardly capable.

of cauſing it to deſcend or aſcend a few feet,

it muſt be much leſs capable of lowering of

raiſing it through a greater diſtance.

The means propoſed for directing the

aeroftatic machines horizontally, have been

numerous
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numerous indeed, eſpecially ſince the A

cademy of Lyons offered a premium to

the author of the beſt Eſſay on the ſub

ject. Some of thoſe projects have been

built upon evidently wrong principles,

others are of a very doubtful and compli

cated nature; but there are a few which

deſerve to be examined , tried, and perhaps

improved . Of the firſt fort are thoſe, which

propoſe annexing fails to the balloon , or

othermachinery to be moved by the wind ;

ſince the aeroſtatic machines, being at reſt

with reſpect to the air that ſurrounds

them , feel no wind, and conſequently the

fails cannot poſſibly act.

The compariſon of the veſſels at ſea, is

generally uſed to explain the ſuppoſed ac

tion of the wind on the fails of a balloon ;

but the caſe is quite different, becauſe the

Thip at ſea will, in any caſe, move with a

velocity incomparably leſs than that of the

wind that impels it, and therefore the

difference between the velocity of the wind

and the velocity of the ſhip , is the real

wind felt by the fails. If it be aſked ,

U 2 : What
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What prevents the veſſel moving with the

fame velocity of the wind ? the anſwer is,

The reſiſtance of the water . But a balloon ,

finding no reſiſtance, acquires the ſame ve

locity with the ſurrounding air, and there

fore it can feel no wind,

The moſt rational projects for directing

an aeroſtatic machine, are thoſe which pro

poſe to exert a force or endeavour againſt

the ambient air on one ſide of themachine,

by which means the machine would be

moved in the oppoſite direction ; and in

deed this ſeems to be the only principle

upon which we may depend, and upon

which experiments and contrivances ſhould

be made. .

It has been propoſed to puſh againſt the

air on one ſide of the machine, by means

of the ſtream iſſuing out of an eolipile, or

fire- engine, in order to move themachine

the oppoſite way ; but it is apprehended

that the weight and bulk of the appara

tus would be too great, in proportion to

the effect that might be expected from it.
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. It has been propoſed to produce the ſame

effect by means of gun-powder ; for in

ſtance, by rockets faſtened to themachine,

and fired ſo that their ſtream mightbe op

poſite to the courſe intended ; but it would

bedangerous to apply theſe too near the in

fiammable air of a balloon filled with it.

However, the effect that mightbe produced

by this means deſerves to be examined.

Oars or wings are the only meansof this

fort thathave been uſed with ſome ſucceſs ;

and theſe ſeem to be capable of conſiderable

improvement, tho ' perhaps they can never

be expected to produce a very conſiderable

effect, eſpecially when the machine goes

at a great rate ; however, it would be of

very great advantage, if they only impelled

the balloon 30 or 40 degrees from the

direction of the wind * . The beſt me

* The very little effect which thoſe wings have

produced, with reſpect to the motion of a balloon , . .

ſnewshow difficult, if not impoſſible, itwould be, not

only to move along, but alſo to raiſe up the weight

of a man , by means of wings alone, however mecha ,

nically they may be contrived .

U 3 thod
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thod of moving thoſe oars or wings is by

the immediate ſtrength of a man , applied

nearly in the ſamemanner as is uſed for the

pars of boats on water ; every other com

plication of mechaniſm ſeeming rather to

hinder than to help the effect * .

The ſhape of thoſe wings has been made

different almoſt in every trial, nor do I

mean to recommend any one in preference,

fince no deciſive trials, which might au

thorize it, have hitherto been made. But

it is neceſſary to obſerve, that they ſhould

be made as large and light as can be con

veniently managed , and might at the ſame

time be ſufficiently ſtrong .

, , * About 30 years ago, the Rev .Ms. Wilkie, Pro

feſſor of Natural Philoſophy, propoſed , that in a

ſcheme of Aying bymechanical means, the artificial

wingsmight be ſo contrived as to be moved, notby the

hands, but by extending the legs, the ſtraps or ſtrings

which pulled them down being faſtened to the feet,

becauſe , by this means, a much greater power might

be exerted . See Deſagulier's Experimental Philoſo

phy. - A mechaniſm contrived on this principle might

be uſed for moving the wings of a ballon .

They

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
-

-
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They may be made, in general, of filk

ſtretched between wires, tubes, or ſticks ;

and it muſt be remembered, that if they

áre flat, they muſt be turned edgeways,

when they are moved in the direction in

which the machine is intended to be im

pelled, but flat in the oppoſite direction .

Fig . 11. of plate I. is the repreſentation

of one of the wings uſed by Mr. Blanch

ard. Fig . 12 . is one of thoſe uſed by Mr.

Lunardi,which conſiſts of many filk ſhut

ters or valves, ABCD , DECF, & c .

every one of which opens on one ſide only ;

viz . A DBC opens upon the line A B ,

DECF opens upon the line DC, & c .

In conſequence of which conſtrucion, this

ſort of oars do not need being turned edge

ways. Fig. 14. repreſentsone of thewings

uſed by the brothers Roberts, in the aerial

voyage ofthe 19th Sept. 1784. And fig. 13.

repreſents one of the wings conſtructed by

Count Zambeccari, which is nothing more

than a piece of ſilk ſtretched between

two tin tubes ſet at an angle ; but theſe

wings are ſo contrived as to turn edgeways

U4
by
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by themſelves,when they go in one direc

tion .

The greateſt effect produced by the

wings of an aeroſtatic machine, was in

the above-mentioned voyage of the Ro-,

berts : and the remarksmade in their ac

countare ſo juſt * , that I have nothing fur

ther to add, excepting the deſire that thoſe,

as well as any other ſort of wings or im

pulſive power, were tried in ſtill air. A

large hall, a church , or the like, might

ſuffice for the experiment. When their

real power hasbeen once aſcertained, it will

be eaſy from thence to calculate how far an

aeroſtatic machine may be made to deviate

from the direction of the wind , when

going at a known rate. For inſtance, fup ,

poſe that the machine, either by the action

of wings, or by othermeans,may be made

to move from A to B , fig. 15 and 16 , in a

given direction ; and ſuppoſe that, by the ac

tion of the wind alone, it would move from

B to C ; it is plain , that by both powers to - ;

gether, themachine would be impelled in

* See page 168.

a com ,
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a compound direction , and at the end of

that given time it would be found at D ,

having percurred the diagonal BD of the

parallelogram , which , when the two forces

are in the ſame, or in quite oppoſite direc

tions, becomes one right line ; and then the

two forces would be either added or ſub

tracted from each other,

A helm has ſometimes been uſed with

the boats of aeroſtatic machines ; but it

does not appear that it had any particular

power of directing its courſe ; and indeed

it ſeemsas if it could have none, when the

machine is only moved by the wind, be

cauſe the circumambient air is 'at reſt with

reſpect to the machine. The caſe is quite

different with a veſſel at ſea, becauſe the

water, over which the veſſel floats, ſtands

ſtill, whilſt the veſſel goes along. .

CHAP
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CHAPTER V .

Manner of filling large aeroſtatic machines

exemplified .

T HE method of filling large aeroſtatic

1 machines with rarefied air, has not

been brought to ſuch a certainty, as the

method of filling the inflammable -air bal

loons ; and what is exemplified in this

chapter, is only the reſult of what the

greateſt number of ſucceſsful experiments

ſeems to point out as the beſt hitherto

known.

A ſcaffold ABCD , fig . 1. pl. II. is raiſed

about6 or 8 feet above the ground, the ſize of

which muſt be in proportion to the diameter

of the balloon , its breadth being at leaſt equal

totwo- thirdsof the diameter of themachine.

In the middle of this ſtage is a well EF,

which goes as far as the ground, where it

has
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has a door or two, through which the fire

that is made within the well is ſupplied

with fuel, & c. Above the ſcaffold , the

well ſhould be raiſed about two or three

feet, though ſometimes it has been made

to terminate even with the ſcaffold . The

diameter of the well ought to be a little

ſmaller than the neck of the machine, and

it would be proper to build it very ſlightly

with brick ; but if made of wood, it muſt

be well plaiſtered , ſo as to prevent its being

burned .

The fire within the well may be made

quite on the ground ; but it would be bet

ter if it were raiſed a foot or two from the

ground, in order to give itmore air .

Two maſts, HI, KL, are ſet ſtraight

up, one on each ſide of the ſcaffold , having

each a pulley at the top ; and they ſhould

be rendered more ſteady, (eſpecially to pre

vent their bending towards each other) by

means of ropes,GK, KP, HP, GH. .

When
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When the aeroſtatic machine is to be

filled , the gallery being faſtened to it, is

ſituated on the ſcaffold and round the aper

ture of the well, ſo that the neck of the

machine juſt coincides with it. A rope that

paſſes through the pullies ofboth maſts, and

through a ring or ſtrong loop at the top

of the machine, ſerves to lift the balloon

about 15 feet or more above the ſcaffold ,

when its extremities are pulled . The reſt of

themachine is ſpread over the ſcaffold , in

the manner indicated by the dotted repre

fentation MNO. Abouttheequator of the

machine, rings or loops ſhould be adapted ,

thro 'which ropes are paſſed , which, when

the machine is filling, are held by men

ſtationed round the ſcaffold , and ſerve to

prevent not only its being agitated by the

wind, but likewiſe its aſcending before the

proper time. As the ropes run freely thro'

the rings, when the machine is to aſcend,

if the perſons that hold them let go one

end of each rope, and pull the other, the

rope will eaſily flip through ; and in the

ſame manner the rope which paſſes over

the machine is diſengaged, when the ma

- chine
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chine is ſo far filled as to ſuſtain itſelf,which

will take place within a few minutes after

lighting the fire. Things being thus pre

pared , the fire is lighted in the well ; and

here it is proper to take notice, that it is not

- theſmoke, butthe hot air, that isrequired to

be introduced within the machine. Indeed

the ſmoke cannot be prevented entering

into it ; butmy meaning is, that the com

buſtibles ſhould be chofen with a view to

their burning quick and clear, rather than

of producing a great deal of ſmoke. Small

wood and ſtraw have been found to be very

fit for this purpoſe *

The fire determining a current of hot air

upwards, the machine is preſently ſwelled ,

and will lift itſelf up from over the ſcaffold ,

and from over the gallery , which hitherto

* In conſequence of ſeveral experiments made by

che author, with ſmall aeroſtatic machines ſuſpended

to one end of the beam of a balance , it ſeems that

{pirits of wine is upon the whole the beſt combuſti

ble, 'not only to fill the machines of this fort, but

alſo to keep them up ; but its being very dear, will

perhaps ever prevent its being uſed for large ma.

chines.

had
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-
-
-
-

-
-

-

had been entirely covered by it. Then the

paſſengers, fuel, inſtruments, & c . are placed

in the gallery. When the machine ſhews

evident efforts to aſcend, the ropes round

it muſt be ſo managed , by thoſe who hold

them , that the aperture of themachinemay

be brought fideway of the well, a little

above the ſcaffold . There the fire- place

is quickly ſuſpended in it ; the fire, which

muſt be all quite ready, is lighted in the

grate, and, the lateral ropes being ſlipped off,

the machine is abandoned to the air .

-
-

-
m.---

Fig. 2 , of plate II. is a repreſentation of

ſuch a machine in the atmoſphere.

In eſtimating the power of thoſe ma

chines, it muſt be obſerved , that by the moſt

accurate experiments, made with large as

well as with ſmall machines, ſuſpended un

der one ſcale of a balance, and their power

examined by weights put in the oppoſite

ſcale, it appears, that only one third of the

common air can be expelled from the large

machines ; ſince the utmoſt fire that can be

made in the ſmall machines, will not expel

above
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above half the contained common air ; and

it is therefore evident, that in the large ma

chines, wherein the fire cannot poſſibly be

made proportionably ſo ſtrong , not above

one third of the common air can be ex

pelled by rarefaction . Atmoſt, the levity ,

or the aſcending power of the rarefied air

in them , can be only eſtimated as equal to

half an ounce averdupoiſe for every cubie

foot.

In order to fill an inflammable -air bal

loon , the quantity of materials neceſſary

for the production of inflammable air muſt

be firſt conſidered ; then the reſt of the

apparatus, which principally confifts of the

calks that are to contain thoſe materials, is

eaſily determined ,

Suppoſe that the balloon is 30 feet in die

ameter, then its capacity is 14137 cubic

feet ; and for the production of ſuch a bulk

of inflammable air, there are required about

3900 pounds of iron turnings, 3900 pounds

of vitriolic acid , and 19500 pounds of

water, As theballoon ſhould not be above

three1ο
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three quarters:filled , it is evident that the

above-mentioned quantities are rather great

er than required ; but it is always proper

to have more materials than what are juſt

fufficient.

Fig. 3, of plate II, repreſents the ap

paratus. AA are two tubs, about 3 feet

in diameter, and nearly two feet deep,

inverted in larger tubs, BB, full of wa.

ter. In the bottom of each of the in

verted tubs a hole is made, and a tube E ,

of tin , is adapted , which is about ſeven

inches in diameter,and ſeven or eight long.

To thoſe tubes, the filken tubes of the

balloon are to be tied . Round each of

the tubs B , five , fix , ormore ſtrọng caſks

are placed * ; in the top of each , two

holes are made, and to one of thoſe holes

a tube of tin is adapted, and ſo Ihaped that,

* The number of thoſe caſks isnot very material;

but if they are few , they muſt be the larger ; in

Ahort, their capacity and number ſhould be ſo regu

lated, as that, when the whole quantity of materials

is equally divided among them , each caſk mightbe

rather leſs than half full.

pafling
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paſſing over the edge of the tub B, and

through the water, it may terminate with

its aperture under the inverted tub A .

The other hole of thoſe caſks ſerves for

the introduction of the materials, and is

ſtopped with a wooden plug. The tin

tubes of the caſks need not be larger than

3 inches and a half in diameter ; and the

other holesmay be ſmaller.

Two maſts, with a rope, & c. are uſed for

this as well as for the other ſort of aero

ſtatic machines; though with this there is

no great need for them , becauſe, if by

means of a narrow ſcaffold , or otherwiſe ,

the balloon (nomatter whether all extended

or not, provided it be not much folded up)

is elevated five or ſix feet above the level of

the tubs A , A , that is fully ſufficient.

When theballoon is to be filled , put the.

net over it, and let it be ſuſpended, as ſhewn.

by CDF ; and,having expelled all the come

mon air from it, faſten its ſilk tubes round

the tin tubes E , E * ; then put the juſt pro

portion

* This balloon ſhould be ſteadied by means of la

teral ropes, like the rarefied- air machines ; but in this

· X the
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portion of materials into the caſks, begin

ning with the iron , next pouring in the

water, and laſtly the vitriolic acid .

The inflammable air generated willim

mediately begin to ſwell the envelope, and

in a ſhort time the balloon will be capable

of ſupporting itſelf in the air , without any

need of the rope G H , which may then

be ſlipped off. As the balloon continues

to be filled , the net is adjuſted properly

round it ; the cords that proceed from it .

are faſtened to the hoop MN ; then the

boat I K , being placed between the two

ſets of caſks, is faſtened to the hoop MN,

and every thing that is required to be ſent

- up, as the ballaſt, inſtruments, & c . is placed

in it. Atlaſt, when the balloon is little more

than three-quarters full, the filken tubes

are ſeparated from the tin tubes of the in

verted tubs, and, their extremities being

tied up, are placed in the boat. Laſtly,

the aeronauts being ſeated in the boat, the

the rings or loops for the lateral ropesmuſt be fixed

upon the net, and not upon the ſtuff of the balloon

itſelf. . .

lateral
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lateral ropes are lipped off, and the ma

chine is abandoned to the air.

Fig . 4 , of plate II. exhibits a view of

an inflammable- air balloon in the atmo

ſphere.

In eſtimating the power of thoſe aero

ſtatic machines, the aſcending power of the

inflammable air ſhould be conſidered as

equivalent to one ounce averdupoiſe for

every cubic foot, which is juſt one-ſixth of

the weight of common air ; for though

the inflammable air itſelf may be ſomewhat

lighter, yet, as it is almoſt impoſſible to

prevent ſome common air from entering the

balloon , or ſomemoiſture, & c . it is always

more ſafe to undervalue than to over -rate.

the power of the machine. If, therefore,

an inflammable -air balloon , the capacity of

which is 12000 cubic feet, is filled three

quarters with inflammable air , from iron

and diluted vitriolic acid , the aſcending

power or levity of that gas may be ſafely

eſtimated at gooo ounces, or 562į pounds

weight ; from which the weight of the

X 2 envelope,
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envelope, boat, ropes, & c. muſt be ſub

tracted .

I ſhall conclude this chapter with a ſhort

enumeration of thoſe things which have

been found peculiarly uſeful, or wanting, in

an aerial voyage ; though this is impoſſible to

be done with preciſion, or very extenſively ,

ſince what is uſeful to one perſon , and in one

climate or ſeaſon , may be uſeleſs to another,

under different circumſtances. This is par

ticularly the caſe with philoſophical inſtru

ments, which are entirely uſeleſs, if the

aeronaut is not ſufficiently ſkilled in the uſe

of them .

Clothes ſufficient to defend from a con

ſiderable degree of cold are neceſſary , and

a cloak of varniſhed filk would be very uſe

ful in paſſing thro' fogs, clouds, and miſts.

As for refreſhments, there is no need to

mention them , ſince hardly any aeronaut

will forget them .

Some ropes, and a hook ſomewhat like

an anchor, are very uſeful in deſcending,

particularly
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particularly to prevent the machine re

bounding.

A ſpeaking trumpet has been likewiſe

found uſeful.

A memorandum book and pencil ſhould

be alſo uſed , for ſetting down the occurren

ces that are worth notice.

The inſtruments for obſervations are

principally the following, provided the

aeronaut knows how to uſe them : - A

watch that ſhews ſeconds; a good barome

ter , ſuch a one as is uſed for meaſuring the

heights ofmountains'; a couple of thermo

meters, a hygrometer, a magnetic compaſs,

a teleſcope, a ſextant, and an electrometer.

As for other inſtruments, they muſt be pro

vided according to the various experiments

that are intended to bemade

C H A P .
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CHAPTER VI.

Experiments and obſervations proper to be

made in the courſe of an aerial voyage.

Toenable an aeronaut to make philo

T ſophical experiments and obſerva

tions in the atmoſphere, there is required a

conſiderable knowledge of natural philo

fophy and mathematics, and likewiſe ſome

experience in performing experiments ;

therefore this chapter cannot contain any

thing more than the bare mention of ge

neral and more eaſy experiments, without

explaining the theory of their principles,

or deſcribing the particulars of the prac

tice,

The principal objects to be determined by

the aeronaut are, his height above the ſur

face of the earth , and when he is aſcend

ing or deſcending ; which are done by the

barometer. — As for his aſcending or de

fcending:
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ſcending, that is immediately indicated by

the deſcent or aſcent of the quickſilver in

the barometer ; but for determining the

height, there is required a good deal of cal

culation , which is beſt done after the de

ſcent ; and whilſt in the air , the aeronaut

Tould only ſet down the different heights

of the barometer, and at the ſame time the

degrees of heat indicated by the thermo

meter .

In order to find out the height of one

place above another, by barometrical obſer

vations, two barometers and four thermo

meters are required , viz . by one barometer

and two thermometers ſet in each place ;

a thermometer being attached to each ba

rometer , which ſerves to ſhew the expanſion

of its mercury , which is generally of a dif

ferent degree of heat from that of the

ſurrounding air. The other thermometer

ſerves to ſhew the heat of the air, -

The height of the quickſilver in both

barometers, and the degree of heat of all

the four thermometers, ſhould be obſerved

atX 4
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at the ſame time, becauſe , if one is exa

mined before the other, the gravity of the

atmoſphere may have varied in the mean

time, and then the obſervation would be uſe

leſs. But as theſe cotemporary obſervations

cannot be always made, in the caſe of an

aerial voyage, the beſt that can be done is

to obſerve the barometer and thermometers,

before the aeronaut aſcends, and then , com

paring this obſervation with thoſe made in

the atmoſphere, hemay find his height very

nearly. -- If by means of ſignals, or by ap

pointing the time, a perſon was to obſerve

upon the earth , at the ſame time that an

aeronaut obſerves in the atmoſphere, it

would be much better .

· I ſhall now proceed to deſcribe the mea

thod of eſtimating the height of one place

above another, ſuppoſing that a barometer

and two thermometers, viz . an attached and

a detached one, are obſerved at the ſame

time in each place.

RULE -
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RULE I. For correcting the effect of ex

panfion and contraction of the quickſilver in

the barometers.

A column of quickſilver , 30 inches high,

is increaſed in length 0 ,0032 of an inch ,

by the effect of one degree of heat, accord

ing to Farenheits thermometer ; and con

ſequently , every one of thoſe 30 inches is

increaſed 0 ,0001067 of an inch by one

degree ofheat.

If the barometers to be corrected differ

very little, as about one inch, or one inch

and a half, from 30 inches height, mul

tiply the quantity of expanſion for one

degree of the thermometer (viz . 0 ,0032)

by the difference of the two attached ther

mometers. Thus, if that difference is 3.,

the product is 0 ,0096. Add the product

to that barometer, the attached thermo

meter ofwhich ſtands loweſt, and you have

the equated heights of the barometers. If

the barometers differ three or four inches, or

more, from 30 inches height,then the effect

of
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of expanſion occaſioned by one degree of

heat, viz . 0 ,0032, on a column of 30

inches, ſhould be diminiſhed proportion

ably .

Now , the difference of the common lo

garithms (omitting their indexes) of the

equated heights of the mercury in the two

barometers, Thews the firſt difference of al

titude between the two places, in fathoms

and thouſandth parts, obſerving to reckon

the three right-hand figures as decimals * ;

which being multiplied by ſix, is reduced

into feet, and decimals of a foot.

N . B . The logarithms to be uſed for

this purpoſemuſt conſiſt of ſeven places of

figures.

RULE II. For correcting the effect of ex

panſion and contraction of the column of air

between the upper and lower barometer.

If themean heat, ſhewn by thetwo de

tached thermometers , be 32°, no correction

. * This is the ſame thing as to divide that differ

ence by 1000 .

is
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is to be made ; the height found before

being the true anſwer . But if the mean

heat be greater or leſs than 32°, then take

the difference between it and 32°, and mul

tiply that difference by 2 ,4 (viz . two and

four tenths) : multiply the height already

found by the product of this multipli

cation ; then divide this laſt product by

· 1000, and the quotient will be a number

of feet and decimals of a foot, which muſt

be added to theheight already found , if the

mean heat was greater than 32°, but if leſs,

it muſtbe ſubtracted from it ; and thusyou

will have the required height or perpendi

cular diſtance between the two places. .

Detached

Thermometerse

EXAMPLE. Suppoſe it be required to

find the height of a hill from the following

obſervations.

Attached

Thermometers.

Barometer at the 7

foot of a hill $ 29,988 , 65 63
> Inches

Barometer at the

top ofthe hill 328,974 ) 62 57

Difference of attached thermometers,

three degrees.

Equated
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Equated barometers, according to rule

the firft {23,0896 }and their logarithms,

without the indexes, 4769475} ; the dif

ference of which, divided by 1000, is

147, 982, and being now multiplied by 6 ,

gives the altitude of 887 ,892 feet : which

muſt be corrected by the following opera

tion :

Mean ofthe detached thermometers 60°:

the difference between which and 32° is

28°, which , being multiplied by 2 4 , gives

67 ,2 .

Multiplying 887,892 by 67,2 (which is

the product laſt found) and dividing the

product by 1000, wehave 59,6663424 for

the ſecond correction ; which, added to

the altitude found above (887,892) gives

947,558 feet for the required height of the

hill.

Beſides the barometer, the height of a

balloon may be aſcertained by other means,

and eſpecially by obſerving the angle which
the
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the horizon fubtends at the eye of the

aeronaut, bymeans of a ſextant or quadrant.

Thus, ſuppoſe that ABCD, fig. 5 , plate II.

repreſents the earth , and F the place of the

aeronaut,who obſerves the angle AFC, the

half of which is EFC. But becauſe FE is

perpendicular to the point B of the earth , it

muſt paſs through the center E ; and becauſe

FC is a tangent, andEC a radius,ECF

is a right angle, and confequently all the

three angles of the triangle FCE are

known. But EC is equal to the ſemi-dia

meter of the earth , therefore by trigono

metry the fide FE may be found ; from

which take away B E , equal to the ſemi

diameter of the earth , and the remainder

is F B, viz. the required height.

It ſhould be obſerved whether a teleſcope ,

that magnifies about 100 times, may be

kept ſteady enough for obſerving celeſtial

objects from the gallery or boat of an aero

ſtatic machine, and whether it ſhews thoſe

objects much clearer from a certain height

above the earth , when the viſual ray muſt

paſs through a leſs portion of the atmo

ſphere.
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ſphere. Perhaps Jupiter and Venus, or

even ſome fixed ſtar, may be ſeen with the

naked eye in the day - time.

The air at different heights ſhould be

put in bottles, and its quality Should be

afterwards aſcertained .

The electricity of the higheſt regions of

the atmoſphere ſhould be attentively and

repeatedly examined , in reſpect to its qua

lity and intenſity ; though it may be doubt

fulwhether the electrometer will act at all,

as the balloon ſtands inſulated .

It is very proper to examine whether

the compaſs is ſubject to the ſame varia

tions when high up in the atmoſphere ,

as when ſtanding on the earth . And now ,

on mentioning the compaſs, it is proper to

obſerve, that when the aeronaut has loft

fight of any particular object on the earth ,

he cannot diſcover which way he is going

by the compaſs, becauſe he has no fixed

point with which hemay compare the di

rection of themagnetical needle ; unleſs it

.. were
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We

were to be found that one particular part

of the aeroſtatic machine goes always be

fore, which is not unlikely , and deſerves to

be examined with attention .al

The inclination of the magnetic nee

dle, high up in the air — the formation

of clouds, fogs, and rain -- the decreaſe of

gravity of bodies, by means of a ſpring

weighing inſtrument— the propagation of

ſounds- - and innumerable other things, de

ſerve likewiſe to be attentively examined

and aſcertained .

Laſtly, it will be proper to recommend

to the aeronaut, whenever he ſets down any

obſervation , to record at the ſame time the

height of the barometer, time, tempera

ture, and other cotemporary remarks ; for ,

as thoſe obſervations are moſtly depending

on each other, they would be uſeleſs by

themſelves.

CH AP
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CHAPTER V

Uſes to which Aeroſtation may be applied .

TT can hardly be expected , that, in the

I preſent ſtate of the ſubject, all, or even

a few of the uſes, to which the aeroſtatic

machines may be applied , ſhould be pre

ciſely known, ſince the deciſive proof of

experience has not yet been ſufficiently

thewn. The moſt obvious uſes will eaſily

occur to any perſon of the leaſt ingenuity ;

and to propoſe others, of a leſs apparentna

ture , can only ſerve to give ſome obſcure

and perhaps ridiculous hints to future ex

perimenters ; I ſhall thereforemake this laſt

chapter of my work as ſhort as poſſible,

contenting myſelf with a conciſe enumera

tion of a few of the uſes to which the aero

ſtatic machines may be applied , eſpecially

as they have been moſtly already hinted at

in the preceding pages.

The
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The ſmall balloons, eſpecially thoſemade

of paper, and raiſed by means of the flame

of ſpirits of wine, which are eaſily made

and more caſily elevated, may ſerve to ex

plore the direction of the winds in the up

per parts of the atmofphere, particularly

when there is a calm below : they may ele

vate into the atmoſphere a ſtring orwire,one

extremity of which is on the earth , and by

thismeans they may convey down the elec

tricity of the atmoſphere : they may ſerve for

ſignals, in various circumſtances, in which

no other means can be uſed ; and letters ,

or other finall things, may be eaſily fent

by them ; as for inſtance, from thips that

cannot ſafely land, on account of ſtorms,

& c . from beſieged places, iſlands, and the

like.

,

The larger aeroſtatic machinesmay ana

ſwer all the above-mentioned purpoſes in

a better manner ; and they may beſides be

uſed as a help for a man who wants to af

cend a mountain , a precipice, ot to croſs

a river, & c .-- and perhaps one of thofe ma

chines, tied to a boat by means of a long

Y rope,
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rope, may in ſome caſes be a better fort of

fail than any that is uſed at preſent,

The largeſt ſort of machines, by which

I mean thoſe which can take up one or

more men , may be evidently ſubſervient to

various economical and philoſophical uſes.

Their conveying people from place to place

with great ſwiftneſs, and without trouble ,

will be of eſſential uſe, even if the art of

guiding them in a direction different from

the wind is never diſcovered. Bymeans of

thoſe machines , the ſhape of certain feas and

lands may be better aſcertained : men may

aſcend to the tops of ſeveral mountains that

were never viſited before ; they may be car

ried over marſhy and dangerous grounds;

they may by thatmeans comeout of a be

ſieged place , or an iſland ; and they may,

in hot climates, aſcend to a cold region of

the atmoſphere , either to refreſh them

ſelves, or to obſerve the ice,which is never

feen below ; and, in ſhort, thus they may

be eaſily taken to ſeveral places, to which

human art knew of no conveyance before

the diſcovery of the aeroſtatic machines,

The
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The philoſophical uſes to which thoſe

machines may be ſubſervient, are numerous

indeed ; and it may be ſufficient to ſay ,

that hardly any thing of what paſſes in the

atmoſphere is known with preciſion, and

that principally for want of a method of

aſcending into the atmoſphere. The for

mation of rain , of thunder -ſtorms, of va

pours, hail, ſnow , and meteors in general,

require to be attentively examined and al

certained . The action of the barometer,

the refraction and temperature of the air

in various regions, the deſcent of bodies ,

the propagation of ſound, & c . are ſubjects

which all require a long ſeries of obfer

vations and experiments, the performance

of which could never have been properly

expected , before the diſcovery of thoſe

machines. We may therefore conclude,

with a wiſh that the learned , and the en

couragers of uſeful knowledge, may unani

mouſly concur in endeavouring to promote

the ſubject of aeroſtation, and to render it

as uſeful as poſſible to mankind. . .

Y 2 ADDITIONS
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

T o the Hiſtorical Part ſhould be ad

1 ded : - Thật in France a large aero

ſtatic machine, on the principle of rarefied

air, was made by l'AbbéMiolan and Jani

net, during the laſt ſummer. It was about

120 feet high, and nearly go in diameter ;

furniſhed with a gallery , and a kind of rud

der to direct it.

In June, 1784, two effays were made

with this machine, in the ſecond of which

the machine Thewed ſuch a power of aſs

cenfion , as to lift nine perſons, beſides other

weight, from the ground ; and would have

actually eſcaped from the hands of many

perſons that were employed to hold it, if

the fire in it had not been diſcontinued . On

the nth of July, the weather being very

hot, they endeavoured, in vain , to raiſe the

machine; and after a good deal of fruitleſs

work , whether by the fury of the diſap

pointed populace, or by ſome other acci

dent, the machine was entirely deſtroyed.

To
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To the Practical Part the following ob .

ſervations ſhould be added : White vitriol

is ſaid to be ſold much dearer than the

vitriol of iron . If this is true , it will be

à ſaving to make the inflammable air by

means of zinc and vitriolic acid , rather

than of this acid and iron ; becauſe the

fale of the white vitriol, ariſing from the

former , will, in a greatmeaſure , compen

fate for the expence ofthe materials. ' :

A very expeditious method of joining

the pieces of a balloon made of varniſhed

filk , was lately communicated to me by

Mr. Blanchard . It is nothing more than

laying about half an inch of the edge of

one of the pieces flat over the edge of the

other, and paſſing a hot iron over it ; in

doing which , a piece of paper ought to be

laid both under and over the filk , fo as to

prevent the iron or the table from ſticking to

the ſtuff. Thus the pieces are joined verị

firmly together ; and the joining may be

rendered even more fecure by running it

with a filk thread, and ſticking a tiband

over it. But it muſt be obſerved , thatthis

Y 3 fort
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fort of joining will not do with thick filk ,

nor with every fort of varniſh . ***

When ribands are required to be laid

over the ſeams, (which is not only uſeful to

prevent the eſcape of the inflammable air,

but will likewiſe ſtrengthen the balloon)

they may be ſtuck with common glue,

provided the varniſh of the filk is properly

dried . When the glue is quite dry , thoſe ri

bands ſhould be varniſhed over , in order to

prevent their being unglued by the rain .

I am juſt informed , by Mr. Blanchard ,

of the following method of making elaſtic

gum varniſh for the filk of a balloon :

Diffolve elaſtic gum , cut ſmall, in 5 times

its weight of ſpirits of turpentine, by keep

ing them ſome days together : then boil

one ounce of this ſolution in 8 ounces of

drying linſeed oil for a few minutes : laſtly,

ſtrain it. — Ufe it rather warm .

ERRATA. .

Page 43, line 5 , for John read Joſeph. .

Page 48, line 6 , for John read Joſeph. ,

i 2
INDEX.
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fort of joining will not do with thick filk ,

nor with every fort of varniſh .

When ribands are required to be laid

over the ſeams, (which is not only uſeful to

prevent the eſcape of the inflammable air,

but will likewiſe ſtrengthen the balloon ).

they may be ſtuck with common glue,

provided the varniſh of the filk is properly

dried. When the glue is quite dry, thoſe ri

bands ſhould be varniſhed over, in order to

prevent their being unglued by the rain .
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I am juſt informed, by Mr. Blanchard,

of the following method of making elaſtic

gum varniſh _for the filk of a balloon :

Diffolve elaſtic gum , cut ſmall, in 5 times

its weight of ſpirits of turpentine, by keep

ing them fome days together : then boil

one ounce of this folution in 8 ounces of
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ACCIDENTS happened in aſcending with

2 aeroſtatic machines, 146 , 151.

Aerial voyage, ſee Voyage.

Aeronaut's honoured, 196.

Aeroſtatic experiment attempted, 34 .- firſtmade,

43. - firſt in England, 93. - firſt at Turin ,

109. .

Aeroſtatic machine, diſcovery of, 43. what,

211.. firſt publicly exhibited, 46 . - with in .

flammable air, attempted , 34 . — firſt inade,

51.-- more ſafe to abandon it to the air, 81:

ſeldom becalmed , 193. - of what ſort pre

ferable, 197 . - methods of directing the,

205. - which ſhape is preferable, 238.

firſt that croſſed the Channel, 123.- firſt

launched in England , 93. - firſt launched

at Oxford, 128 . - ſmall ones become com

mon in England, 135. - remarkable ex

periment with one, 140, 152. - - conſtruc

tion of, 238 .-- conſtruction of ſmall ones,

271. -- conſtruction of large ones, 273. - pro

per ſhape of, 239. - proper ſtuff for the en

velope of, 241. - problems for the conſtruc

tion, & c . of, 245 .

AeroſtationYA
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Aeroſtation compared with navigation , 1943

193.- - comprehenfive view of, 194. - general

principles of, 207.

Air , common , its weight and elaſticity, 28, 29 ,

207.- how much rarefied in aeroſtatic ma

chines, 128, 302.- of the upper regions,

found to be purer, 156 . - its bulk increaſed

by heat, 200, - ſhewn to be lighter when ra.

refied , 28, 211.

Animals firſt ſent up with an aeroftatic ma

chine, 70 .- do not ſuffer any great inconve

nience in an aerial voyage, 72, 115 , 188.

Apparatus for filling aeroſtatic machines, 298,

364 .

Arcbytas, hiswooden pigeon, 5 .

Articles neceſſary for an aeronaut, 308. -

Aſcent and deſcent of a balloon , how known,

310. - projects to effect it, 283. .

Atmoſphere is of various denſities, 213, 289.

- its weight changeable, 214. ,

Bacon, Roger, his paſſage relative to Aying, 9 .

Ballaſt proper for a balloon , 288.

Balloon , ſee Aerofitatio machine. i .

Barometer , its uſe and motion , 214 :- indicates

the aſcent and deſcent of a balloon , 310 .

- determines the height, 311.

Bartholomew Laurence, his petition to the King

. of Portugal, 23. .

Beſnier, his wings, 20,

Black , Dr. his projećt formaking an inflamma-.

: ble-air balloon, 31. .

Bladders,
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Bladders, too heavy for air -balloons, 36. - uſeful

for the production of inflammable air, & c.

222, 264.

Blanchard, his flying ſcheme ineffectual, 129,

his firſt aerial voyage, 148. - his ſecond aerial

voyage, 139.- his third aerialvoyage, 148.

his fourth aerial voyage, 170 . - his fifth aerial

voyage, 177 ,-- his ſixth aerial voyage, in

which he croſſes the Channel, 180. - his me.

thod of joining the pieces of a balloon, 325.

Boats for a balloon, 281. .

Borelli, his thoughts on the ſubject of Aying, 4.

Boulton's experiment with the exploſive balloon ,

152. .

Buono, Candido, his experiment, which ſhews

that air becomes lighter when heated, 28.

Capacities of balloons, how determined , 246.

table of, 247.

Cavallo, his project of making inflammable-air

balloons, 33, 34, 40.

Channel, Engliſh , firſt croſſed by an aeroſtatic

: machine. 123. - firft aerial voyage over the,
180.

Chartres, Duke of, his aerial voyage, 144 .

Dante, John Baptiſt, his wings, 19 . :

EleEtricity of the atmoſphere brought down by

means of aeroftatic machines , 110, 135 , 202,

321.- - deſerves to be examined, 318 .

Experiments proper to be made in an aerial

voyage, 310 .

Fuel
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Fuel proper for a balloon, 272, 301.

Filling of aeroſtatic machines, 272, 298.

Fire-place for a balloon, 275.

Gallery for a balloon , 275.

Guſman, ſtory relating to him , 26 .

Height above the ſurface of the earth , greateſt

attained by aeroſtatic machines, 201. - aſcer

tained by means of the barometer, 311. - af

certained by trigonometry, 317.

Helm for a balloon, 297.

· Inflammable air, its exiſtence, 30.- what, 212,

215 . - its ſpecific gravity, 30, 313, 221,

233.- uſed for ſoap -balls, lighter than com

mon air, 34 , 37. - firſt uſed for balloons,

51.- ſpecific gravity of that uſed by Charles

and Roberts, 99 . - how produced , 215, 216 .

- quantity of produced from iron , 219,

220 .- quantity produced from zinc, 220.

quantity produced from coal, 233 .- other

permanently elaſtic fluids generated with it,

222.- apparatus for the production of, 225,

226 , 304 . - to paſs it through water, 226,

304 .- produced by the action of fire, 227.

remarkable circumſtance attending its pro

duction , 235 .,

Inflammable- air balloons, what, 213.- whether

· likely to be damaged by lightning, 202.--

ſee Aeroſtatic machines.

si i Lana,
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Lana, Francis, his flying project, 20. 1

Means propoſed for directing balloons, 290. " .

Montgolfier , his diſcovery of the aeroſtatic ma.

chine, 43. - ſhort account of the two bro

thers, 49. - their receiving the annual prize

from the Academy, 82.- experiment made

by him at Lyons, 82 .

Muette,la, aeroſtatic experimentmade at, 83.

Net for a balloon , 282.

Obſervations, remarkable, 140, 183, 186 .-- ge
neral on the hiſtory, 188. - proper to be

made in an aerial voyage, 310, 317, 3187

319.

Oars, ſee Wings.

Pattern for the pieces of a balloon, 256. . .

Pieces for a balloon , pattern of the, 256.

cut, 257, - joined, 260, 325.

Pigeon, flying, 5.- Mr. Blanchard 's, 173. .

Pilatre de Rozier firſt aſcended with an aero.

ſtatic machine, 74, 76 . - his name given to a

place, 144. :

Power of aeroftatic machines, 302, 307. -

Premium offered by the Academy of Lyons,

112 .

Preparation of the ſtuff for a balloon , 261.

Problems for the conſtruction , & c . of balloons,

245. - for determining the height by the ba

rometer, 311..

Regiomontantes,
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Regiomontanus, his flying eagle, 11.- his Aying
iron fly , 11 .

Ribands laid over the ſeams of a balloon , 326 .

Roger Bacon , fee Bacon .

Ropes to ſteady the balloons, 300, 305.

Rozier, fee Pilatre.

Soap-balls lighter than common air, 34:— mée

thod of making them , 37 .

Surfaces of balloons determined , 245 .- table

of, 247. do not increaſe in proportion to thế

capacities, 22, 238.

* * *

Tbible,Madame, the firſt woman thatmadean

aerial voyage, 142.

Valve for à balloon , 278.

Varniſh for a balloon , 263. - required properties

of, 265:-- of elaſtic gum , 265, 326. - of bird:

* lime, 267, - how uſed, 270, 326 . ..

Voyage, aerial, the firſt, 83. - the firſt with an

inflammable- air balloon, 95. - at Lyons, 118.

Andreani's firſt at Milan , 124 .- Andrea

di ani's ſecond.' 134 .- Blanchard's, fee Blan

chard .-- at Dijon , 137.- at Marſeilles, 138.

at Straſburg , 138 .- Maret and Bremond's

ſecond, 140. - a Aix , 141.- firft made by a

woman at Lyons, 142.- at Dijon , ſecond ,

142.-mac Nantes, 142.- - at Bourdeaux, 143.

diverses at Verſailles, in preſence of the King

of Sweden , 144.- the Duke de Chartres's,

* * 144. -- at Bourdeaux , ſecond, 151. - atRodez,

155.- at Nantes, ſecond, 157.wimfirſt in Ergo

lands
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land, 157. — the longeſt, 164. - Sadler's, as

Oxford, 176. — Harper's, at Birmingham ,

179.- firſt over the ſea , 180.

Uſes to which the aeroftatic machines may be

applied, 320 .

White vitriol is fold dearer than the vitriol of

iron , 325

Wilkins, Biſhop , his paſſages relative to the art
of flying, 12.

Wings, or oars, their power, 168, 289, 293,

296 .- of different Thape, 294.
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